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Abstract
Arc volcanism at subduction zones is likely regulated by the mantle wedge’s ﬂow regime
and thermal structure and, hence, numerous studies have attempted to quantify the princi-
pal controls on mantle wedge conditions. In this thesis, we build on these previous studies
by undertaking the ﬁrst systematic 2-D and 3-D numerical investigations, across a wide
parameter-space, into how hydration, thermal buoyancy and toroidal ﬂow around the slab
edge inﬂuence the wedge’s ﬂow regime and associated thermal structure. We ﬁnd that small-
scale convection (SSC), resulting from Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, or drips, off the base of
the overriding lithosphere, is a typical occurrence, if: (i) viscosities are < 5 × 1018 Pa s; and
(ii) hydrous weakening of wedge rheology extends at least 100-150 km from the forearc cor-
ner. In 2-D models, instabilities generally take the form of ‘drips’. In 3-D, two separate, but
interacting, longitudinal Richter roll systems form (with their axes aligned perpendicular to
the trench), the ﬁrst below the arc region and the second below the back-arc region. These
instabilities result in transient and spatial temperature ﬂuctuations of 100-150K, which are
sufﬁcient to inﬂuence melting, the stability of hydrous minerals and the dehydration of
crustal material. Furthermore, they are efﬁcient at eroding the overriding lithosphere, par-
ticularly in 3-D and, thus, provide a means to explain observations of high heat ﬂow and
thin back-arc lithosphere at many subduction zones. A preliminary study into the effects of
a ﬁnite-width slab on the wedge’s ﬂow regime, which allows for toroidal ﬂow around the
slab edge, highlights that the toroidal cell can locally increase or decrease temperatures suf-
ﬁciently to either enhance or shut down wet melting, while a hydrated wedge corner may
channel trench-parallel ﬂow. The dynamic complexities of wedge ﬂow revealed by our mod-
els may help explain the diversity in geophysical and geochemical subduction signatures.
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Chapter 2
Introduction
2.1 Motivation
Subduction zones are Earth’s dominant tectonic features. They form the location of major un-
derthrusting earthquakes, explosive arc volcanism and are the only sites of deep earthquakes
within Earth’s mantle (see Fig. 2.1). The role of subduction zones within Earth’s plate tectonic
framework is reasonably well understood [Davies, 1999]. Whilst mid-ocean ridges are gen-
erally considered passive features, generated via the pull-apart of surrounding oceanic litho-
sphere, subduction zones form the main driving force for plate tectonics, through the sinking of
old and dense lithosphere [e.g. Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975]. The deformation is accommodated
by bending of the oceanic lithosphere and by large underthrusting earthquakes in the seis-
mogenic zone. From a long-term geological perspective, the earthquakes efﬁciently decouple
the motion of the subducting slab from the overriding plate. Down-dip from the seismogenic
zone, the slab is coupled to the overlying mantle and the viscous drag draws down the mantle
along with the subducting slab. This ﬂow, in turn, draws in mantle from below the overriding
lithosphere. This zone of viscous deformation between the descending slab and the overriding
plate deﬁnes the mantle wedge (see Fig. 2.2).
In addition to their dynamic and tectonic importance, subduction zones play a crucial role
in Earth’s chemical evolution. Upon subduction, the oceanic lithosphere encounters higher
temperatures and pressures, causing dehydration of sediments, oceanic crust and the hydrated
portions of the oceanic mantle, through a variety of metamorphic reactions. The ﬂux of water
into the overlying hot mantle wedge causes melting by lowering the solidus (melting temper-
ature) of peridotite. Partial melting of subducted sediments and oceanic crust and pressure-
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Figure 2.1: Global earthquake map. The colours indicate earthquake depth, with the deepest earthquakes
delineating subduction zones, where one tectonic plate sinks below another into Earth’s mantle, for
example, the Java Trench, which is outlined by the white box (source: tectonics observatory at Caltech).
release melting of the overlying mantle also contribute to magmatism, which is responsible for
arc volcanism and for the modiﬁcation and formation of continental crust.
Studies of the subduction zone mantle wedge require input from multiple disciplines, with
complementary approaches required to constrain the likely ﬂow regime and thermal struc-
ture. For example, the chemistry of arc magmas and the records of metamorphic events help
constrain pressure-temperature-time paths. Observed seismic velocities, anisotropy and atten-
uation are linked to temperature and ﬂow conditions in the slab and mantle wedge. Compu-
tational models, based on conservation principles, allow one to predict the temperature dis-
tribution under given assumptions about subduction geometry and physical conditions. The
latter approach is utilised throughout this thesis, to gain both a qualitative and quantitative
understanding of the dominant controls on the wedge’s ﬂow regime and thermal structure.
2.2 Previous Work
Numerical simulations of mantle wedge dynamics have predominantly explored 2-D systems,
where wedge ﬂow is driven by kinematic subduction of the down-going plate, under a dry
rheology, and neglecting the effect of buoyancy. Under these conditions, a corner-ﬂow regime
dominates, where viscous drag from the subducting plate pulls hot mantle material deep into
the wedge corner, subsequently carrying it to depth sub-parallel to its surface [e.g. Davies and
Stevenson, 1992, Peacock, 1996, Peacock and Wang, 1999, van Keken et al., 2002, Kelemen et al.,
8
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the importance of the mantle wedge environment in the structure and dynam-
ics of subduction zones. Water released from the subducting slab by metamorphic reactions aids in the
generation of arc volcanism and earthquakes. The release and transport of water and melt to the volcanic
front is sensitive to the thermal structure of the slab and wedge environment [from van Keken, 2003].
2003]. Recent models which incorporate realistic non-Newtonian mantle rheologies that are
simultaneously dependent on stress and temperature, are able to match numerous wedge ob-
servations, such as: (i) the downgoing plate thermal structure predicted by arc geochemistry
[Plank et al., 2009]; (ii) surface topography [Hebert and Gurnis, 2010]; (iii) distributions of
intermediate-depth Benioff seismicity [Abers et al., 2006]; and (iv) correlations between the lo-
cations of volcanic arcs and subduction parameters such as downgoing plate age and dip [e.g.
England et al., 2004, England and Wilkins, 2004, Syracuse et al., 2010, Grove et al., 2012]. How-
ever, they are unable to explain others observations, such as temporal variability in arc volcan-
ism [Honda and Yoshida, 2005], thin back-arc lithospheres [Currie and Hyndman, 2006], and
corresponding local heat ﬂow measurements [Schurr et al., 2003].
The ﬂow ﬁeld of previous plate-driven models is usually realized by prescribing relatively
high viscosities (consistent with a dry mantle) and neglecting the effects of buoyancy (only
kinematic effects of subducting plate buoyancy are applied), whilst they are often aided by the
choice of boundary conditions. However, at least part of the wedge is likely damp (as is back-
ground mantle sampled below mid-ocean-ridges - Hirth and Kohlstedt [1996]), or wet (due to
9
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the introduction of ﬂuids released from the downgoing plate). If the upper mantle rheology
is damp or wet, upper mantle viscosities are likely to be low [e.g. Karato and Wu, 1993, Hirth
and Kohlstedt, 1996] and, accordingly, buoyancy will become important in controlling wedge
dynamics [e.g. Davies and Stevenson, 1992]. Indeed, regional studies indicate that wedge vis-
cosities may be an order of magnitude lower than background mantle [Billen and Gurnis, 2001,
Jadamec and Billen, 2010].
Models that have previously considered these effects produce small-scale convection (SSC),
driven by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities from the base of the overriding plate [e.g. Honda and
Saito, 2003, Arcay et al., 2005, Currie et al., 2008, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012]. Such instabili-
ties help to explain ﬁnger-like seismic velocity patterns below Japan [Tamura et al., 2002] and
the aforementioned observations of thin lithospheric back-arcs with a high heat-ﬂow [Currie
et al., 2008]. They also lead to a transient thermal structure, which has been proposed to ex-
plain temporal variations in volcanic activity [Honda et al., 2010]. Considered together, these
studies [and others, e.g. Gerya et al., 2006, Zhu et al., 2009] demonstrate that SSC could have a
signiﬁcant effect on wedge thermal structure and, hence, slab dehydration and melt conditions
[e.g. Arcay et al., 2005, 2006, 2008]. However, thus far, a systematic study into the factors con-
trolling SSC and its implications for the mantle wedge’s ﬂow regime and thermal structure has
not been undertaken.
Our aims for this thesis are: (i) to perform a systematic investigation into the different pos-
sible modes of mantle wedge ﬂow, under a range of subduction conﬁgurations and rheological
parameters; and (ii) to determine their implications for mantle wedge thermal structure. We
intentionally keep our set-up simple, with subducting plate motion and the coupling between
downgoing and overriding plates prescribed kinematically. We also focus on end-member
cases of uniform wedge hydration. Initially, we conduct 2-D analyses, with fully 3-D wedge
ﬂow (in models that exclude and include ﬂow around slab edges) subsequently examined.
2.3 Thesis Outline
We use 2-D and 3-D numerical models, where a kinematically prescribed subducting slab
drives dynamic ﬂow in the surrounding mantle domain, to explore how hydration, buoyancy
and toroidal ﬂow (i.e. ﬂow around the slab edge) inﬂuence the wedge’s ﬂow regime and as-
sociated thermal structure. Our models are generated using Fluidity, a state-of-the-art compu-
tational framework that was recently developed by the Applied Modelling and Computation
10
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Group (AMCG), at Imperial College London. Although originally an ocean model [e.g. Piggott
et al., 2008], Fluidity was extended and validated extensively for geodynamical applications by
Davies et al. [2011] and Kramer et al. [2012]. The results presented in this thesis represent the
ﬁrst in depth application of Fluidity to geodynamical problems.
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
• In Chapter 3 we present an overview of Fluidity’s underlying numerical methodologies.
In addition, we further validate the code for kinematically driven subduction zone simu-
lations like those presented herein, via comparisons with the well-established benchmark
of van Keken et al. [2008].
• In Chapter 4, we present results from a systematic 2-D parameter space study, to establish
the likely signiﬁcance of hydration, buoyancy and upper plate instability for the wedge’s
ﬂow regime and thermal structure. 2-D simulations, such as those presented, allow for
a rapid understanding of parameter-space sensitivity, thus aiding with the conﬁguration
and interpretation of more complex 3-D models.
• In Chapter 5, results are presented from 3-D models, where the slab extends throughout
the third-dimension of our computational domain. Although 3-D wedge ﬂow models
have been examined previously [e.g. Honda and Saito, 2003], a systematic study into the
inﬂuence of hydration, buoyancy and subduction parameters (e.g. subduction velocity,
upper plate age), has not yet been undertaken. We show that the third-dimension plays
a critical role in dictating the wedge’s ﬂow regime and associated thermal structure.
• It is likely that the ﬁnite lateral extent of slabs plays a crucial role in the mantle wedge’s
ﬂow regime and thermal structure. A number of seismic and geochemical observations
are consistent with ﬂow from the subslab region into the mantle wedge around slab edges
[Pearce et al., 2001, Wendt et al., 1997, Trua et al., 2003, Smith et al., 2001, Civello and
Margheriti, 2004], which likely produces trench-parallel relative temperature variations.
In Chapter 6, we present preliminary results from 3-D simulations, into the morphology
of wedge ﬂow resulting from subduction of a ﬁnite-width slab. Our results imply that
this component of ﬂow, which has been neglected from previous models of the mantle
wedge, plays an important role in wedge dynamics.
We note that each of our chapters contains a stand-alone introductory section, in addition to
11
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chapter speciﬁc conclusions. In addition, our major conclusions are summarised in Chapter 7,
where we also provide potential directions for future research.
Research contributions: All models were set up, run and analysed by Le Voci, with guidance
from Davies, Goes and Piggott. Additional assistance on Fluidity development, where neces-
sary, was provided by Stephan Kramer and Cian Wilson. Interpretations were a joint effort by
Le Voci, Davies and Goes.
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Chapter 3
Validating Fluidity against Benchmark
Studies
3.1 Summary
In this chapter we present our computational methods and evaluate how to optimise model
resolution for the problem of wedge ﬂow. The accuracy of Fluidity for simulations of mantle
dynamics has previously been demonstrated via comparisons with a range of analytical and
benchmark solutions [Davies et al., 2011, Kramer et al., 2012]. However, in this chapter, we
validate Fluidity speciﬁcally for kinematically driven simulations of mantle wedge ﬂow,
under a range of rheological regimes, via comparisons with the well-established benchmark
of van Keken et al. [2008]. The characteristics of the models we will be using in this thesis
are very similar to those of this benchmark, making this a particularly powerful test.
3.2 Benchmark Setup and Diagnostics
The benchmark geometry is the same for all cases: the domain is chosen to be 660-km wide
and 600-km deep. It is ﬁlled with an incompressible Stokes ﬂuid and split into three regions:
(i) a 45◦-dipping slab, descending at 5cm/yr; (ii) a 50-km thick rigid (zero velocity) overriding
plate; and (iii) the mantle wedge, where corner-ﬂow is induced through viscous coupling with
the slab (buoyancy forces are neglected).
The inﬂow boundaries and top of the model have prescribed temperature boundary condi-
tions of 1573K and 273K, respectively. A linear temperature gradient is prescribed to the side
of the overriding plate, whilst an error-function solution for half-space cooling is prescribed to
13
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the incoming plate, as follows:
T (x = 0, y) = Ts + (T0 − Ts)erf( y
2
√
κt50
). (3.1)
Here, the slab age t50 is 50Myr, and κ is thermal diffusivity. Mechanical boundary conditions for
the wedge are no-slip below the overriding plate and constant velocity along the slab surface,
with stress-free conditions at the wedge boundary.
We examine simulations at resolutions ranging from 500-metres to 5-km and calculate the
same steady-state diagnostics as van Keken et al. [2008]. Let us deﬁne Tij as the matrix contain-
ing temperatures at points in the ith row and jth column of a rectangular grid with 6km spacing,
superimposed on the mesh such that T1,1 and T111,101 are respectively at the top left and bottom
right corners of the domain. Taking the analytical solution for 2D basally-driven corner-ﬂow in
Batchelor [1967] as initial or boundary condition for Stokes equations, the steady-state thermal
ﬁelds obtained are analyzed and compared via three measures, as follows:
1. Temperature at a single, ﬁxed point at the slab-wedge interface, at (60, 60)km.
2. Discrete L2 norm of temperature for 36 points along the slab-wedge interface, in the 0 −
210km depth range:
||Tslab|| =
√∑36
i=1 T
2
ii
36
. (3.2)
3. Discrete L2 norm of temperature for 78 points in the wedge corner, placed on a triangular
portion of the grid in the 54− 120km depth range:
||Twedge|| =
√∑21
i=10
∑i
j=10 T
2
ij
78
. (3.3)
The various other codes contributing to the benchmark study, while solving for the same
diagnostics and using an identical set-up, employ distinct solution methods, and solve over
domains with different mesh resolutions. Throughout this chapter, we predominantly com-
pare against ﬁnite-element codes identiﬁed in the benchmark study with the acronyms: UM
(Peter Van Keken’s), PGC (Currie, He and Wang’s) and VT (Scott King’s). Results with UM
are obtained for a grid with variable resolution, highest at boundary layers (100 m), down to
a maximum element size of 10 km. The maximum element size for PGC is 20km. The PGC
group encountered difﬁculties with the element aspect ratio at the wedge tip and built very
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small elements (10−8 to 70 m) in a 1 km region close to the tip. VT used quadrilateral elements
with 1 km minimum spacing near the tip. In order to compare against all these methods, we
chose to use uniform element sizes, as mentioned above.
3.3 Test Case Descriptions
Following the numbering convention of van Keken et al. [2008], the test cases are split into two
groups with varying model rheology: (i) isoviscous; (ii) creep. This section brieﬂy describes
the boundary conditions and rheological laws applied in each case.
3.3.1 Test Case 1(a) - Analytical Cornerﬂow Model
Velocities are prescribed via the analytical solution for corner-ﬂow [Batchelor, 1967]. As such,
this case tests our solution strategy for the energy equation.
3.3.2 Test Case 1(b) - Dynamical Flow in an Isoviscous Wedge: Dirichlet
Here, velocity and pressure are prognostic variables. However, Batchelor’s solution is pre-
scribed as Dirichlet boundary conditions at the wedge boundaries. Flow in the isoviscous
wedge is therefore dynamically induced by the prescribed kinematic movement of the slab.
The heat equation is solved throughout the domain.
3.3.3 Test Case 1(c) - Dynamical Flow in an Isoviscous Wedge: Neumann
This case is identical to 1(b), but stress-free (Neumann) boundary conditions are imposed at
wedge inﬂow and outﬂow boundaries. Minimal differences are thus expected between Cases
1b and 1c.
3.3.4 Test Cases 2(a) and 2(b) - Dynamical Flow with Diffusion and Dislocation
Creep
The ﬁnal test cases are similar to 1(c), except that the mantle is no longer isoviscous. Cases 2(a)
and 2(b) utilise Newtonian temperature dependent diffusion creep and non-Newtonian strain-
rate dependent dislocation creep rheologies, respectively (thus most closely approximating the
models presented herein). Olivine is assumed to be the dominant constituent of the upper
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mantle, so that the following simpliﬁed laws can be used to approximate diffusion creep:
ηdiff(T ) = Adiff exp
(Ediff
RT
)
, (3.4)
and dislocation creep:
ηdisl(T, ε˙) = Adisl exp
(Edisl
nRT
)
ε˙
(1−n)
n , (3.5)
where subscripts ‘diff’ and ‘disl’ indicate diffusion and dislocation creep, respectively [e.g.
Karato and Wu, 1993]. Adiff and Adisl are pre-exponential constants, Ediff and Edisl are the
activation energies needed to enter the respective regimes (see Table 3.1 for values used herein).
The exponent n in the power-law relationship between viscosity ηdisl and the second invariant
of the strain rate tensor ε˙ accounts for the effects of stress-dependence under dislocation creep.
To avoid obtaining high stresses analogous to creep regimes other than diffusion and dislo-
cation (such as Peierls creep), modiﬁed viscosity laws are also introduced to truncate viscosity
at a ﬁxed maximum ηmax of 1026Pa, yielding effective diffusion and dislocation viscosities
ηdiff,eff. and ηdisl,eff. as follows:
ηdiff,eff. =
( 1
ηdiff
+
1
ηmax
)−1
, (3.6a)
ηdisl,eff. =
( 1
ηdisl
+
1
ηmax
)−1
. (3.6b)
3.4 Solution Strategy
We solve the Stokes and energy equations, assuming an incompressible, Bousinessq formula-
tion [McKenzie et al., 1974]. The solution strategy employed throughout this thesis is identical
to that presented in Davies et al. [2011]. Nonetheless, for completeness, a brief summary is
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Quantity Symbol Reference value
Dynamic Viscosity η η0 = 1021 Pa
Reference Density ρ 3300 kg · m−3
Temperature T T0 = 1573 K= 1300 ◦C
Thermal conductivity k 3 W· m−1·K−1
Heat capacity cp 1250 J· kg−1·K−1
Thermal diffusivity κ 0.7272 · 10−6 m2s−1
Activation energy (diffusion creep) Ediff 335 kJ· mol−1
Activation energy (dislocation creep) Edisl 540 kJ·mol−1
Power-law exponent (disl. creep) n 3.5
Pre-exponential constant (diff. creep) Adiff 1.32043 · 109 Pa·s
Pre-exponential constant (disl. creep) Adisl 28968.6 · 109 Pa·s1/n
Maximum viscosity εmax 1026 Pa· s
Universal gas constant R 8.3145 J·mol−1·K−1
Table 3.1: Nomenclature and reference values for the benchmark models examined herein.
prevented here.
3.4.1 Governing Equations
Fluidity solves the dimensional forms of Stokes equations:
μui,jj − p,i +Δρg = 0, (3.7a)
ui,i = 0. (3.7b)
where μ is dynamic viscosity, the (Δρg) term is a "body force" which depends on density ρ and
gravitational acceleration g, and u is velocity. Characteristic scales can then be deﬁned for our
problem, if the following non-dimensional relations are deﬁned:
xi = dx
′
i, (3.8)
ui =
κ
d
u′i, (3.9)
T = ΔTT ′ + T0, (3.10)
t =
d2
κ
t′, (3.11)
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P =
μ0κ
d2
P ′, (3.12)
μ = μ0μ
′, (3.13)
where d is domain length, t is time, μ0 is a reference dynamic viscosity, κ is thermal diffusivity
andΔT is the temperature difference across the domain when T0 is taken as reference tempera-
ture. These expressions allow a formulation of the non-dimensional momentum and continuity
equations in the form:
∑
j
∂′jσ
′
ij +Ra0T
′kˆi = 0, (3.14)
∑
j
∂′ju
′
j = 0, (3.15)
where ui, σij and T are respectively velocity, stress and temperature and kˆi is the unit vector in
the direction opposite to gravity. The dimensionless Rayleigh number Ra0 represents the vigor
of convection:
Ra0 =
ρ0αΔTgd
3
μ0κ
, (3.16)
where ρ0 denotes reference density and α is the thermal expansion coefﬁcient.
A consitutive relation relates the deviatoric stress tensor, τij and the strain rate tensor, ε˙ij :
τij = 2με˙ij = μ(∂jui + ∂iuj). (3.17)
This allows us to use the decomposition of the full stress tensor, σij , into deviatoric and volu-
metric components:
σij = τij − pδij , (3.18)
where τij is the deviatoric stress tensor, p is dynamic pressure and δij is the Kronecker delta
18
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function, and substitute it, non-dimensionalised, into (3.14) to yield:
∑
j
∂′j
[
μ′(∂′jui + ∂
′
iu
′
j)
]− ∂′ip′ +Ra0T ′kˆi = 0. (3.19)
The evolution of the thermal ﬁeld is simulated via the following advection-diffusion equation
(in dimensional form):
∂T
∂t
+
∑
i
ui∂iT =
∑
i
∂i(κ∂iT ). (3.20)
We solve for the unknowns pressure, p, and velocity, ui, via (3.19), and temperature, T , via
(3.20), given suitable initial and boundary conditions.
3.4.2 Discretized Momentum Equation
Solutions to (3.15) and (3.19) are obtained within Fluidity as approximations on unstructured
meshes, via Galerkin ﬁnite-element discretization methods. Starting from the weak form of the
equations, the continuity and momentum equations are tested with application of the following
requirement:
∫ ∑
i,j
[
(∂jNi)μ (∂jui + ∂iuj) +Ni∂ip
]
=
∫ ∑
i
NiRa0T kˆi, (3.21)
∫ ∑
j
(∂jM)uj = 0, (3.22)
for imposed test functions M and vector valued functions Ni. Note that we have integrated by
parts the viscosity term in the momentum equation and the divergence term in the continuity
equation, but left out the boundary terms:
∫
∂Ω
∑
i,j
Niμ (∂jui + ∂iuj)nj (3.23)
and
∫
∂Ω
∑
j
Mujnj , (3.24)
respectively, dealt with in combination with the boundary conditions. Here, nj is the outward
pointing normal to the boundary ∂Ω. For no-slip boundary conditions all velocity components,
ui, are strongly enforced to be zero, which eliminates both (3.23) and (3.24). For combined
free-slip and no-normal ﬂow conditions, only (3.24) disappears, but the tangential velocity
components are left free in both test and trial space, and the integral disappears following
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substitution of the no-normal stress condition,
∑
j njσij = 0, in (3.23).
The solution ﬁelds, ui and p, are subsequently restricted to a ﬁnite-dimensional trial space
featuring polynomial functions within each element, constructed via mesh generation and sub-
division into a set of polygonal elements. In this study we utilize a P2-P1 discretization with
piecewise quadratic functions (P2) for velocity and piecewise linear functions (P1) for pres-
sure. Let the P1 basis Ma, where a is the index of the associated vertex, and the P2 basis Nb,
where b ranges over all quadratic nodes in an element. Discrete solutions to ui and p are then
respectively given by the following linear combinations of Nb and Ma:
ui =
∑
b
ubiNb and p =
∑
a
paMa, (3.25)
where ubi and pa represent values of these functions at the associated nodes. Using Nb and
Ma as test functions, and ubi and pa as trial functions, (3.21) and (3.22) become a linear system
where u and p are vectors of the coefﬁcients ubi and pa:
(
K G
GT 0
)(
u
p
)
=
(
f
0
)
, (3.26)
The matrices K and G and right hand side vector f are given by:
Kbicj =
∫
(∂jNb)μ (∂iNc) +
∑
k
(∂kNb)μ (∂kNc) δij ,
Gabj =
∫
(∂jMa)Nb,
f
bi
=
∫
NbRa0T kˆi.
Fluidity solves this indeﬁnite system of equations using a full-projection/pressure-correction
approach, equivalent to the Schur Complement Method in May and Moresi [2008]. Under the
assumption that we know the state of all variables at the nth timestep and that we wish to
calculate their value at the (n+ 1)th step, the algorithm reads:
1. Given an initial pressure ﬁeld p0 (we use the pressure from the previous timestep or
iteration), solve for a preliminary velocity u∗ in:
Ku∗ +Gp0 = f. (3.27)
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2. The pressure correction p˜n+1 = p
0
+ Δp, which projects back the resulting velocity to a
divergence free solution, is then obtained from:
GTK−1GΔp = GTu∗. (3.28)
3. Velocity correction is then performed:
u˜n+1 = u∗ −K−1GΔp. (3.29)
The resulting u˜n+1 and p˜n+1 are then solutions of (3.26). In Fluidity, these equations are solved
via preconditioned Krylov subspace (non-stationary) iterative methods ([e.g. Elman et al., 2005,
May and Moresi, 2008]), utilizing the Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientiﬁc Computation
(PETSc) library [Balay et al., 1997]. (3.27) and (3.29) are evaluated within a linear system with
symmetric positive deﬁnite matrixK, using the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method with an alge-
braic multigrid (AMG) preconditioner [Vanek et al., 1996]. Fluidity implements its own version
of this algorithm, as detailed in Kramer et al. [2010].
The pressure correction equation (3.28) is solved using the FGMRES Krylov method [Saad,
1993], preconditioned with a pressure mass matrix, scaled by the local inverse of viscosity [Ver-
furth, 1984, Benzi et al., 2005, May and Moresi, 2008]. In solving (3.28), we adopt a matrix-free
representation of GTK−1G, as an explicit construction of this Schur-complement matrix would
be expensive due to the presence ofK−1. This requires one additional inner solve ofK, for every
iteration of the FGMRES method, for which we again use CG preconditioned with AMG.
3.4.3 Discretized Advection-Diffusion Equation
The Galerkin-discretized advection-diffusion equation (3.20) is a matrix equation:
M
dT
dt
+A(ui)T +DT = 0, (3.30)
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where M, A and D are the mass, advection and diffusion matrices, respectively, given by:
Mab =
∫
NaNb, (3.31)
A(ui)ab =
∫ ∑
i
Naui∂iNb, (3.32)
Dab =
∫ ∑
i
(∂iNa)κ (∂iNb) , (3.33)
T is a vector of coefﬁcients Ta, such that T =
∑
a TaNa. A control-volume method detailed
in Wilson [2009] is used to solve this system. Strong and weak imposition of Dirichlet and
Neumann (
∑
j nj∂jT = 0) boundary conditions, respectively, justify the absence of additional
boundary terms in A and D.
Temporal discretization is achieved via a classic θ scheme:
M
c˜n+1 − cn
Δt
+A(un+θnli )T
n+θc +DTn+θc = 0, (3.34)
where:
Tn+θc = θcc˜
n+1 + (1− θc)cn, 0  θc  1. (3.35)
Equation (3.34) depends on the solution of (3.26) for the advective velocity, whilst the resulting
temperature feeds back into (3.26) via the buoyancy term and sometimes viscosity. A Picard
iteration deals with the non-linear coupling between these equations, using in turn the latest
available values for the non-linear terms. Let u˜n+1i the velocity ﬁeld obtained in the previous
solution of (3.26). The advective velocity solution of (3.34) is then given by:
un+θnli = θnlu˜
n+1
i + (1− θnl)uni , 0  θnl  1. (3.36)
Using equation (3.35), (3.34) can be rearranged into a single matrix equation:
[
M + θcΔt
(
A(un+θnli ) + D
)]
c˜n+1 =
[
M − (1− θc)Δt
(
A(un+θnli ) + D
)]
cn, (3.37)
where the unknown vector is now c˜n+1. A Generalized-Minimum-Residual (GMRES) Krylov
subspace method is used to solve this system [Saad, 1993], with Successive-Over-Relaxation
(SOR) preconditioning. A Crank-Nicholson scheme is used in the timestepping algorithm, (i.e.,
θnl = θc = 0.5).
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Figure 3.1: Analytically prescribed cornerﬂow velocity (a) and prognostic temperature contours (b) for
the isoviscous benchmark case 1(a). The velocity vectors point in the direction of ﬂow and scale in length
with velocity. Temperature contours spacing is 100K.
3.5 Benchmark Results
3.5.1 Test Cases 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c): Velocity and Temperature
Isoviscous models predict a velocity ﬁeld solution that closely approximates the Batchelor so-
lution in the wedge, as expected (Fig. 3.1). The thermal ﬁeld obtained has contours that lie
sub-parallel to overriding and downgoing plates, with relatively smooth temperature gradi-
ents in comparison to the solutions obtained under diffusion and dislocation creep regimes
(following section) .
Steady-state temperatures closely approximate the benchmark solutions (Table 3.2). Fig. 3.2
shows convergence towards the benchmark values for all isoviscous cases.
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Case Code T60,60 ||Tslab|| ||Twedge||
1(a) Fluidity 390.26 504.91 854.82
Brown 393.51 520.14 866.52
LDEO 396.63 506.43 855.58
NTU 388.87 507.43 852.99
PGC 388.21 503.69 854.34
UM 388.24 503.77 852.89
VT 379.87 502.26 852.05
WHOI 388.26 503.75 854.37
1(b) Fluidity 385.10 502.50 853.42
Brown 391.83 493.76 842.01
LDEO 387.15 500.86 852.80
NTU 391.42 511.27 853.16
PGC 388.21 503.69 854.34
UM 388.22 503.65 854.12
VT 389.82 504.63 853.04
WHOI 389.08 504.50 856.08
1(c) Fluidity 384.61 501.23 850.47
LDEO 397.55 505.70 850.50
NTU 391.57 511.09 852.43
PGC 387.78 503.10 852.97
UM 387.84 503.13 852.92
VT 389.39 503.04 851.68
WHOI 388.73 504.03 854.99
Table 3.2: Selected steady-state thermal quantities (in ◦C) for the highest resolution isoviscous simu-
lations. Fluidity results for a mesh with 500m minimum element size at the wedge corner, and 10km
lowest background resolution are in bold. Italic entries indicate ﬁnite element codes; please refer to van
Keken et al. [2008] for a detailed explanation of the solution methods applied in these models.
3.5.2 Test Case 1(b) : Pressure
The sharp transition from subduction velocity prescribed in the slab, to null velocity in the
stationary overriding plate, causes a well known pressure singularity at the tip of the wedge
corner, which creates numerical difﬁculties in the solution of the Stokes system. The conse-
quent oscillations in the pressure solution dissipate quickly across a few elements when reso-
lution at the wedge corner is high [e.g. Currie et al., 2004, Davies et al., 2008]. To test pressure
predictions, absolute values and gradients of pressure are calculated for two distinct points
close to the wedge corner (P1) and in the center of the wedge (P2) and compared to the ana-
lytical corner-ﬂow solution formulated by Batchelor [1967]. The location of the reference node
where an absolute value for pressure is deﬁned, was not deﬁned in the benchmark pressure.
It was here arbitrarily set to zero at the bottom-right corner of the domain, yielding Fluidity’s
best-match to the analytical solution for pressure. Pressure gradients are extremely accurate
throughout the mantle wedge (Table 3.3).
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Figure 3.2: Fluidity’s predictions (black circles) of various diagnostics from the benchmark study of van
Keken et al. [2008]. Dashed horizontal lines denote the highest resolution predictions of three represen-
tative codes from the benchmark study: (i) UM (blue); (ii) VT (black); and (iii) PGC (red). Fluidity’s
results are presented for models where Batchelor’s analytical corner-ﬂow solution for mantle wedge ve-
locity is (a–c) prescribed everywhere, (d–f) prognostic following Dirichlet boundary conditions and (g–i)
prognostic following stress-free (Neumann) boundary conditions, at a range of minimum element sizes
(denoted by the horizontal scale). Mantle rheology is here isoviscous.
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Code P1 P2 Px,1 Py,1 Px,2 Py,2
Analytical -929.46 -7.34 55.97 12.71 0.02935 0.02748
Fluidity -929.715 -7.3506 56.150 12.493 0.02955 0.02745
Relative Error -0.0274% -0.1444% -0.3216% +1.7073% +0.6814% +0.1092%
LDEO -916 -7.3 54.5 11.9 0.0293 0.0275
NTU -911.9 2.2 55.63 16.02 0.02935 0.02751
PGC -929.53 -7.35 51.16 11.45 0.03047 0.02758
UM -930.51 -7.70 56.24 12.51 0.0294 0.0275
VT -927.8 -7.11 - - - -
WHOI -930 -7.35 56.86 14.45 0.0293 0.0277
Table 3.3: For case 1(b), pressure (in MPa) and pressure gradients (in MPa/km) for points P1 and P2 at
coordinates (66, 54)km and (594, 354)km are listed for each code; Fluidity results for a mesh with 100m
minimum element size in the corner and 10km lowest background resolution are in bold; italic indicates
ﬁnite element codes.
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3.5.3 Test Cases 2(a) and 2(b)
Fluidity’s results, once again, are in excellent agreement with the benchmark solutions, for
simulations under diffusion and dislocation creep regimes (Table 3.4). The positive feedback
between temperature and creep viscosity focusses the corner-ﬂow towards the tip of the wedge,
curving downwards the wedge isotherms directly under the overriding plate. This strengthens
the thermal gradients at the slab-wedge interface. Under dislocation creep, comparable thin-
ning of the thermal boundary layers is achieved, but temperatures reached at the wedge corner
are marginally lower (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4).
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Figure 3.3: Steady-state temperature (white contours every 100K) for the simulations with diffusion
and dislocation creep rheologies in the wedge. Dislocation creep yields slightly higher temperatures close
to the wedge corner.
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Case Code T60,60 ||Tslab|| ||Twedge||
2(a) Fluidity 576.68 605.81 1002.66
NTU 570.30 614.09 1007.31
PGC 580.52 606.94 1002.85
UM 580.66 607.11 1003.20
VT 577.59 607.52 1002.15
WHOI 581.30 607.26 1003.35
2(b) Fluidity 580.67 603.86 998.68
LDEO 550.17 593.48 994.11
NTU 551.60 608.85 984.08
PGC 582.65 604.51 998.71
UM 583.36 605.11 1000.01
VT 574.84 603.80 995.24
WHOI 583.11 604.96 1000.05
Table 3.4: Selected steady-state thermal quantities (in ◦C) for the highest resolution variable viscosity
simulations. Fluidity results for a mesh with 100m minimum element size at the trench and wedge
corner, and 10km lowest background resolution, are shown in bold. Italic entries indicate ﬁnite element
codes.
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Figure 3.4: Fluidity’s predictions (black circles) of various diagnostics from the benchmark study of van
Keken et al. [2008]. Dashed horizontal lines denote the highest resolution predictions of three represen-
tative codes from the benchmark study: (i) UM (blue); (ii) VT (black); and (iii) PGC (red). Fluidity’s
results are presented for diffusion (a–c) and dislocation (d–f) creep rheologies, at a range of grid resolu-
tions.
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3.6 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that Fluidity is an excellent tool for studying mantle wedge ﬂow be-
cause of its ﬂexibility in setting up grids with highly variable resolution. In particular, mantle
wedge temperature benchmarks reported by ﬁnite element codes (UM, VT and PGC) in van
Keken et al. [2008] are most closely in agreement to those within Fluidity for diagnostics ob-
tained under the creep conditions likely dominant for wedge rheology. Fluidity offers further
ﬂexibility to expand wedge models to fully dynamic scenarios, where the slab responds to ﬂow
in the wedge and around it, but for the systematic investigations of this thesis we will use a
kinematic set-up that closely resembles this benchmark.
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Chapter 4
A Systematic 2-D Investigation into the
Mantle Wedge’s Transient Flow Regime
and Thermal Structure: Complexities
arising from a Hydrated Rheology and
Thermal Buoyancy.
4.1 Summary
Arc volcanism at subduction zones is likely regulated by ﬂuid abundance in the mantle
wedge. Most previous studies focussed on slab-driven ﬂow under a dry rheology, neglect-
ing the role of buoyancy. Some showed that the effects of variable hydration and buoyancy
in a wetter wedge, for ridge source-like mantle composition, can be strong. This study ex-
plores how these factors impact the variability of ﬂow styles in the mantle wedge, and the
associated effects on the thermal structure. Finite-element numerical simulations of wedge
ﬂow above a kinematically driven subducting plate allow a systematic 2-D parameter space
search for a range of plausible subduction velocities (vsubd = 2−10cm yr−1), upper plate ages
(Tupper = 50−120Myr) andwater contents (COH = 0−5000H/106Si). Under the effect of buoy-
ancy, the development of small-scale convection is a typical occurrence. Lithospheric drips
have more time to develop and impact wedge thermal structure most when plate–driven
corner ﬂow velocities are low. High velocities and high viscosities result in the strongest
upper-plate erosion above the wedge corner (limited by the prescribed depth of coupling).
By constrast, back–arc upper plate erosion by SSC is not affected by subduction velocity, but
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is determined by wedge viscosity, which needs to be less than 5 ·1018Pa ·s, and the length of
the plate available for destabilisation, which needs to exceed instability wavelengths. Thus
the 2–D models indicate that thermal buoyancy signiﬁcantly affects wedge dynamics and
thereby dehydration and melting conditions and upper–plate evolution if hydrous weaken-
ing of wedge rheology extends at least 100 km or more from the trench.
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4.2 Introduction
Subduction zones are host to the largest earthquakes and most violent volcanic eruptions
recorded on Earth. The magmatic processes occurring in these regions play a fundamental
role in Earth’s long-term thermo-chemical evolution, including the formation and growth of
continental crust [e.g. McCulloch and Bennett, 1994, Hawkesworth et al., 2010]. The mantle
wedge, which is bounded by the downgoing and overriding plates, plays an important role in
the integrated subduction system, controlling the partitioning of ﬂuids into the deep mantle
and towards the upper plate, where they control arc volcanism [e.g. Tatsumi, 1989, Manning,
2004]. It is likely that the mantle wedge also plays a crucial role in the dynamics of subduction,
inﬂuencing the extent of coupling between the downgoing plate and the overlying mantle [e.g.
Billen and Gurnis, 2001, Manea and Gurnis, 2007]. An improved understanding of the sub-
duction zone mantle wedge is therefore of fundamental importance. Of particular interest is
the wedge’s ﬂow ﬁeld and associated thermal structure, which govern: (i) the buoyancy and
rheology that control the large-scale dynamics of the mantle wedge and subducting plate; (ii)
the generation of arc volcanism; and (iii) the cycling of volatiles and minerals between mantle,
lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere. Numerical models provide the key to an improved
understanding of these processes.
Dynamic models of mantle wedge ﬂow, driven solely by a kinematically prescribed sub-
ducting plate, are becoming increasingly realistic, incorporating plausible physical properties
(e.g. a stress and temperature dependent rheology) and matching regional subduction char-
acteristics [e.g. Syracuse et al., 2010]. Under such a framework, a corner ﬂow regime is gen-
erated, where viscous drag from the downgoing plate pulls hot mantle material from below
the overriding plate into the mantle wedge corner and, subsequently, downwards parallel
to the subducting slab [e.g. Davies and Stevenson, 1992, Peacock, 1996, Peacock and Wang,
1999, van Keken et al., 2002, Kelemen et al., 2003]. Conductive thickening of the overriding
plate facilitates strong focussing of ﬂow into the mantle wedge corner, which leads to erosion
(or ‘pinching’) of the overriding plate and elevated heat-ﬂow beneath the fore-arc region [van
Keken et al., 2002, van Keken, 2003]. This is inconsistent with local observations of low heat-
ﬂow and low seismic attenuation (high Q) [e.g. Furukawa and Uyeda, 1989, Kincaid and Sacks,
1997, Currie and Hyndman, 2006]. To circumvent this effect, recent models regulate the vis-
cous coupling between downgoing plate and mantle wedge, with reduced coupling generally
prescribed from the surface to a depth of 80 km [e.g. Conder, 2005, Wada and Wang, 2009, Syra-
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cuse et al., 2010]. Fully dynamic models, where the subducting slab evolves self-consistently,
are likely required for this coupling to evolve naturally [e.g. Gerya and Yuen, 2003, Arcay et al.,
2007].
With such a treatment of plate coupling, plate-driven mantle-wedge models match a wide-
range of subduction zone observations that are sensitive to wedge temperatures, such as seis-
mic anisotropy [Kneller et al., 2007, Long and Becker, 2010] and surface topography [Hebert
and Gurnis, 2010]. They also agree with measurements pertaining to the thermal structure of
the downgoing plate [Plank et al., 2009], the distribution of intermediate-depth Benioff seis-
micity [Abers et al., 2006] and a correlation of slab parameters, such as subduction velocity and
dip angle, with the location of the volcanic-arc [e.g. England et al., 2004, England and Wilkins,
2004, Syracuse et al., 2010, Grove et al., 2012]. As a consequence, such models are now used in
deriving volatile budgets for global subduction [e.g. Hacker and Abers, 2004, van Keken et al.,
2011].
However, other observations, in particular those of a thin lithosphere and high heat-ﬂow
beneath many back-arc regions [e.g. Andrews and Sleep, 1974, Currie and Hyndman, 2006],
indicate that wedge ﬂow may be more complex than is implied by these previous studies. The
ﬂow ﬁeld of previous plate-driven models is usually realized by prescribing relatively high vis-
cosities (consistent with a dry mantle) and neglecting the effects of buoyancy (only kinematic
effects of subducting plate buoyancy are applied), whilst they are often aided by the choice of
boundary conditions. However, at least part of the wedge is likely damp (as is background
mantle sampled below mid-ocean-ridges - Hirth and Kohlstedt [1996]), or wet (due to the in-
troduction of ﬂuids released from the downgoing plate). The production of hydrous melt will
extract water from the wedge, thus drying it out where melt is formed [e.g. Hebert et al., 2009].
However, the efﬁciency of dehydration by melt extraction is unclear, as seismic imaging of
back-arc mantle reveals extensive low-velocity and high-attenuation anomalies which are eas-
iest explained with high water concentrations [e.g. Currie and Hyndman, 2006, Wiens et al.,
2008, Hwang et al., 2011]. If the upper mantle rheology is damp or wet, upper mantle viscosi-
ties are likely to be low [e.g. Karato and Wu, 1993, Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996] and, accordingly,
buoyancy will become important in controlling wedge dynamics [e.g. Davies and Stevenson,
1992]. Indeed, regional studies indicate that wedge viscosities may be an order of magnitude
lower than background mantle [Billen and Gurnis, 2001, Jadamec and Billen, 2010].
Models that have previously considered these effects produce small-scale-convection (SSC),
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driven by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities from the base of the overriding plate [e.g. Honda and
Saito, 2003, Arcay et al., 2005, Currie et al., 2008, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012]. Such instabili-
ties help to explain ﬁnger-like seismic velocity patterns below Japan [Tamura et al., 2002], and
the aforementioned observations of thin lithospheric back-arcs with a high heat-ﬂow [Currie
et al., 2008]. They also lead to a transient thermal structure, which has been proposed to ex-
plain temporal variations in volcanic activity [Honda et al., 2010]. Previous studies have been
region speciﬁc, or involved feedback between a number of processes in the wedge [Arcay et al.,
2005, Gerya et al., 2006, Zhu et al., 2009]. Such models highlight that SSC signiﬁcantly affects
dehydration and melt conditions [Arcay et al., 2005, 2006, 2008]. To better understand how dif-
ferent factors contribute to wedge dynamics, it is useful to analyse a set of models in between
the kinematic models that have been successful in explaining a range of observations, and the
dynamic models that illustrate how feedbacks between dehydration, rheology and dynamics
yield a wide range of behaviour.
Our aims for this study are: (i) to perform a systematic investigation into the different pos-
sible modes of mantle wedge ﬂow, under a range of subduction conﬁgurations and rheological
parameters; and (ii) to determine their implications for mantle wedge thermal structure. We
intentionally keep our set-up simple, with subducting plate motion and the coupling between
downgoing and overriding plates prescribed kinematically. We also focus on end-member
cases of uniform wedge hydration. In this chapter, we conduct 2-D analyses, with fully 3-D
wedge ﬂow examined thereafter in the next chapters. We note that a systematic analysis of SSC
in 2-D complements a recent study by Wirth and Korenaga [2012], who used a 3-D single-mode
approximation to examine SSC within the mantle wedge. Although SSC patterns will vary in 3-
D [Richter, 1973, van Hunen et al., 2003, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012], the 2-D models examined
herein allow for a wide parameter-space sensitivity study, and both a qualitative and quantita-
tive understanding of the dominant controlling mechanisms, which will aid in interpreting any
3-D results. our 3-D models demonstrate that the 2-D simulations are a good representation of
the average characteristics of the 3-D system and, as such, the results presented herein provide
insights into the magnitude of temperature variations associated with SSC and, accordingly,
the likely importance of SSC for slab dehydration and melting.
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4.3 2-D Model Setup
We follow a standard ‘kinematic’ modelling approach, in which prescribed slab velocities drive
fully-dynamic ﬂow in the mantle wedge, beneath an overriding plate. We solve the Stokes
and energy equations, assuming an incompressible, Bousinessq formulation, using Fluidity,
a recently developed ﬁnite-element, control-volume code [Davies et al., 2011, Kramer et al.,
2012]. The solution strategy employed for the Stokes equations is identical to that presented in
[Davies et al., 2011], whilst a control-volume method is utilised to solve the energy equation.
The accuracy of Fluidity for simulations of this nature has previously been demonstrated via
comparisons with a range of analytical and benchmark solutions [Davies et al., 2011, Kramer
et al., 2012]. In addition, Chapter 3 already documented Fluidity’s ability to accurately simulate
kinematically driven subduction, via comparisons with the well-established benchmark of van
Keken et al. [2008].
4.3.1 Geometry, Boundary & Initial Conditions
Our model setup is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The subducting plate travels horizontally at the
surface for 50 km prior to subduction. It then follows a down-dipping circular arc, to a depth
of 75 km, below which it subducts at a constant dip angle. The domain extends to a depth
of 400 km, with domain length scaling with slab dip, taking values of 490 km, 700 km and
1110 km, respectively, for 70◦, 50◦ and 30◦ dip cases. Subducting plate velocities are prescribed
parallel to the slab surface. A resolution of 1 km is used close to the wedge corner, although
resolution increases away from this corner, approaching 8-km at the domain’s base. Such high-
resolution is necessary to capture the ﬁne-scale dynamics arising in these complex systems
and, additionally, to limit the inﬂuence of the well-known pressure ‘singularity’ in the mantle
wedge corner [e.g. Davies et al., 2008, van Keken et al., 2008]. Sensitivity tests revealed that the
same wedge dynamics were found as long as minimum element sizes were less than 2 km at
the wedge corner.
By limiting the depth of our domain to 400 km, the deeper slab’s inﬂuence on the ﬂow
regime is not simulated. However, we account for the deeper slab’s role by: (i) prescribing a
basal wedge outﬂow boundary condition, equal to the subduction velocity; and (ii) position-
ing the lower right hand corner of the domain at a location that approximates the region of
inﬂuence of the slab, inferred from deeper models. Unlike the majority of previous studies, our
overriding plate is not fully ﬁxed or rigid: it is free to evolve self-consistently in response to the
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Figure 4.1: Model set-up: the domain is 400 km deep and either 490 km, 700 km or 1110 km wide, for
70◦, 50◦ and 30◦ dip cases, respectively. It is divided into 4 regions: (i) a prescribed downgoing plate,
where V = Vslab; (ii) a prescribed rigid forearc corner, where V = 0; (iii) a prognostic mantle wedge; and
(iv) a prognostic sub-slab mantle. Temperature is calculated throughout the computational domain. The
subducting slab curves to a constant dip angle at 75 km depth, and is fully coupled to wedge ﬂow below
80 km depth. Temperature boundary conditions follow a half-space cooling relationship everywhere,
except at the model’s surface (prescribed to 273K) and base, where a zero heat ﬂux boundary condition,
q = dTdn = 0, is enforced. Mechanical boundary conditions are stress-free everywhere except along the
top of the overriding plate (ﬁxed), at the base of the wedge (equal to slab velocity, in order to account for
the drag which the slab would exert at greater depths) and on the side of the overriding plate, to the depth
y99, where temperatures equal 99% of the mantle temperature (in order to compensate for the absence
of lithospheric thickening at the boundary). The 50 km2 grey square (marked ηcore, centered at 275 km
depth and a horizontal distance of 50 km from the slab tip) and parallelogram (a 5–15 km thick strip, 10
km above the slab surface, between 80 and 130 km depth, marked ηchannel) represent areas where wedge
and channel viscosities are analysed (Section 4.5.1). Temperature transients in Figs. 4.8 and 4.11 are
evaluated over the area marked by the 40 × 20 km grey rectangle (labelled PROBET ), centered at 100
km depth, at a horizontal distance of 75 · tan(dip) km from the wedge corner. The average depth of the
1400K isotherm, which is used as a proxy for lithospheric thickness in Section 4.4.4, is measured along
the horizontal length spanned by the black dotted double-pointed arrow (labelled PROBELITHO), at a
horizontal distance of 100–350 km from the wedge corner.
local thermal structure and ﬂow-ﬁeld [e.g. Kelemen et al., 2003], aside from: (i) at its surface,
where we impose a no-slip boundary condition; and (ii) in a curved triangle-shaped region
above the subducting plate, where velocities are ﬁxed to zero to a depth of 80-km. Below this
depth, however, the subducting slab and mantle wedge are fully coupled, in a manner con-
sistent with the D80 model of Syracuse et al. [2010]. As noted previously, such a setup yields
the so-called ‘cold nose’, which is consistent with observational constraints [e.g. Kincaid and
Sacks, 1997, Rychert et al., 2008]. In selected models, where we examine the inﬂuence of a step
in lithospheric thickness on the underlying ﬂow ﬁeld (caused, for example, by a strong craton),
the length of the ‘free’ overriding plate is reduced by 200-km and replaced by a 200-km thick
square, with a viscosity of 1024 Pa s, in the upper right-hand corner of the domain.
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The surface temperature, Ts, is ﬁxed to 273K. Side boundary conditions for temperature
follow an error-function:
T (x = 0, y) = Ts + (T0 − Ts)erf( y
2
√
κtplate
). (4.1)
Here T0 is the reference mantle temperature (ﬁxed at 1623K), tplate is either the subducting
slab age, tsubd, or the overriding plate age, tupper, and κ is thermal diffusivity. Eq. 5.1 is
utilised in deﬁning initial conditions, with tplate = tsubd imposed within the subducting
plate and tplate = tupper imposed in the mantle wedge, for all cases. We note that the ﬁxed-
temperature boundary condition on the right hand side of the domain does not account for
lithospheric conductive cooling and thickening of the overriding plate over time. To minimise
this boundary effect, we enforce a no normal-ﬂow boundary condition down to a depth where
temperature reaches a nominal value of 99% of mantle temperature.
Models are initialised until the thermal signature of the downgoing plate is advected to the
base of the domain. In our results, we refer to the time when the slab reaches 400-km depth
as t = 0. After a further ≈ 10 Myr, wedge ﬂow patterns stabilize into a single mode, although
they do evolve further as the overriding plate thickens conductively. Accordingly, we analyse
our results in the t = 10− 100 Myr time window.
4.3.2 Material Properties
Material properties are summarised in Table 4.1. Standard values are used for equation of
state parameters, and these do not vary spatially. For viscosity, a composite diffusion and
dislocation creep rheology is utilised. Olivine is assumed to be the dominant constituent of the
upper mantle, so that the following laws can be used when conditions are dry:
ηdiff,d(T ) = A exp
(Ediff,d + (PVdiff,d)
RT
)
, (4.2)
ηdisl,d(T, ε˙) = B exp
(Edisl,d + (PVdisl,d)
nRT
)
ε˙
(1−n)
n (4.3)
whilst the following apply when hydration is introduced (i.e. for a damp, wet or very wet
mantle):
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ηdiff,h(T ) = D COHexp
(Ediff,h + (PVdiff,h)
RT
)
, (4.4)
ηdisl,h(T, ε˙) = F (C
−r
OH )
1
n exp
(Edisl,h + (PVdisl,h)
nRT
)
ε˙
(1−n)
n . (4.5)
Here, T and P denote modelled temperature and reference pressure (P = ρ0gh, where h de-
notes depth), respectively, whilst subscripts diff, disl, d and h denote diffusion creep, dislo-
cation creep, and dry and hydrated mantle conditions (COH and r represent the water content
and water content exponent, respectively [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003]). The exponent n in the
power-law relationship between viscosity, ηdisl, and the second-invariant of the strain-rate ten-
sor, ε˙, accounts for the effects of stress dependence under dislocation creep; R is the universal
gas constant. The activation energies (Ediff, Edisl) and volumes (Vdiff and Vdisl) used herein,
from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003], are listed in Table 4.1. Note that: (i) hydrated parameters are
used here for all cases, excluding the dry cases; (ii) when calculating viscosities, an adiabatic
gradient of 0.5 K/km is added to our Boussinesq potential temperature solution. We do not
include a stress-limiting rheology, but, instead, truncate viscosity at a ﬁxed maximum ηmax of
1024Pa, yielding effective diffusion and dislocation viscosities ηdiff,eff. and ηdisl,eff. as follows:
ηdiff,eff. =
( 1
ηdiff
+
1
ηmax
)−1
(4.6a)
ηdisl,eff. =
( 1
ηdisl
+
1
ηmax
)−1
(4.6b)
Diffusion and dislocation creep laws are, in turn, combined via a harmonic mean, to obtain a
composite creep viscosity:
ηcomp =
( 1
ηdiff,eff.
+
1
ηdisl,eff.
)−1
. (4.7)
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Quantity Symbol Reference value
Gravity g 9.81m · s−2
Reference Density ρ0 3300kg ·m−3
Mantle Temperature T T0 = 1623K = 1350◦C
Surface Temperature Ts Ts = 273K = 0◦C
Thermal conductivity k 3.1W ·m−1 ·K−1
Speciﬁc heat capacity (constant pressure) cp 1250J · kg−1 ·K−1
Thermal diffusivity κ 0.75 · 10−6 m2s−1
Thermal expansivity α 2.5 · 10−4K−1
Activation energy - dry diff. creep Ediff,d 375kJ ·mol−1
Activation energy - dry disl. creep Edisl,d 530kJ ·mol−1
Activation energy - hyd. diff. creep Ediff,h 335kJ ·mol−1
Activation energy - hyd. disl. creep Edisl,h 480kJ ·mol−1
Activation volume - dry diff. creep Vdiff,d 6 · 10−6 kJ ·mol−1
Activation volume - dry disl. creep Vdisl,d 20 · 10−6 kJ ·mol−1
Activation volume - hyd. diff. creep Vdiff,h 4 · 10−5 m3 ·mol−1
Activation volume - hyd. disl. creep Vdisl,h 11 · 10−5 m3 ·mol−1
Power-law exponent n 3.5
Maximum viscosity ηmax 1024Pa · s
Reference grain size g0 10mm
Universal gas constant R 8.3145J ·mol−1 ·K−1
Water Content - damp mantle C
OH,damp 1000 H/10
6Si
Water Content - wet mantle COH,wet 3000 H/10
6Si
Water Content - very-wet mantle COH,v.wet 5000 H/10
6Si
Water content exponent r 1.2
Pre-exponential constant - dry diff. creep A 108.82Pa · s
Pre-exponential constant - dry disl. creep B 10
−11.04
n Pa · s 1n
Pre-exponential constant - hydrated diff. creep D 1012Pa · s H
106Si
r
n
Pre-exponential constant - hydrated disl. creep F 10(6+
1.95
n
)Pa · s 1n · H
106Si
r
n
Table 4.1: Nomenclature and reference values for 2-D model parameters used in this chapter.
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4.3.3 Model Cases
To unravel the dominant controls on the mantle wedge’s ﬂow-regime and thermal structure,
we examine a suite of simulations, where we systematically vary a range of subduction pa-
rameters. To examine the role of viscosity, we vary wedge hydration between dry, ‘damp’
(COH = 1000 H/106Si – representative of sub-ridge mantle [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]), wet
(COH = 3000 H/106Si) and very-wet (COH = 5000 H/106Si) - as end-member subduction-zone
hydration cases [e.g. Karato, 2003, Katz et al., 2003]. In all but a few cases, hydration is assumed
to be constant throughout the wedge.
Most present-day downgoing plates subduct at dips ranging from 30◦ (e.g. Colombia, Chile),
to 50◦ (Aleutians, Ryukyu, Tonga-Kermadec) and 70◦ (Hebrides, Izu-Bonin) [Lallemand et al.,
2005, Syracuse and Abers, 2006, e.g.]. We choose to model subduction dynamics at such slab
dips, so that model results are comparable to the majority of real subduction zones, with the
exception of outliers such as Alaska (very ﬂat subduction) or the Marianas (almost vertical
subduction). Subduction velocity is also varied over a representative range of present-day
descent rates, as slow (2 cm yr−1, e.g. Nankai), intermediate (5 cm yr−1, e.g. Aleutians, Scotia)
and fast (10 cm yr−1, e.g. New Britain, Solomon) subducting slabs are modelled [e.g. Lallemand
et al., 2005, Syracuse and Abers, 2006, Seton et al., 2012]. For the overriding plate, we consider
relatively young (50 Myr) and old (120 Myr) cases. The age of the downgoing plate is set to 50
Myr at the trench, on the low side of the average of current subducting plate ages, which range
between ca. 10 Myr in Mexico and South Chile, to ca. 150 Myr in the Marianas and Izu-Bonin.
However, we ﬁnd that downgoing plate age has little effect on wedge conditions (Section 4.5.3)
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: in Section 4.4, we illustrate the dif-
ferent ﬂow regimes that arise as a consequence of the aforementioned variations, in addition to
how we distinguish between them. In Section 4.5, we examine how these parameters control
the ﬂow style, and we also explore several variations, which are not listed above: (i) an older
subducting plate, where we increase tsubd to 100 Myr at the trench; (ii) imposing a strong litho-
spheric block in the top-right-hand corner of the model; and (iii) excess hydration in a target
region of the wedge corner. In Section 4.6, we discuss the impacts of the different ﬂow regimes
on wedge thermal structure, with conclusions and avenues for future work are discussed in
Section 4.7.
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Dip vslab Tupper COH ηwedge ηchannel Stability tdrips
(◦) (cm yr−1) (Myr) ( H/106Si) (Pa s) (Pa s) (Myr)
30 5 50 0 2.7 · 1020 3.4 · 1019 Corner ﬂow n/a
30 5 50 1000 1.1 · 1019 3.4 · 1018 Corner ﬂow, weak decoupling n/a
30 5 50 3000 4.5 · 1018 2.2 · 1018 SSC-drips, weak decoupling 7
30 5 50 5000 2.9 · 1018 1.8 · 1018 SSC-drips, strong decoupling 5
50 2 50 0 4.6 · 1020 1.0 · 1020 Corner ﬂow n/a
50 2 50 1000 1.2 · 1019 7.1 · 1018 Corner ﬂow, weak decoupling n/a
50 2 50 3000 5.4 · 1018 4.1 · 1018 SSC-drips, strong decoupling 4.8
50 2 50 5000 3.4 · 1018 2.5 · 1018 SSC-drips, strong decoupling 3.0
50 5 50 0 2.9 · 1020 3.3 · 1019 Corner ﬂow n/a
50 5 50 1000 1.0 · 1019 3.3 · 1018 Corner ﬂow, weak decoupling n/a
50 5 50 3000 3.7 · 1018 1.6 · 1018 SSC-drips, weak decoupling 9.0
50 5 50 5000 2.7 · 1018 1.2 · 1018 SSC-drips, strong decoupling 5.4
50 10 50 0 1.9 · 1020 1.7 · 1019 Corner ﬂow n/a
50 10 50 1000 7.9 · 1018 2.4 · 1018 Corner ﬂow n/a
50 10 50 3000 3.4 · 1018 1.1 · 1018 SSC-drips ca.30
50 10 50 5000 2.1 · 1018 7.7 · 1017 SSC-drips, strong decoupling 9.1
50 2 120 0 4.0 · 1020 1.3 · 1020 Corner ﬂow n/a
50 2 120 1000 1.2 · 1019 8.2 · 1018 SSC-ripples, weak decoupling ca.18.5
50 2 120 3000 4.9 · 1018 3.9 · 1018 SSC-drips, strong decoupling 7.9
50 2 120 5000 3.0 · 1018 2.5 · 1018 SSC-drips, strong decoupling 6.5
50 5 120 0 2.4 · 1020 4.2 · 1019 Corner ﬂow n/a
50 5 120 1000 1.0 · 1019 3.9 · 1018 SSC-edge 12.6
50 5 120 3000 3.9 · 1018 1.9 · 1018 SSC-drips, weak decoupling ca.10.2
50 5 120 5000 2.4 · 1018 1.2 · 1018 SSC-drips, strong decoupling ca.7.6
50 10 120 0 1.6 · 1020 2.1 · 1019 Corner ﬂow n/a
50 10 120 1000 7.8 · 1018 2.4 · 1018 SSC-edge ca.8.7
50 10 120 3000 3.4 · 1018 1.2 · 1018 SSC-ripples, weak decoupling ca.6.6
50 10 120 5000 2.1 · 1018 8.7 · 1017 SSC-drips, weak decoupling ca.8.9
70 5 50 0 3.7 · 1020 2.2 · 1019 Corner ﬂow n/a
70 5 50 1000 1.7 · 1018 1.1 · 1018 SSC-drips, strong decoupling ca.20
70 5 50 3000 3.2 · 1018 1.4 · 1018 Outﬂow-dominated n/a
70 5 50 5000 2.5 · 1018 1.3 · 1018 Outﬂow-dominated n/a
Table 4.2: Summary of 2-D model cases. For each, slab dip, slab velocity vslab, upper plate age Tupper,
wedge water content COH , wedge core viscosity ηwedge, subduction channel viscosity ηchannel, accounts
on ﬂow regime, and timescales tdrips for eventual drip formation are given.
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Figure 4.2: Thermal structure (T), viscosity (η) and corresponding velocity vectors (V ) for example cases
with: (a) corner ﬂow; (b) small-scale convection (SSC); and (c) slab-decoupled wedge ﬂow. All models
shown have a 120 Myr old upper plate. Models illustrated in (a) and (b) have subduction velocities
of 5cm/yr, with (a) dry and (b) wet rheologies, respectively. The model shown in (c), which exhibits a
decoupled ﬂow regime, has a subduction velocity of 2cm/yr (hence the smaller velocity vectors) and a wet
rheology. Temperature contours range from 1320–1620K, in 50K intervals.
4.4 Flow Styles & Characteristics
In this section, results are described in terms of wedge ﬂow styles and characteristics, using the
set of models with an intermediate 50◦ dip. In Section 4.5, we analyse which parameters exert
the main controls on the ﬂow regime.
4.4.1 Flow Regimes
We observe three distinct ﬂow regimes in the mantle wedge, across the parameter space exam-
ined (Fig. 4.2):
1. Corner ﬂow: this ﬂow regime exhibits a stable velocity pattern. Strong coupling between
the downgoing slab and the mantle wedge drags sub-lithospheric material towards the
wedge corner, where it induces local erosion, or ‘pinching’ of the overriding plate [e.g.
van Keken et al., 2008], and then downwards parallel to the slab (Fig. 4.2a). Such a stable
ﬂow conﬁguration allows for relatively unperturbed conductive cooling and thickening
of the overriding plate. In previous wedge ﬂow studies, this mode has been promoted
by: (i) focusing on ﬂow dynamics under a dry rheology, with wedge-core viscosities that
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are at, or above, (the upper mantle average of) 1021 Pa s; (ii) neglecting buoyancy effects;
or (iii) prescribing boundary conditions based on corner ﬂow solutions [e.g. van Keken
et al., 2002, Hasenclever et al., 2011].
2. Small-scale-convective (SSC) ﬂow: in this unsteady ﬂow regime instabilities develop at
the base of the overriding plate. In such cases, a corner ﬂow type of drag persists to
some degree, so that after formation, instabilities are advected towards the wedge corner.
Once developed, instabilities can rapidly increase in vigour and, due to the composite
rheology, can attain velocities that exceed the subduction velocity (Fig. 4.2b). Previous
studies have found that SSC is promoted by low mantle viscosities, as is expected from
wedge hydration [e.g. Honda and Saito, 2003, Arcay et al., 2005, Currie et al., 2008, Wirth
and Korenaga, 2012].
3. Slab-decoupled ﬂow: in this unsteady ﬂow regime a decoupled convective cell develops
at some distance from the slab, which attains velocities far exceeding those of the slab,
replacing corner ﬂow or SSC in a large area of the wedge (Fig. 4.2c). This is a mode that
most models try to suppress, since the model domain size and boundary conditions used
for studying wedge ﬂow tend to result in unrealistically strong and focussed forms of this
regime. However, we found that boundary conditions that suppress this ﬂow in our set-
up tend to be overly prescriptive on the ﬂow into the wedge. Furthermore, this style is of
interest in that it illustrates when the downgoing plate is inefﬁcient at driving wedge ﬂow
and, accordingly, other sources of buoyancy, such as the temperature contrast between
the slab and the warm wedge-inﬂow boundary (which likely exists in real subduction
settings too), control wedge ﬂow. Such decoupling may, for example, facilitate mantle
ﬂow that allows back-arc spreading.
In corner ﬂow models, wedge viscosity is largely dominated by diffusion creep. However, dis-
location creep leads to the formation of two low-viscosity areas in regions of high strain-rate: (i)
close to the wedge corner, above the interface with the downgoing plate; and (ii) below the up-
per plate (see viscosity panel on Fig. 4.2a). The former, identiﬁed in literature as a ‘subduction
channel’ [e.g. Hebert et al., 2009], stretches from the minimum depth of plate decoupling, down
to 150–250km depth; its thickness ranges between 5-km and 20-km. As would be expected, in
cases with SSC and decoupled ﬂow, the wedge rheology is modiﬁed, through variations in
temperature and strain-rates: where instabilities propagate from the lithosphere’s base into
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Figure 4.3: Horizontal velocities at 200 km depth, normalized to slab velocity for: (a-c) dry; (d-f) damp;
and (g-i) wet; models with 120 Myr-old upper plates. Shown here are superimposed horizontal velocity
snapshots at 0.5 Myr intervals, for a simulation time of 10-40 Myr. Smooth and irregular proﬁles,
respectively, pertain to corner ﬂow and SSC modes; decoupled ﬂow cases have a positive horizontal
velocity close to the right-hand-boundary. Positive velocities, on the left of each plot, are associated with
return wedge ﬂow immediately above the slab surface.
the wedge core, regions of higher viscosity can be observed (lower temperatures), which are
surrounded by low-viscosity zones (higher strain-rates), thus easing their passage through the
mantle wedge. We note that in decoupled ﬂow cases, the feedback between strain-rate and vis-
cosity progressively enhances the strength of decoupled ﬂow: once a decoupled cell develops,
it is self-sustaining.
4.4.2 Characteristic Velocities
The ﬂow regime’s characteristics are best illustrated via horizontal velocity proﬁles, normalized
against slab velocity. Velocities change through time, as ﬂow patterns evolve and/or the litho-
sphere thickens through diffusive cooling. Examples of superimposed snapshots, at intervals
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Figure 4.4: Different styles of small-scale convection (SSC): (a) drips; (b) ripples; and (c) edge-
instabilities, respectively, for (a) a very-wet, 2cm/yr, 50 Myr-old upper plate case; (b) a wet, 10cm/yr,
120 Myr-old upper plate case; and (c) a damp, 5cm/yr, 120 Myr-old upper plate case. Temperature
contours range from 1320–1620K, in 25K intervals, revealing comparable temperature ﬂuctuations be-
tween fully developed drips and sheared ripples, upon interaction with the wedge corner. In all SSC
cases, asthenospheric viscosities are below 1019 Pa s.
of 0.5 Myr, for model times of 10-40 Myr, on a horizontal line at a constant depth of 200-km (i.e.
below the overriding plate), are presented in Fig. 4.3. At this depth, corner ﬂow cases (top row)
exhibit smooth horizontal velocity proﬁles, since the ﬂow pattern is regular and approximately
steady-state. In SSC-dominated models (middle row), sub-lithospheric instabilities manifest
themselves as transient ﬂuctuations in the horizontal velocity proﬁles. Note that individual
instabilities can leave a sequential signature, as their passage across the wedge is registered by
more than one snapshot. As cases become more unstable, mantle wedge velocities can exceed
those of the subducting slab. In this decoupled ﬂow regime (bottom row), the dominant ﬂow is
no longer that towards and parallel to the subducting plate: it is the hot rising material, along
the domain’s right-hand-side, which leaves through the right-hand boundary. In such cases, a
positive horizontal velocity near the right-hand boundary, associated with a ﬂip in the direc-
tion of ﬂow, identiﬁes a decoupled outﬂow ‘cell’. Cases where the horizontal velocity exceeds
that within the wedge core are termed ‘strong decoupling’, whilst cases where the horizontal
velocity at this boundary is positive, but small in comparison to ﬂow in the wedge core, are
termed ‘weak decoupling’. Most models are in the corner ﬂow or SSC regime, however in a
few end-member cases, the decoupled ﬂow dominates.
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4.4.3 Styles of Small-Scale-Convection
Several distinct styles of small-scale-convection are observed across the parameter space ex-
amined, with Table 6.1 summarising our classiﬁcation, for all cases. In the most unstable
‘SSC-drip’ models (Fig. 4.4a), small-scale-convection takes the form of cold, Rayleigh-Taylor
type instabilities, which are nucleated in the back-arc region. Here, cold sub-lithospheric ma-
terial begins to detach, forming downwelling plume-like structures, which penetrate into the
wedge core. These drips are more viscous than the surrounding mantle wedge, due to their
lower temperatures. They become entrained by background wedge ﬂow and are swept to-
wards the wedge corner, where they induce thermal ﬂuctuations of 50-100K (variations in the
thermal structure are discussed, in detail, in Section 4.6). As noted previously, due to the non-
Newtonian rheology, low-viscosity zones surround these drips, easing their passage through
the mantle wedge. As such, they can attain velocities that exceed the subduction velocity.
‘SSC-ripple’ cases exhibit instabilities in the form of cold ripples, which remain rooted to
the lithosphere’s base, and rapidly migrate towards the wedge corner after forming, as a conse-
quence of background mantle ﬂow. In comparison to SSC-drip cases, these ripples have less of
an inﬂuence on the thermal structure of the wedge core (their expression is more difﬁcult to ob-
serve in Fig. 4.4b, for example, but can be identiﬁed by tracking the transient sub-lithospheric
bulge in the warmest temperature contour plotted). However, they display a comparable in-
ﬂuence in the wedge corner, temporarily reducing local temperatures by 50-100K. Instabili-
ties of this form are most notably observed below overriding plates that experience high sub-
lithospheric shearing (i.e. cases with high subduction velocities).
In other cases, an instability of a different type is generated, which is nucleated at the edge
of the model – ‘SSC-edge-driven’ instabilities (Fig. 4.4c). In our models, these instabilities
largely diffuse away during their passage across the wedge (the exception being the damp 120
Myr old upper plate case with slow subduction, where a robust thermal signature does reach
the wedge corner). The same behaviour is exhibited by otherwise corner ﬂow cases, when
imposing a strong, dry cratonic corner in the upper right corner of the domain (discussed in
Section 4.5.4).
4.4.4 Evolution of Upper Plate Lithospheric Thickness
Small-scale-convection is a consequence of upper plate instability. As such, the upper-plate
thickness evolves differently under each of the aforementioned ﬂow regimes. It is therefore
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insightful to examine this evolution over time. We track the 1400K isotherm as a proxy of ther-
mal lithospheric thickness, averaging over a horizontal distance that approximately spans the
back-arc length (see the double-pointed dash-dotted arrow, labelled PROBELITHO, in Fig. 4.1),
with results presented in Fig. 4.5. We veriﬁed this measure against the conductive thermal
thickness that can be inferred from lithospheric geotherms. The depth of the base of the con-
ductive layer approximately coincides with the 1400K isotherm and follows the same trends as
those displayed in Fig. 4.5. Do note that by t = 0 for our analyses, the upper plate has cooled
for 5, 10 and 25 Myr, respectively, for fast, intermediate and slow cases and, hence, upper plates
differ in thickness, at t = 0. We display for each case, lithospheric thickness evolution up to a
total upper-plate cooling time of 105 Myr (i.e. until a model time of 100, 95 and 80 Myr, for fast,
intermediate, and slow cases, respectively). This allows for a comparison of ﬁnal thicknesses
for all cases.
For corner ﬂow cases with a dry wedge rheology, a continuous conductive thickening of the
upper plate is observed. Cases that exhibit SSC also display an average thickening trend with
age. However, for the most unstable cases (wetter), we observe: (i) intervals of lithospheric
thickening at higher rates than the conductive dry case, which correspond to periods where
lithospheric instabilities are growing; and (ii) sudden decreases in lithospheric thickness, when
instabilities detach from the upper plate. The net effect is that the lithosphere thickens less in
SSC cases, when compared to dry corner ﬂow cases. We note that some of the damp cases ex-
amined are an exception to this rule, with thickening more rapid than the dry reference cases
over comparable time intervals. Analysis of the convective planform, in such cases, demon-
strates that an instability is in the process of forming beneath the lithosphere. However, the
time-scale for such instabilities exceeds our simulation time (and likely also those available in
natural subduction zones, before other changes in the system occur) and, consequently, these
instabilities are unable to develop fully.
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Figure 4.5: Temporal evolution of the 1400K isotherm’s depth (which we use as a proxy for conduc-
tive lithospheric thickness), horizontally averaged between 100 km and 350 km from the wedge corner
(labelled PROBELITHO in Fig. 4.1), for all 50◦–dip cases. The ﬁgures illustrate the sensitivity of litho-
spheric thickness to subduction velocity, (hydration-dependent) viscosity and overriding plate age. In
dry corner ﬂow cases, the overriding plate monotonically thickens with time through diffusive cooling.
For wet and very-wet cases, small-scale convection can lead to transient and local periods of thinning,
which are associated with detaching drips, thereby counteracting the process of conductive thickening.
Cases with an older (120 Myr-old) upper plate are generally more unstable than those with a younger
(50 Myr-old) upper plate.
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Figure 4.6: Log10(viscosity) in the wedge core (marked ηcore in Fig. 4.1: solid lines) and the subduction
channel (marked ηchannel in Fig. 4.1: dashed lines), as a function of wedge hydration, for: (a) 50 Myr-
old; and (b) 120 Myr-old upper plates, respectively.
4.5 Flow Style Controls
In this section, we further analyse how plate velocity, wedge viscosity and upper-plate thick-
ness inﬂuence wedge ﬂow styles in general (4.5.1), with an emphasis on the style of SSC (4.5.2).
We also consider the role of downgoing-plate properties (Sec. 4.5.3) and additional complexi-
ties, such as local variations in upper-plate thickness (lithospheric blocks/cratons) and variable
wedge hydration (4.5.4 and 4.5.5).
4.5.1 Wedge Viscosity, Subduction Velocity & Overriding Plate Properties
To characterise viscosity, we measure it at two locations: (i) immediately above the downgoing
plate, to analyse the low-viscosity ‘subduction channel’, within a 10 km thick parallelogram,
marked ηchannel in Fig.4.1; and (ii) in the wedge core, at a location where mantle mixing is
high and velocity ﬂuctuations are minimal, as an indication of background wedge viscosity,
within a 25-km square box, located 50-km to the right of the slab tip at 350-km depth (marked
ηcore, in Fig. 4.1).
Wedge channel and core viscosities as a function of water content and convergence velocity
are shown in Fig. 4.6. Error bars illustrate that, within our measurement boxes, the temporal
variation in viscosity is small compared to the range between cases. The chosen rheological
parameters lead to a strong decrease in wedge viscosity for wetter conditions. There is a ∼ 1.5
order of magnitude viscosity difference between dry and damp cases, and a further order of
magnitude decrease from damp to very-wet cases. The minimum viscosity attained, for all
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cases examined, ranges between 8 · 1017 Pa·s and 6 · 1018 Pa·s. Due to strain-rate dependence,
viscosities decrease with increasing subduction velocity, and the subduction channel is best
developed for higher subduction velocity cases. We note that channel and wedge viscosities
are largely insensitive to upper-plate age.
Fig. 4.7 documents how variations in slab velocity and wedge hydration relate to the dif-
ferent ﬂow styles for cases with young (50 Myr) and old (120 Myr) overriding plates. Symbols
denote variations in SSC style, while the grayscale ﬁll indicates the strength of decoupled ﬂow.
Average wedge-core viscosity is annotated. This summary ﬁgure illustrates that dry cases, with
higher viscosities, exhibit a corner-ﬂow pattern, whereas SSC and decoupled ﬂow become more
common with increasing water content. Whether SSC occurs is strongly controlled by wedge
viscosity, whilst plate velocity only affects the style and strength of SSC. Cases with an old
overriding plate are somewhat more unstable than those with a younger overriding plate (cf.
for example, damp cases in Fig. 4.7, which exhibit a corner ﬂow regime for young overriding
plates, but an unstable regime for old overriding plates). The decoupled ﬂow regime is not
affected by upper–plate age, but is promoted by a combination of low wedge viscosity and low
plate velocity.
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Figure 4.7: Wedge ﬂow style as a function of slab velocity and wedge hydration, for cases with: (a) 50
Myr-old; and (b) 120 Myr-old overriding plates, respectively. Symbols denote the observed ﬂow regime:
rectangles, inverted triangles, ellipses and circles indicate corner ﬂow, edge-driven instabilities, SSC-
ripples and SSC-drips, respectively. Light to dark grayscale shading represents the strength of decoupled
ﬂow. Annotations indicate wedge core viscosities (ηcore of Fig. 4.1), in Pa·s.
Sub-lithospheric instabilities arise due to the lithosphere’s negative buoyancy, which increases
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with overriding plate age, thus explaining why cases with an old overriding plate are some-
what more unstable than those with a younger overriding plate. Instability formation is re-
sisted by viscous forces (and thermal diffusion). The increased propensity for SSC at lower
viscosities is thus a simple consequence of decreased viscous resistance and, accordingly, an
increase in the local Rayleigh number [Davaille and Jaupart, 1994]. As with previous studies,
we ﬁnd that wedge viscosities below a threshold value of ≈ 5 · 1018Pa · s are necessary for
the development of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the base of the lithosphere [e.g. Honda and
Saito, 2003, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012].
Subduction velocities control the vigour of SSC. SSC occurs when the time-scale required
to develop a Rayleigh-Taylor drip (a time-scale which is shorter for higher lithospheric density,
larger lithospheric thickness and lower lithospheric viscosity) is less than the time-scale with
which drips are advected away, in this case, by slab-driven corner ﬂow. Higher subduction
velocities lead to a stronger corner ﬂow, which: (i) thins the lithosphere (see Fig. 4.5) and hence
the thickness of the layer available for destabilisation, and (ii) shears instabilities before they
can fully develop. The inﬂuence of subduction velocity is not sufﬁcient to suppress SSC if the
viscosity is sufﬁciently low, however sometimes the style of SSC changes. For example, for the
wet wedge below a 120 Myr old upper plate, the instabilities at the highest velocity take the
form of ripples rather than drips, and for the fastest damp old upper-plate cases, drips only
form at the model edge.
The attenuating effect of shearing velocity on the development of (2-D) SSC that we ﬁnd
is consistent with a range of other analytical and numerical studies [Richter, 1973, van Hunen
et al., 2003, Huang et al., 2003], which assumed stress-independent rheology. However, it is
opposite to the ﬁndings of Currie et al. [2008], who attribute their result to a strong strain-rate
softening, where higher subduction velocities lead to a stronger corner ﬂow, which reduces
effective viscosities in the mantle wedge. Their strong softening is likely due to the inclusion
of a highly strain-rate dependent plastic deformation mechanism. By contrast, in our compos-
ite dislocation-diffusion creep models, strain softening is not strong enough to outweigh the
intrinsic viscosity factors, and we observe that the growth of instabilities is stunted at high
subduction velocities.
Subduction velocity has a larger effect on the generation of decoupled ﬂow, such that the
threshold viscosity for signiﬁcant outﬂow increases with decreasing velocity. The effect of vis-
cosity is, in this case, two-fold, as lower viscosities: (i) increase the Rayleigh number of local
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buoyancy-driven ﬂow; and (ii) decrease coupling between the slab and mantle wedge and
hence the strength of slab-driven ﬂow. A decreased contribution of corner ﬂow also explains
the inverse proportionality between slab velocity and the strength of decoupled ﬂow: as sub-
duction velocities decrease, decoupled buoyancy-driven ﬂow velocities become larger in mag-
nitude than those of slab driven corner ﬂow.
4.5.2 SSC Time Scales, Amplitudes, & Lithospheric Erosion
To further understand what governs SSC, we have analysed: (i) time-scales for the observed
instabilities; and (ii) the evolution of lithospheric thickness, over time. Fig. 4.8 illustrates the
temporal evolution of temperature, in a box at the base of the plate near the wedge corner
(labelled PROBET in Fig. 4.1). The box was chosen to best capture the instabilities that form:
instabilities are spawned from different locations at the base of the overriding plate, but all are
advected towards the mantle wedge corner (i.e. close to this corner, most are detected – only a
few instabilities die out before reaching the detection box).
In dry cases, we observe a steady ﬂow regime, with no drips. Conversely, in wet and very
wet cases, drips manifest themselves as sharp reductions in temperature, as they traverse our
detection box. The time interval between instabilities generally increases: (i) with increasing
wedge viscosity; (ii) with decreasing subduction velocity; (iii) for thicker (older) upper-plate
lithosphere. The ﬁrst two trends are as expected from the previous section. The third trend is
more puzzling, as thicker lithosphere was found to be more unstable, yet instability time-scales
are longer.
To better understand the dependence of instability time-scales on lithospheric thickness,
the evolution of upper-plate thickness (Fig. 4.5) is summarised for an 80 million year time in-
terval before t=100 Myr, 95 Myr and 80 Myr, for fast, intermediate and slow cases, respectively
in Fig. 4.9 (i.e., actual upper-plate cooling time between 25 and 105 Myr). Lithospheric drips
are promoted by the Rayleigh number pertaining to the lower layer of the lithosphere that is
able to become unstable. The thickness of this layer is related to the thickness of the lithosphere
but also depends on lithospheric viscosity and density stratiﬁcation. The difference in thick-
ness between the dry, conductively-thickening, case and wetter cases, where SSC occurs, is an
approximate measure of the thickness of the unstable basal layer of the upper plate.
In dry and damp corner ﬂow cases the lithosphere thickens conductively, but is affected by ﬂow
shearing. As a result back-arc lithosphere is about 10 km thinner (95 km instead of 105 km) for
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Figure 4.8: Thermal evolution of the sub-lithospheric area, labelled ‘PROBET ’ in Fig. 4.1, for: (a-
c) old; and (d-f) young overriding plates, as a function of wedge hydration and subduction velocity.
Drips propagating through the box result in transient low-temperature troughs. Older, thickened plates
destabilize more efﬁciently, promoting small-scale convection in all hydrated cases. Increased hydration
leads to more unstable behaviour, which is characterised by smaller and more regular time intervals
between drips.
a case with a subduction velocity of 10 cm/yr, when compared to a case with a subduction
velocity of 2 cm/yr. In wetter cases, where SSC develops, subduction velocity has a less signif-
icant affect on lithospheric thickening. The net result of corner ﬂow shearing and lithospheric
instabilities is that, generally, the upper plate thickens most for the highest wedge viscosities,
whilst low wedge viscosities lead to efﬁcient upper-plate erosion, thus limiting lithospheric
thickening (Figs. 4.5 and 4.9). Interestingly, the thickness of the unstable layer does not differ
substantially between young and old upper-plate cases (Fig. 4.5). In either case, the unsta-
ble part of the lithosphere for the lowest (wettest) wedge viscosities is between 10 km (for the
highest velocities) and about 20 km (for the lowest velocities) thick. This result is in fact consis-
tent with scaling analyses by Davaille and Jaupart [1994], which predict that, while instability
time depends on local Rayleigh number, thickness of the unstable layer and temperature con-
trast across this layer are determined by mantle temperature and the sensitivity of viscosity to
temperature changes (i.e., activation energy) and thus would not vary signiﬁcantly with litho-
spheric age. This implies that a larger proportion of the younger than the older lithosphere is
destabilised. We analysed viscosities, and it appears that for the younger plate, the net effect
of temperature- and depth-dependent viscosity is that the unstable layer has a lower viscos-
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Figure 4.9: Summary of lithospheric thickening, in the time interval 20-100 Myr, 15-95 Myr and 0-80
Myr, for fast, intermediate and slow cases, respectively (thus corresponding to a similar total lithospheric
cooling time – see Fig.4.5) as a function of subduction velocity and wedge hydration.
ity than in the case of the older plate. This would be associated with a larger local Rayleigh
number, and explain the shorter drip time scales for the younger plate. Nonetheless, older
lithosphere is intrinsically more unstable than younger lithosphere, due to its larger overall
negative buoyancy, as evidenced by the fact that SSC occurs for damp cases with a 120 Myr
old upper plate, but not damp cases with a 50 Myr old upper plate, similar to what has been
established in many studies on oceanic lithosphere [e.g. Davaille and Jaupart, 1994, van Hunen
et al., 2003].
There are additional complexities in this unstable dynamic system. The weaker styles of
SSC (ripples and edge-controlled) follow anomalous time-velocity trends. Furthermore, drip
amplitudes vary (Fig. 4.8), sometimes alternating between strong and weak drips, which are
the result of different or interacting instabilities. Instabilities often spawn at different locations
and, in some cases, multiple instabilities can coexist (e.g. COH = 5000 H/106Si, 2cm/yr case).
In the most unstable cases, drips tend to form in the back arc were the upper–plate thickness
is relatively constant. In other instances, the region where the lithosphere starts to pinch above
the wedge corner serves to localise an additional, or the only, instability. Instabilities that form
closer to the wedge corner have less time to grow and, therefore, have a different amplitude to
those forming adjacent to model’s right-hand side. Multiple drips can also coalesce near the
wedge corner, resulting in variable amplitudes.
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4.5.3 Lower Plate Parameters
In general, the thermal and ﬂow structure of the mantle wedge are principally affected by
rheological variations, upper plate behaviour and subducting velocity. Other parameters, such
as downgoing plate dip and age have only a secondary effect. Nonetheless, we discuss the
modifying role of these parameters in this section.
Downgoing Plate Age
The models discussed above all have a downgoing plate with a thermal age of 50 Myr at the
trench. On Earth, however, the age of the downgoing plate varies between 0 Myr at Cascadia
and 160 Myr at Izu-Bonin-Mariana [e.g. Sdrolias and Müller, 2006] and it is important to exam-
ine the signiﬁcance of such variations. We have done so, by testing how a plate age of 100 Myr
at the trench modiﬁes results. As expected, older slabs have lower slab-surface temperatures
(by ≈70K), which will inﬂuence slab dehydration [e.g. Syracuse et al., 2010] (see Section 4.6 for
further discussion). However, consistent with the recent study by Wirth and Korenaga [2012],
we ﬁnd that the subducting slab age has a negligible effect on wedge dynamics. This is to be
expected in models where slab motion is kinematically prescribed: convective processes in the
wedge are sufﬁciently strong that thermal diffusion has only a minor impact on the ﬂow ﬁeld.
We note, however, that the role of downgoing plate age is likely more important in dynamic
subduction models, where slab motion and geometry adjust in response to buoyancy forces
and rheology, which are both dependent upon slab age [e.g. Arcay et al., 2005, Capitanio et al.,
2007].
Slab Dip
To investigate how slab dip inﬂuences SSC, we have examined additional cases, where the sub-
ducting plate dips at angles of 30◦ and 70◦ (all cases have an intermediate subduction velocity
of 5 cm/yr and a 50 Myr old upper plate). Flow styles, as a function of dip and wedge hy-
dration, are illustrated in Fig. 4.10, with wedge-core viscosities annotated. For our wet and
very-wet cases, decreased wedge viscosities at higher dips may be expected to decrease upper-
plate stability. However, we observe SSC for the 30◦ and 50◦ dip models, under approximately
the same conditions, but with smaller instability time-scales for the 30◦ dip case (Fig. 4.11), in-
dicating that it is more, rather than less, unstable in comparison to the 50◦ case. Results for the
70◦ dip slab cannot really be compared to the 30◦ and 50◦ dip cases. In this model, the subduct-
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ing slab is inefﬁcient at driving wedge ﬂow, which facilitates the development of a decoupled
outﬂow cell. In the damp 70◦ dip case, some SSC develops, but for the wetter cases, outﬂow
dominates the ﬂow regime. Our results for the sensitivity of SSC are, therefore, very different
to the study by Wirth and Korenaga [2012], who, in models of longitudinal SSC, found that
increasing dip led to enhanced lithospheric instability.
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Figure 4.10: Wedge ﬂow style as a function of slab dip and water content, for cases with 50 Myr old
upper plates and a subduction velocity of 5cm/yr. As in Fig. 4.7, rectangles, circles and triangles
respectively denote corner ﬂow, SSC drips, and outﬂow-dominated cases without SSC. Light to dark
grayscale shading represents weak to dominating outﬂow patterns. Annotations denote wedge core
viscosities in Pa·s, measured, as for the 50◦-dip case, in a 25 km square box at 350 km depth, 50 km in
front of the slab tip.
Examination of the convective planform of each case suggests that the observed variability in
strength and time-scales of SSC between the 30◦ and 50◦ dip models is controlled by the longer
upper plate in the 30◦ model. As can be seen for the dry, conductively thickening case (Fig.
4.11), the larger domain of the 30◦ dip model (and thus larger distance between the trench and
the ﬁxed upper-plate temperature boundary) allows for more conductive thickening in com-
parison to the smaller-domain 50◦ dip case. This enhanced thickening results in a thicker un-
stable layer and decreased instability time–scales. The longer lithosphere also provides more
space for instabilities to form according to their intrinsic wavelength (rather than being con-
trolled by model boundaries or the lithospheric gradients above the wedge corner). This leads
to a much more regular destabilisation pattern of the wet 30◦ case than the wet 50◦ case. The
instability wavelength of the very-wet case was already signiﬁcantly smaller than the upper-
plate length for the 50◦ case (around 150 km) and, hence, for this case, the effect of dip is less
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pronounced, although lithospheric thinning for both wet cases is more efﬁcient in the smaller
dip models (Fig. 4.12).
These results further illustrate the complex nature of this system. While we could design a
set of models where upper-plate length does not vary with dip, such models will necessarily
differ in other respects (e.g. depth extent of the models or boundary conditions at the bottom
boundary, which would also affect wedge ﬂow). Nonetheless, we can conclude that the inﬂu-
ence of slab dip is relatively mild. Modiﬁcations of the upper-plate have a stronger inﬂuence,
as we will next illustrate.
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Figure 4.11: Temperature evolution at the base of the lithosphere for a few variations on the reference
case. All models have 50Myr-old overriding plates, subduction velocities of 5 cm/yr and a range of water
contents: (a) displays a model with a dip of 30◦; (b) denotes the 50◦ dipping case, previously presented
in Fig. 4.8e; whilst (c) is for a variant of the model in (b), with a strong lithospheric block / craton, on
the right–hand–side of the domain.
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Figure 4.12: As in Fig. 4.5, but for a few variations on the reference case. As in Fig. 4.11 all models
have 50 Myr-old overriding plates, subduction velocities of 5 cm/yr and a range of water contents. (a)
and (c) are variations on the 50◦ dipping reference model for which lithospheric thickness is displayed in
(b): (a) is for a model with a smaller dip of 30◦ whilst (c) illustrates a model with cratonic block on the
right–hand–side of the domain.
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4.5.4 Lithospheric Steps
On Earth, back-arc lithosphere is often non-uniform and may contain discontinuities/steps in
thickness (e.g. at the continent-ocean boundary, between tectonic and stable continental block
boundaries, or as a result of differential hydration [Arcay et al., 2006, Currie et al., 2008]). Such
lithospheric steps are well-known nucleation points for instabilities, giving rise to a style of SSC
commonly known as edge-driven convection [e.g. King and Anderson, 1998, Hardebol et al.,
2012]. In some of our cases, edge-instabilities form adjacent to the no-ﬂow boundary condition
at the upper-right-hand side of the model (see Fig. 4.4c). Such a boundary condition will
have similar dynamical consequences to a step that would occur on the edge of a thicker and
high-strength lithospheric block. To further examine the role of edge-instabilities, we include a
thicker and stronger block at the top-right-hand corner of the domain, with dimensions 200 ×
200 km, and a ﬁxed viscosity of 1024Pa · s, in a model with a 50 Myr-old upper plate. The
inﬂuence of such a block on instability time-scales and lithospheric thickening are illustrated
in Figs. 4.11(b)/(c) and 4.12(b)/(c), which highlight two key observations:
1. The edge of the lithospheric block allows regular nucleation of instabilities for the damp
case, which was marginally stable for models without such a block (cf. Fig. 4.11b/c).
As a consequence, lithospheric thickness decreases for the damp case, when a craton is
present (cf. Fig. 4.12b/c).
2. As demonstrated in Section 4.5.3, conductive lithospheric thickening is enhanced in cases
with longer upper plates, and the time-interval between gravitational instabilities is more
regular. When a stable, ﬁxed craton is introduced (in a model where the domain size re-
mains ﬁxed), the length of lithosphere that is able to destabilise decreases. Accordingly,
the time-intervals between instabilities and the amount of lithosphere that they desta-
bilise become more irregular. Indeed, for the wet and very-wet cases, the lithosphere was
sufﬁciently unstable in the absence of the craton – the addition of a strong cratonic block,
therefore, does not enhance instability. Rather, the additional space constraints lead to
slightly increased intervals between instabilities, in both cases, and a minor increase in
lithospheric thickness.
The net effect of a step in lithospheric thickness, therefore, is strongly dependent upon the sub-
duction setting. Nonetheless, in cases that are marginally stable, a step in lithospheric thickness
may play an important role in triggering SSC.
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4.5.5 Wedge-Corner Hydration
Investigations into the stability ﬁelds of hydrous phases indicate that slab dehydration is lim-
ited to a depth of about 200-km [e.g. Schmidt and Poli, 1998]. While it remains unclear how
water is transported through the mantle wedge, several proposed mechanisms lead to a rela-
tively vertical migration from the point where it is released ([e.g. Gerya and Yuen, 2003, Gerya
et al., 2006, Gorczyk et al., 2007, Zhu et al., 2009]). The consequence of such ﬂuid migration
would be that signiﬁcant hydration is limited to the wedge corner, as was modelled by Arcay
et al. [2005, 2006], Cagnioncle et al. [2007] and Hebert et al. [2009], and as was assumed by
Honda and Saito [2003], Manea and Gurnis [2007], Currie et al. [2008] and Honda et al. [2010].
Our results, thus far, demonstrate that the propensity for SSC is controlled by lithospheric
density, strength and thickness, in addition to steps in upper-plate properties and the length
of the upper-plate that is available for destablisation. Hydration localised to the wedge corner
introduces a step in strength of the upper plate, which would facilitate instability nucleation.
However, at the same time, limiting hydration to the wedge corner would signiﬁcantly limit the
region over which instabilities can form. To quantify the net effect of such localised hydration,
we have examined several cases where the extent of the hydrated corner is varied, in addition
to the difference in water content between the corner and back-arc region.
We ﬁnd that if the back-arc is dry or damp, no drips form for hydrated corners that extend
100 km, or less, from the slab-upper-plate decoupling point: in such a small region the wave-
length of a Rayleigh-Taylor instability exceeds the length of the water-weakened upper plate.
In our reference models, the minimum wavelength of instabilities, in cases with strong hydra-
tion throughout the wedge, was 120–150 km. As such, when the hydrated corner extends 150
km from the decoupling point, drips form when the back-arc is dry and the corner is very-wet.
However, they do not form if the corner is wet, or if the back-arc is damp. For a hydrated corner
extending 200 km from the decoupling point, instabilities do form for the smaller viscosity con-
trast between a wet or very-wet corner, and a damp back-arc (Fig. 4.13). The chief reason that
SSC occurs in the very-wet corner/dry back-arc case, for the 150 km extent hydrated corner, is
the strong viscosity contrast, which provides a nucleation point for instabilities. In addition,
for the high-viscosity dry rheology, corner ﬂow is most efﬁcient at eroding the lithosphere over
the wedge tip, thus keeping the wedge corner warm enough for instabilities to form.
Thus, if only part of the mantle wedge is signiﬁcantly hydrated, SSC may only ensue under
favourable conditions, where lithospheric destabilisation in encouraged by hydration to at least
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150-km from the wedge corner (corresponding to a slab depth of 200-km for a 50◦ dip case), and
is aided by high plate velocities (and probably larger dips), which allow corner ﬂow to keep
the wedge corner relatively hot. Previous studies that found SSC in models where only the
wedge corner was hydrated assumed a dry back-arc mantle and strong water-weakening in the
wedge corner. As in these models, our simulations also show that the lithospheric instabilities
mainly nucleate at the dehydration boundary, and lead to enhanced thinning of the hydrated
lithosphere, when compared to the damp/dry lithosphere.
Observations show that a hot, thin lithosphere back-arc is common [Currie and Hyndman,
2006]. When combined with the ﬁnger-like seismic structures that are observed in the arc corner
below Japan Tamura et al. [2002], these are strong indications that the conditions necessary for
SSC are quite often met in natural subduction settings.
Figure 4.13: An example case with SSC, when only the wedge corner is hydrated, illustrating the
evolution of instabilities and their interaction with the slab surface. In the case shown, the wedge corner
and overlying lithosphere are very-wet, whilst the back-arc is damp. The upper plate is 50 Myr old and
the plate subducts at a velocity of 5 cm/yr. The hydrated corner extends 200 km from the decoupling
point, where the slab surface reaches 250 km depth. Temperature contours range from 1500-1600K, in
intervals of 25K.
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4.6 Implications for Wedge Thermal Structure
The mantle wedge’s ﬂow regime strongly affects upper plate structure, slab dehydration con-
ditions, the wedge’s thermal structure and the extent and mode of melting [Arcay et al., 2005,
2006, 2007, Currie et al., 2008]. Each of these are next discussed.
4.6.1 Upper-plate Evolution
Thinning of the upper plate beneath the volcanic arc exerts an important control on the scale
and location of the melt zone, the mode of melting, and the depth of mineral dehydration at and
above the slab’s surface. Lithospheric thinning beneath the back-arc facilitates the localisation
of deformation, including the formation of back-arc spreading centres, and back arc melting.
Fore-arc Lithosphere
Several previous studies have documented that kinematically driven wedge-ﬂow models de-
velop enhanced erosion, or ‘pinching’, of the upper plate beneath the fore-arc, when coupling
between upper and lower plates is prescribed to a given depth [e.g. Conder, 2005, Arcay et al.,
2005, 2007]. Our dry models are consistent with these previous studies, with a clear pinch zone
developing beneath the fore-arc and extending as shallow as our minimum coupling depth of
80 km. For some of our damp cases, mild pinching is observed, which introduces a strong gra-
dient in lithospheric thickness beneath the fore-arc, from which instabilities can nucleate. For
wet and very-wet cases, the pinch zone is poorly developed. However, in these cases, litho-
spheric thinning occurs over a larger region (including the fore-arc and volcanic-arc regions),
due to SSC that nucleates beneath the back-arc. We note that in published models with a dy-
namic slab and rheologically controlled coupling, lithospheric erosion in the fore-arc region is
enhanced relative to our models [Arcay et al., 2005, 2007]. Consistent with previous studies,
we ﬁnd that pinching is enhanced in models with higher subduction velocities.
Back-arc Lithosphere
A number of observations indicate that several back-arc regions, not recently subjected to ex-
tension, are characterised by relatively thin lithosphere (≈60-km), over distances of 200–900-km
from the trench. These observations include: (i) high back-arc surface heat ﬂow (> 70 mWm−2
for continental crust with radiogenic heat production; > 60 mWm−2 for oceanic crust); (ii) low
seismic velocities at 50–100-km depth; (iii) temperature estimates from mantle xenoliths; and
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(iv) widespread sporadic volcanism [Currie and Hyndman, 2006]. Most available measure-
ments are for continental back-arcs, but include a few oceanic regions [e.g. Currie and Hynd-
man, 2006, Manga et al., 2012]. Zones of active back-arc extension also regularly exhibit very
slow mantle velocities, up to relatively shallow depths [e.g. Currie and Hyndman, 2006, Wiens
et al., 2008]. Currie and Hyndman [2006] proposed SSC at the base of hydrated lithosphere as
a mechanism for lithospheric thinning and, subsequently, demonstrated that this can lead to
rapid and substantial thinning of a hydrated visco-plastic plate [Currie et al., 2008].
In our models with a composite dislocation-diffusion creep rheology, thinning is less strong
and rapid: in our wet and very wet cases that exhibit SSC, upper-plate thicknesses of around 70-
km are observed at a thermal age of 60 Myr, and around 85-km after 100 Myr (Fig. 4.12), which
are slightly greater than the thicknesses of 60-km, inferred by Currie and Hyndman [2006].
Nonetheless, the lithosphere in our wet and very wet cases can be 20-km thinner (after 100
million years of cooling) than in the dry, corner-ﬂow cases, implying that SSC has a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on upper plate evolution. For the unstable cases, back-arc surface heat-ﬂuxes are in
the range of 50-65 mWm−2, when we account for radiogenic heating within the continental
crust (at a heat production rate of 1.3 Wm−3 in the upper crust down to 15 km depth, and 0.27
Wm−3 in the lower crust down to 50 km depth), and 35-55 mWm−2, in the absence of such
internal heating (i.e. in oceanic regions). These values are at the lower end of observations
[Currie and Hyndman, 2006].
We note that our lithospheric thicknesses are greater than those inferred by Currie and
Hyndman [2006], although all of our models have relatively high plate ages (cooling ages
are 55 Myr, or older). Nonetheless, studies of SSC beneath oceanic lithosphere indicate that
younger plates have not acquired sufﬁcient negative buoyancy to destabilize [Davaille and
Jaupart, 1994, van Hunen et al., 2003], whilst continental lithosphere is commonly older than
oceanic lithosphere and, hence, would not be expected to be thinner than 55 Myr old oceanic
lithosphere. We ﬁnd that thinning is most efﬁcient when a large section of the upper plate is
hydrated: given that the largest distances of thin, hot back-arcs correspond to zones that have
experienced signiﬁcant trench retreat (e.g. Aleutians, Kamchatka), this may suggest that de-
hydration by melt extraction is less efﬁcient than wedge hydration by the downgoing plate, at
least when trench retreat occurs rapidly.
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4.6.2 Slab Surface Temperatures
The rate at which a slab is heated during subduction controls the depths where hydrous miner-
als destabilize and, therefore, release their ﬂuids into the overlying wedge [e.g. Peacock, 1990a,
Peacock and Wang, 1999, Poli and Schmidt, 2002]. In Fig. 4.14, we show examples of model
geotherms at the slab’s surface, alongside dehydration boundaries for oceanic crust [Hacker,
2008] and the stability ﬁelds for hydrous mantle minerals [Grove et al., 2009].
Below 80-km (i.e. the upper-lower plate decoupling depth), temperatures can vary by al-
most 100 K between different cases. We ﬁnd that higher subduction velocities, higher wedge
viscosities and larger upper plate thickness all result in decreased SSTs, which is consistent
with recent studies by Lee and King [2009] and Syracuse et al. [2010]. As such, the completion
of dehydration for MORB material at the slab’s surface (taken as the boundary where water
content drops below 0.1 wt %) can shift by 5–25 km, between the different models examined. It
is important to note that in addition to controlling crustal dehydration, SSTs can also affect the
dehydration of mantle minerals [e.g. Peacock, 1990b, 1996, van Keken et al., 2011], where they
are exposed at the slab’s surface (e.g. in oceanic core complexes). Indeed, if mantle minerals
are exposed, the range of predicted model SSTs could shift the depth where serpentinite and
chlorite break-down by as much as 25-km.
Temperatures within the slab’s mantle lithosphere and, hence, the dehydration of mantle
minerals below the oceanic crust, are principally dictated by subduction velocities rather than
wedge dynamics [Syracuse et al., 2010]. As such, they are not examined here. However, tem-
peratures within the thermal boundary layer above the slab are strongly affected by wedge dy-
namics. In this thermal boundary layer, hydrous mantle minerals take up water released from
the slab until temperatures exceed their stability and ﬂuids are released to migrate through the
wedge core or form hydrous melts [e.g. Grove et al., 2012]. The thermal boundary layer will
further be affected by 50–100K ﬂuctuations in temperature that are caused by drips from the
upper plate, which can be entrained with the ﬂow above the subducting plate (e.g. Fig. 4.13b).
We note that in our models, the temperature ﬂuctuations associated with instabilities do not
signiﬁcantly affect the slab surface (aside from the general cooling trend, we see no evidence
for transients in our SSTs over time). Conversely, in models by Arcay et al. [2005], where ex-
treme thinning of the upper plate occurs in the arc region, drips are strong enough to result in
signiﬁcant time-dependent cooling of the slab surface.
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Figure 4.14: Slab surface temperatures (SSTs) for a number of models. Dotted, continuous and dashed
lines represent models with fast, intermediate and slow subduction velocities, respectively, with: (a) a 50
Myr-old upper plate; and (b) a 120 Myr-old upper plate, at a simulation time of 30 Myr. Thin solid black
lines are dehydration boundaries (in w.t.%) for an oceanic crustal composition [Hacker, 2008]. The solid
magenta lines denote the water-saturated peridotite solidus (labelled WSS), the water-saturated solidus
for sediment, and the margins of chlorite and serpentinite stability ﬁelds [Grove et al., 2012].
4.6.3 Wedge-core Temperatures & Melting
If a constant viscosity is assumed, analytical scaling relations for mantle wedge temperatures
predict that the maximum temperature in the wedge corner scales with the dimensionless
quantity: vsrδ2/κ, where vs, r, δ and κ denote subducting slab velocity, distance from the
wedge corner, slab dip and thermal diffusivity, respectively [England and Wilkins, 2004]. In
general, our composite viscosity models are consistent with this relationship: wedge corner
temperatures tend to increase with subduction velocity, due to enhanced lithospheric thinning
and pinching of the upper plate, whilst increasing slab dip allows more warm mantle material
into the wedge corner. However, as demonstrated herein, the hydrated rheology modiﬁes the
ﬂow regime substantially and, accordingly, exerts a stronger control on wedge temperatures
than the basic kinematic parameters of slab dip and subduction velocity. Furthermore, under
such a hydrated rheology, SSC induces temperature ﬂuctuations of 50–100 K, on time-scales of
a few million years (Fig. 4.8). It is therefore important to analyse how such variations in the
ﬂow regime, and transient ﬂuctuations in temperature, inﬂuence the location, extent and mode
of melting within the mantle wedge.
Regions of our models where pressure and temperature conditions exceed the wet and
damp solidi of Katz et al. [2003] are illustrated in Fig. 4.15. We include only ﬁgures for dry,
damp and wet cases, as the melt regions for wet and very-wet cases are qualitatively very simi-
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lar. In addition, we draw damp and wet melting contours on all models, as there may be small–
scale processes leading to localised high concentrations of ﬂuids that allow for damp/wet melt-
ing, but are insufﬁcient to affect the overall rheology [e.g., Gerya et al., 2006, Zhu et al., 2011].
This also facilitates comparison between the temperature conditions achieved in different mod-
els.
Consistent with recent studies by Grove et al. [2009] and England and Katz [2010], our
results demonstrate that melting temperatures are most likely to be exceeded in the wedge cor-
ner, below the volcanic-arc region, where high temperature isotherms are drawn up to shallow
depths. As a consequence, the region where melting is possible is largest for models with the
highest subduction velocities, which exhibit the strongest pinching. In almost all of our mod-
els, there is a region, below the volcanic-arc, where the wet solidus is exceeded, the exception
being the dry, low-velocity case, where the lithosphere is too thick to permit melting (see Fig.
4.15a). In some cases (for example, the wet case with a subduction velocity of 10 cm/yr - see
Fig. 4.15f), there is also a small region where damp melting is possible.
In cases where SSC has thinned the upper plate sufﬁciently, wet melting is possible beneath
the back-arc. Whilst the extent of this melt zone is greater for younger upper plates, a thin
wet melting region does occur beneath older plates. Signiﬁcantly, the temperature ﬂuctuations
induced by propagating instabilities are sufﬁcient to disrupt melting processes beneath the
back-arc and volcanic-arc (cf. Fig. 4.15e/f). Honda and Yoshida [2005] proposed SSC to be
the cause of time-dependent volcanism in the Japan arc: our models demonstrate that thermal
ﬂuctuations, induced by SSC, are sufﬁcient to temporarily shut down the melt supply, on time-
scales of a few million years (i.e. the time taken for a drip to propagate through the melt zone).
We note that none of the cases examined herein exhibit a thin enough lithosphere beneath
the volcanic-arc to permit dry melting. Whilst this is consistent with studies by Grove et al.
[2009] and Syracuse et al. [2010], it differs to the predictions of models where shallower cou-
pling depths are imposed [e.g. England and Katz, 2010, Harmon and Blackman, 2010]. We also
note that wedge and slab-surface temperatures would be increased by up to 70K in our models,
had we accounted for the effects of mantle compressibility and viscous dissipation, although
this is only a secondary effect [Lee and King, 2009].
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(a) Dry, 2cm/yr, t=10 m.y. (b) Dry, 10cm/yr, t=30 m.y.
(c) 1000 H/106Si, 2cm/yr, t=10 m.y. (d) 1000 H/106Si, 10cm/yr, t=30 m.y.
(e) 3000 H/106Si, 2cm/yr, t=10 m.y. (f) 3000 H/106Si, 10cm/yr, t=30 m.y.
Figure 4.15: Snapshots of the thermal structure close to the wedge corner for cases with a dry, damp
and wet rheology, at fast and slow subduction velocities. Regions of the wedge where pressure and
temperature conditions exceed the wet and damp solidi of Katz et al. [2003], for a MORB composition,
are coloured in green and orange, respectively. Snapshots are taken when the original 50 Myr old upper
plate has cooled for a similar time, in both fast and slow cases.
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4.7 Conclusions
We have undertaken a systematic study into the dominant controls on the ﬂow regime and
thermal structure of the mantle wedge, under a range of subduction parameters, considering
the inﬂuence of buoyancy and a hydrated rheology. Our results demonstrate that under a dry
rheology, the ﬂow ﬁeld exhibits a corner ﬂow pattern, where the downgoing slab drags sub-
lithospheric material towards the wedge corner and, subsequently, downwards parallel to the
slab surface, as found in many previous studies [e.g. Davies and Stevenson, 1992, Peacock,
1996, Peacock and Wang, 1999, van Keken et al., 2002, Kelemen et al., 2003]. However, lower
viscosities, which are expected to arise under hydrated conditions (COH >=1000 H/106Si)
[Karato and Wu, 1993, Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996], favour the development of SSC, for a wide-
range of subduction conﬁgurations. Although corner ﬂow persists, to some degree, in such
cases, instabilities of variable morphologies are initiated at the base of the lithosphere. Their
morphology is largely governed by the subduction velocity: in cases with low and interme-
diate velocities, classical Rayleigh-Taylor type instabilities, or ‘drips’, develop and propagate
into the wedge core; conversely, in cases with higher subduction velocities, the instabilities take
the form of ripples, which remain rooted to the base of the lithosphere whilst being advected
towards the wedge corner by background mantle ﬂow. Under very-wet (COH = 5000 H/106Si)
and occasionally under wet (COH = 3000 H/106Si) conditions, the downgoing plate becomes
inefﬁcient at driving corner ﬂow.
There are several indications that back-arcs may be wet over large distances. For example,
their seismic signatures are often anomalously slow and attenuating, whilst back-arc litho-
sphere is regularly observed to be thin [e.g. Currie and Hyndman, 2006, Wiens et al., 2008,
Hwang et al., 2011]. The link between a hydrated rheology and thin back-arcs is conﬁrmed
in our models: in wetter cases, SSC reduces lithospheric thickness, with the extent of thinning
dominantly controlled by the level of hydration (viscosity) and largely insensitive to subduc-
tion velocity. We note, however, that the efﬁciency of lithospheric thinning is also dependent
upon the length of lithosphere that is able to destabilise: if the length of potentially unstable
lithosphere is less than the instability wavelength (> 100–150 km for our minimum hydrated
viscosities of ∼ 1 · 1018Pa · s), no SSC develops. Steps or strong gradients in lithospheric
strength/thickness, as are observed on Earth, provide nucleation points for instabilities: under
such scenarios, the tendency for SSC increases.
In cases where SSC has thinned the upper plate, wet-melting is possible beneath the back-
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arc. Furthermore, SSC results in transient pulses of 50–100K colder, more viscous, material
being swept towards the mantle wedge corner. These affect wedge temperatures most strongly
in the low-velocity cases, where drips have time to develop fully. Their anomalous tempera-
tures are sufﬁcient to suppress melting and affect the stability of hydrous phases within the
thermal boundary layer above the downgoing plate. Different wedge viscosities inﬂuence the
vigour of wedge convection, such that more hydrated wedges yield overall higher slab-surface
temperatures (SSTs). However, in our models, there is no signiﬁcant time-dependent effect
from the drips on SSTs.
We note that with a dynamic (temperature and hydration controlled) coupling depth, cor-
ner erosion can be stronger, resulting in lower wedge-corner viscosities (due to the presence of
high temperature material at lower pressures), increased instability and a stronger inﬂuence on
slab-surface-temperatures [Arcay et al., 2006, 2007]. Further complexity may arise from thermo-
chemical modes of ﬂow involving low density sediments and melt-ﬂuid mixtures, which can
form small-scale, cold plumes that rise from the downgoing plate [Gerya et al., 2006, Zhu et al.,
2009, Behn et al., 2011]. The interaction between thermo-chemical plumes and SSC, driven by
lithospheric instability, remains to be investigated.
Our results demonstrate that hydrated wedges are unstable in 2-D. Theoretical and numer-
ical studies [e.g. Richter, 1973, Honda et al., 2010, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012] predict that in
3-D, longitudinal, ‘Richter’ rolls are the dominant form of instability, and that these are en-
hanced with increasing subduction velocity. This implies that Earth’s lithosphere may be even
more unstable than we have inferred herein. The ﬂow regimes developing in a hydrated 3-D
mantle wedge, and their impacts on mantle wedge thermal structure, therefore, is the subject
of the study presented in the next chapter. The insights gained through this two-dimensional
investigation will aid in interpreting the three-dimensional results.
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Chapter 5
A systematic 3-D investigation into the
mantle wedge’s transient ﬂow regime
and thermal structure
5.1 Summary
The subduction zone mantle wedge controls the channeling of ﬂuids towards the upper
plate and into the deep mantle and, thus, plays a key role in arc volcanism, long-term
volatile cycling, mineralisation and continental crust formation. The mantle wedge’s ﬂow
regime is often assumed to follow a regular, corner-ﬂow pattern. However, recent studies,
which analysed the effects of a hydrated rheology and local thermal buoyancy, predict a
more complex and time-dependent ﬂow regime. In the previous chapter, we used 2-D mod-
els to demonstrate that, for a wide range of parameters, these factors lead to small-scale
convection (SSC) in the wedge, and that this can signiﬁcantly affect melting conditions,
mineral stability ﬁelds, dehydration and upper-plate evolution. In this chapter, we explore
how these effects are modiﬁed in fully 3-D numerical simulations of wedge ﬂow. The in-
troduction of the third dimension promotes the development of longitudinal Richter rolls
of SSC, with axes aligned perpendicular to the trench. We observe two separate, but in-
teracting, SSC systems, each with a distinct wavelength and time-scale: (i) an arc system,
with a characteristic wavelength of 50-200 km, that varies on a few Myr time scale; and (ii)
a back-arc system, with a characteristic wavelength of 100-400 km, which varies on a 3-10
Myr time scale. The arc rolls have similar trench-parallel and trench-perpendicular dimen-
sions, whilst back-arc instabilities coalesce into elongated sheets, which are preferentially
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aligned in a trench perpendicular direction. Although the alignment of back-arc sheets is
more prominent at increased subduction velocities, the sheets themselves are best deﬁned
at intermediate subduction velocities of 5 cm yr−1: at higher velocities, drips are sheared
by background corner ﬂow, before they can fully coalesce into sheets, thus reducing their
vertical extent. The degree of interaction between both systems increases with increased
levels of wedge hydration and increased subduction velocities, with SSC suppressed when
viscosities exceed 5 · 1018 Pa s. Along strike averages of wedge velocities and temperatures
are consistent with those predicted in 2-D. However, lithospheric erosion is stronger in 3-D,
which expands the regions where melting is possible and shifts dehydration boundaries.
Furthermore, the Richter rolls produce signiﬁcant trench parallel variability, with sub-arc
temperatures varying by up to 150K along strike. Such lateral temperature anomalies are
stronger than those predicted in 2-D, further increasing regions where hydrous melting is
possible below the arc and back-arc.
5.2 Introduction
The majority of Earth’s seismicity and volcanism occurs at destructive plate margins. These
locations accommodate substantial cycling of volatiles and other elements, which are carried
to depth by subducting plates. Below the overriding plate, viscous drag exerted by the sub-
ducting slab forces mantle to ﬂow in from the back-arc region towards the wedge corner where
down-going and upper plates meet. The high temperatures thus reached in the wedge corner
lead to dehydration of minerals in the downgoing slab, delivering water to the neighbouring
mantle and facilitating melt formation and magmatism.
Computational models which simulate the mantle wedge’s ﬂow regime and thermal struc-
ture aim to reproduce these mechanisms to help understand what controls the location and
style of arc volcanism and the observed variability between different subduction zones. Most
previous studies have focussed on 2-D wedge ﬂow kinematically driven by the subducting
plate, and have often neglected the role of buoyancy and wedge hydration. Models where
wedge ﬂow is purely kinematically driven yield temperatures which agree with many obser-
vations [e.g. Syracuse et al., 2010, Kneller et al., 2007, Long and Becker, 2010, Hebert and Gur-
nis, 2010, Plank et al., 2009], but cannot explain complex wedge seismic structure, temporal-
variability in arc volcanism, or the thin lithosphere and high heat ﬂow observed in many back-
arc regions [e.g. Tamura et al., 2002, Schurr et al., 2003, Currie and Hyndman, 2006]. Under
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hydrous conditions, mantle viscosities are likely substantially lower than those of dry mantle
[Karato and Wu, 1993, Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996], leading to small-scale convection (SSC) that
is driven by gravitational instabilities from the based of the overriding plate [e.g. Honda and
Saito, 2003]. Although a recent study has challenged the rheological inﬂuence of water in the
wedge [Bali et al., 2013], seismic anomalies that show low-velocity and high-attenuation and
back-arc surface topography are most easily explained with a low-viscosity subduction mantle
wedge[Billen and Gurnis, 2001, Currie and Hyndman, 2006, Wiens et al., 2008, Jadamec and
Billen, 2010].
In Chapter 4, we systematically examined the effect of a number of parameters on the man-
tle wedge’s ﬂow regime and thermal structure, when accounting for the effects of both buoy-
ancy and a hydrated rheology. We found SSC to be a common occurrence under hydrated
conditions. When low mantle viscosities, below 5 · 1018 Pa s, extended over lateral distances
greater than 100 km (thus exceeding instability wavelengths), SSC led to strong lithospheric
erosion, and a 50-100K variability in wedge temperatures, which is sufﬁcient to affect where
melting and dehydration can occur. While the net back-arc lithospheric erosion was largest
when slab velocities were highest, drips were most pronounced when subducting plate veloc-
ities and, thereby, shearing of the drips by corner-ﬂow, were lowest.
As in other kinematically driven wedge models, additional lithospheric thinning occurred
in the sub-arc region (i.e. in the wedge corner, immediately adjacent to the fore-arc nose, where
the slab reaches 80-160 km depth — although our models do not predict arc locations, this
is the slab-depth range that corresponds to volcanic-arc locations [e.g. England et al., 2004]).
Here, dislocation-creep enhanced strain-rates in the wedge corner promote the development
of a ‘pinch zone’. The size of this zone is affected by the implementation of the decoupled
slab/upper-plate interface [e.g. Conder and Wiens, 2007, Arcay et al., 2008], which needs to
extend to ∼ 80 km depth to satisfy observations of low surface heat ﬂow and low seismic at-
tenuation in the fore-arc region [Wada and Wang, 2009, Syracuse et al., 2010]. The differential
thinning between back-arc and arc is most pronounced in models with the highest viscosities
and highest subduction velocities. In our 2-D models, we found that instabilities sometimes nu-
cleated along the high gradient in lithospheric thickness between back-arc and arc, but usually
did not propagate efﬁciently into the arc region, because of its narrow size relative to instability
wavelengths.
It is well established that SSC from a sheared plate has a tendency to preferentially form
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longitudinal rolls (i.e. with their axes aligned perpendicular to the trench) rather than the trans-
verse rolls (with axes aligned parallel to the trench) that can be modelled in 2-D [e.g. Korenaga
and Korenaga, 2008]. These structures, which are termed "Richter" rolls [Richter, 1973], have
been shown to facilitate the initiation of SSC and to produce signiﬁcant complexity in fully 3-D
models of a sheared oceanic plate [van Hunen et al., 2003]. In a recent study that used the 3-D
single mode approximation, Wirth and Korenaga [2012] predict that signiﬁcant SSC, with tem-
perature ﬂuctuations of 100-150 K and wavelengths of 100-200 km, should occur in the mantle
wedge where viscosities are around 1 · 1018 Pa s or less. Honda and coworkers [e.g. Honda and
Saito, 2003, Honda and Yoshida, 2005, Honda, 2008, Honda et al., 2010] studied wedge ﬂow
patterns in 2-D and 3-D, for cases where only a ∼100 km wide section of the sub-arc region was
hydrated. For viscosities on the order of 1018 Pa s, they observed a time-dependent pattern of
SSC, in which longitudinal rolls interchanged their up and down limbs approximately every 2
Myr. They noted that this frequency is comparable to that of episodes of volcanism in Central
Honshu, at arc locations that differ by around 50 km, similar to half a roll wavelength in their
models.
In this chapter, we present the ﬁrst systematic fully 3-D study of SSC in the subduction
zone mantle wedge, for a range of subduction velocities, (dry to hydrous) mantle viscosities
and upper-plate ages. We ﬁrst introduce the 3-D model setup, which is intentionally simple
in order to focus solely on the impact of the addition of the third dimension to the 2-D system
analysed in chapter 4 (section 5.3). We subsequently describe the observed 3-D SSC ﬂow styles,
and how they vary with the different parameters (section 5.4). In Section 5.5, we show that,
when compared to previous ﬁndings from 2-D models, the different style and vigour of the
3-D SSC more readily produces conditions that allow dehydration and melting.
5.3 3-D Model Setup
To compare with the 2-D results from chapter 4, we use a comparable model setup and the same
parameters. Prescribed slab velocities drive fully-dynamic ﬂow in the mantle wedge beneath
an overriding plate, which is able to destabilise. We solve the Stokes and energy equations,
assuming an incompressible, Bousinessq formulation, using the Fluidity computational frame-
work [Davies et al., 2011, Kramer et al., 2012]. The solution strategies employed are identical to
those of the 2-D study: they are outlined (and validated for problems of this nature) in chapter
3, and explained in more detail in Davies et al. [2011].
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5.3.1 Geometry, Boundary & Initial Conditions
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Figure 5.1: Model set–up to simulate 3-D mantle–wedge dynamics: the domain is 400-km deep, 700-km
wide in the transverse (x-)direction, and 1500-km wide in the longitudinal (z-)direction. It is divided
into 4 regions: (i) the prescribed downgoing plate, where V = VSLAB; (ii) a prescribed rigid forearc
corner, where V = 0; and (iii) a mantle wedge and (iv) a sub-slab mantle where ﬂow is solved. Tem-
perature is solved throughout the computational domain. The subducting slab curves to a constant dip
angle of 50◦ at 75-km depth, and is fully coupled to wedge ﬂow below 80-km depth. Velocities are ﬁxed
along the top and side of the overriding plate, prescribed to slab velocity at the bottom of the wedge, and
free along other boundaries. Temperature boundary conditions follow a half-space cooling relationship
everywhere, except at the model’s base and front and back, where a zero heat ﬂux boundary condition,
q = dTdn = 0, is enforced. The grey parallelepipeds (marked ηCORNER and ηLITHO)) represent areas
where wedge corner and sub-lithospheric viscosities are analysed (Section 5.4.3). The average depth of
the 1400K isotherm, which is used as a proxy for sub-arc and sub-back-arc lithospheric thicknesses in
Section 5.5.1, is measured along the horizontal lengths spanned by the black dotted double-pointed ar-
rows (labelled PROBEARC and PROBEBACK−ARC). In order to minimise edge effects, these measures
are longitudinally averaged along the central 1200km of the domain only.
Our model setup is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. In 2-D, we examined the effect of different slab
dips, whereas in 3-D, we concentrate on the 50◦ dip case, in a computational domain that is
400 km deep (y-direction) and 700 km wide in the trench-perpendicular (x-) direction. For
the 3-D conﬁguration, the domain is extended 1500 km in the longitudinal (z-)direction. The
subducting plate spans the full 1500-km width of the domain. Mesh resolution varies from a
minimum of 2 km at the wedge corner, to a maximum of 8 km at the base of the domain. 3-D
sensitivity tests showed that for a minimum element size of  2 km along the trench-parallel
edge of the wedge corner, 3-D wedge dynamics are the same.
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Velocities are prescribed to be horizontal in the down-going plate for 50 km prior to sub-
duction, and then follow a down-dipping circular arc to a depth of 75 km, below which they
dip at a constant angle. The overriding plate is not fully ﬁxed or rigid: it is free to evolve
self-consistently in response to the local thermal structure and ﬂow-ﬁeld [e.g. Kelemen et al.,
2003], aside from: (i) at its surface, where we impose a no-slip boundary condition; and (ii) in
a curved prism-shaped region above the subducting plate, where velocities are ﬁxed to zero
to a depth of 80 km. Below this depth, the subducting slab and mantle wedge are fully cou-
pled, in a manner consistent with the D80 model of Syracuse et al. [2010]. Vertical surfaces
below the incoming and upper plate at x = xmin and x = xmax are stress-free. At the side
of the the overriding plate, at x = xmax, a no-normal ﬂow boundary condition is enforced
down to a depth where temperature reaches a nominal value of 99% of mantle temperature. At
the domain’s lowermost boundary, we prescribe an outﬂow boundary condition equal to the
subduction velocity on the wedge side of the slab and a stress-free boundary condition for the
sub-slab basal surface. Free-slip boundary conditions are speciﬁed at the domain’s front and
back faces (z = 0, zmax).
The thermal boundary conditions comprise: a surface temperature, Ts, ﬁxed to 273K and
zero heat-ﬂux conditions on the bottom as well as on the domain’s front and back faces (z =
0, zmax). On the x = 0 and x = xmax sides, temperatures are ﬁxed to an error function:
T (x = 0, y) = Ts + (T0 − Ts)erf( y
2
√
κtplate
). (5.1)
Here T0 is the reference mantle temperature (ﬁxed at 1623K), tplate is either the subducting
slab age, tsubd, or the overriding plate age, tupper, and κ is thermal diffusivity. Eq. 5.1 is
also utilised in deﬁning model initial conditions, where for all cases, tplate = tsubd on the
down-going plate side of the trench, and tplate = tupper on the upper-plate side of the trench.
Models are then initialised until the thermal signature of the downgoing plate has advected
to the base of the domain. We refer to the time when the slab reaches 400 km depth as t = 0.
After a further ≈ 5 Myr, 3-D wedge ﬂow patterns stabilise into a single mode, although they
do evolve further as the overriding plate thickens conductively. We analyse our results in the
t = 5− 100 Myr time window.
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Quantity Symbol Reference value
Gravity g 9.81m · s−2
Reference Density ρ0 3300kg · m−3
Mantle Temperature T T0 = 1623K = 1350◦C
Surface Temperature Ts Ts = 273K = 0◦C
Thermal conductivity k 3.1W · m−1 · K−1
Speciﬁc heat capacity (constant pressure) cp 1250J · kg−1 · K−1
Thermal diffusivity κ 0.75 · 10−6 m2s−1
Thermal expansivity α 2.5 · 10−4K−1
Activation energy - dry diff. creep Ediff,d 375kJ · mol−1
Activation energy - dry disl. creep Edisl,d 530kJ · mol−1
Activation energy - hyd. diff. creep Ediff,h 335kJ · mol−1
Activation energy - hyd. disl. creep Edisl,h 480kJ · mol−1
Activation volume - dry diff. creep Vdiff,d 6 · 10−6 kJ · mol−1
Activation volume - dry disl. creep Vdisl,d 20 · 10−6 kJ · mol−1
Activation volume - hyd. diff. creep Vdiff,h 4 · 10−5 m3 · mol−1
Activation volume - hyd. disl. creep Vdisl,h 11 · 10−5 m3 · mol−1
Power-law exponent n 3.5
Maximum viscosity ηmax 1024Pa · s
Reference grain size g0 10mm
Universal gas constant R 8.3145J · mol−1 · K−1
Water Content - damp mantle COH,damp 1000 H/10
6Si
Water Content - very-wet mantle COH,v.wet 5000 H/10
6Si
Water content exponent r 1.2
Pre-exponential constant - dry diff. creep Ad 10
8.82Pa · s
Pre-exponential constant - dry disl. creep Bd 10
−11.04
n Pa · s 1n
Pre-exponential constant - hydrated diff. creep Ah,0 10
12Pa · s H
106Si
r
n
Pre-exponential constant - hydrated disl. creep Bh,0 10
(6+ 1.95
n
)Pa · s 1n · H
106Si
r
n
Table 5.1: Nomenclature and reference values for 3-D model parameters used in this chapter.
5.3.2 Material Properties
Material properties are summarised in Table 5.1. Standard values are used for equation of state
parameters, and these do not vary spatially. For viscosity, a composite diffusion and dislocation
creep rheology is utilised, which is identical to that used for our 2-D models. For completeness,
and because rheology strongly controls the results, we present the equations here again:
ηdiff,x(T ) = Ax exp
(Ediff,x + (PVdiff,x)
RT
)
, (5.2)
ηdisl,x(T, ε˙) = Bx exp
(Edisl,x + (PVdisl,x)
nRT
)
ε˙
(1−n)
n , (5.3)
where the subscript x is d for dry cases, and h for those where hydration is introduced. Sub-
scripts diff and disl denote diffusion creep and dislocation creep. The exponent n in the power-
law relationship between viscosity, ηdisl, and the second-invariant of the strain-rate tensor, ε˙,
accounts for the effects of stress dependence under dislocation creep. T and P represent ab-
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solute temperature (for which an adiabatic gradient of 0.5 K/km is added to our Boussinesq
potential temperature solution) and lithostatic pressure (P = ρ0gh, where h is depth), respec-
tively. R is the universal gas constant. The activation energies (Ediff,Edisl) and volumes (Vdiff
and Vdisl) are taken from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003]. Together with the other parameter val-
ues, these are listed in Table 5.1. The pre factors for dry rheology, Ad and Bd, are constants,
while those for hydrated rheologies include a water content term:
Ah = Ah,0 COH, (5.4)
Bh = Bh,0 (C
−r
OH )
1
n . (5.5)
Here, COH and r represent the water content and water content exponent [Hirth and Kohlstedt,
2003]. Note that hydrated parameters are used for all but the dry cases. We do not include a
stress-limiting rheology, but, instead, truncate viscosity at a ﬁxed maximum ηmax of 1024Pa,
yielding effective diffusion and dislocation creep viscosities ηdiff,eff. and ηdisl,eff. as follows:
ηdiff,eff. =
( 1
ηdiff
+
1
ηmax
)−1
, (5.6a)
ηdisl,eff. =
( 1
ηdisl
+
1
ηmax
)−1
. (5.6b)
Diffusion and dislocation creep laws are subsequently combined via a harmonic mean, to ob-
tain a composite creep viscosity that is given by:
ηcomp =
( 1
ηdiff,eff.
+
1
ηdisl,eff.
)−1
. (5.7)
5.3.3 Model Cases
To unravel the dominant controls on the mantle wedge’s 3-D ﬂow-regime and thermal struc-
ture, we examine a suite of simulations, where we systematically vary a range of subduction
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τupper vslab COH log(ηCORNER) log(ηLITHO) Back-arc Stability Arc Stability
(Myr) (cm/yr) (H/106Si) log(Pa · s) log(Pa · s)
120 2 5000 18.40 18.28 Drips, weak Ridges, Rolls Small Rolls
120 5 0 19.74 20.31 Corner-ﬂow No Rolls
120 5 1000 18.70 19.22 Weak Ridges, Large Rolls Large Rolls
120 5 5000 18.09 18.21 Strong Ridges, Rolls Small Rolls
120 10 5000 18.02 18.29 Strong, sheared Drips and Ridges, Rolls Small Rolls
50 5 0 19.59 20.13 Corner-ﬂow No Rolls
50 5 1000 18.61 18.88 Tends towards dripping No Rolls
50 5 5000 18.01 18.20 Drips and Ridges, Rolls Small Rolls
Table 5.2: Summary of models presented herein. For each, upper plate age τupper , slab velocity vslab, wedge water content
COH , wedge corner and sub-lithospheric viscosities ηARC and ηBACKARC as measured in the grey parallelepipeds on Fig. 5.1,
and accounts on sub-back-arc and sub-arc stability are given.
parameters. To examine the role of viscosity, we vary wedge hydration between dry, ‘damp’
(COH = 1000 H/106Si – representative of sub-ridge mantle [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]) and
‘very-wet’ (COH = 5000 H/106Si - as an end-member subduction zone hydration case [e.g.
Karato, 2003, Katz et al., 2003]). In 2-D, we found that ’wet’ cases, with COH = 3000 H/106Si,
displayed very similar behaviour, including time, spatial and temperature scales, as very-wet
models, and hence wet cases will not be examined here. In all cases, hydration is assumed to
be constant throughout the wedge. We also vary the subduction velocity, over a representative
range (2, 5 and 10 cm yr−1) [e.g. Lallemand et al., 2005, Seton et al., 2012]. For the overriding
plate, we consider relatively young (50 Myr) and old (120 Myr) cases. The age of the downgo-
ing plate is always 50 Myr at the trench, as we found in 2-D that subducting plate age had a
negligible inﬂuence on wedge structure and dynamics (see also Wirth and Korenaga [2012]).
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: in Section 5.4, we focus on the ob-
served styles of 3-D wedge ﬂow, which show important differences from those predicted in
2-D. We quantify how wedge-ﬂow style varies in response to different subduction velocities
(Section 5.4.2), levels of wedge hydration (Section 5.4.3) and upper plate ages (Section 5.4.4). In
Section 5.5, we discuss the consequences of these different ﬂow regimes for upper plate litho-
spheric thickness, the wedge’s thermal structure and slab surface temperatures, with further
discussion of the results and conclusions in Section 5.6.
5.4 3D SSC Styles & Controls
In our 2-D models, we observed three distinct ﬂow regimes across the parameter space exam-
ined:
1. Corner-ﬂow: classical wedge ﬂow which occurs at high mantle viscosities and is facili-
tated by faster subduction velocities.
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2. Small-scale convection (SSC): the unstable mode of convection obtained for values of
wedge viscosity lower than 5 · 1018 Pa s, which is characterized by the formation of sub-
lithospheric instabilities.
3. Decoupled ﬂow: occurs when the slab is inefﬁcient at driving wedge ﬂow (under slow
subduction or due to very low mantle viscosity). In the set-up of our models this mode
leads to the development of a strong convective cell on the vertical side of the wedge. On
Earth, the style of ﬂow would be determined by other sources of buoyancy.
We found that SSC was observed for most cases that included some hydration and was occa-
sionally aided by steps in lithospheric thickness or viscosity. We next examine the styles of ﬂow
observed in 3-D models.
5.4.1 Richter Roll Style
In 3-D, columnar drips can align and coalesce into downwelling ridge-like structures, forming
instabilities that are termed ‘Longitudinal Richter Rolls’ [Richter, 1973] (Fig. 5.2). These rolls
have their axes aligned perpendicular to the trench, which differs to the instabilities observed
in 2-D, where such an alignment is not possible (the instabilities observed in 2-D, with their
axes aligned parallel to the trench, are termed ‘Transverse Richter Rolls’). Snapshots of the
wedge structure for a very-wet, 120 Myr upper plate case with a subduction velocity of 10 cm
yr−1 in Fig. 5.2, show that signatures of the lithospheric drips are still visible on the ridges that
form as they get aligned in a trench-perpendicular direction by background wedge corner ﬂow.
Before discussing how different parameters affect these rolls, we present the general charac-
teristics of this type of 3-D SSC, which are best illustrated in a very-wet 120 Myr old upper-plate
case. Most notably, as shown in Fig. 5.3, two systems of rolls form within the wedge. The ﬁrst
occurs below the ‘arc’ region (i.e. the region above the subducting slab at a distance of 175-275
km from our trench, where the slab reaches the depth range above which on Earth volcanic
arc-systems are observed at the surface). The second system forms below the back-arc region
(i.e. distances > 275 km from the trench).
Below the arc region, cross-sections at 100 km depth illustrate that a set of rolls of simi-
lar transverse (x) and longitudinal (z) dimensions is formed. These are clearly visible in both
the temperature (Fig. 5.3a) and velocity (Fig. 5.3b/c) ﬁelds: arc Richter-rolls exhibit a regular
pattern of alternating high and low temperatures (variations of 100–150 K) and positive and
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of 3-D small-scale-convection, for a case with a very-wet (COH =5000 H/106Si) rheology, a
subduction velocity of 10cm/yr and a 120 Myr old upper plate, at a simulation time of 40 Myr. Full model box of 1500
km long by 650 km wide and 400 km deep is shown. In panel (a), which is viewed from below the mantle wedge, the 1550
K temperature isosurface, coloured by vertical velocity, illustrates a series of cold ‘ridges’ that are principally aligned in the
trench-perpendicular direction. Transient ‘drips’, which sometimes extend into the wedge core, can be seen propagating along
these ridges, towards the wedge corner. Ridges mark the downwelling limbs of longitudinal Richter rolls, the inﬂuence of which
can also be seen at the slab surface, where the 1550 K isosurface protrudes further into the wedge; (b) the 1550 K isosurface,
viewed from above, which is coloured by trench-parallel velocity, providing an alternative illustration of the longitudinal
Richter rolls. In the example shown, ridges are strongly aligned and extend from the wedge corner to the edge of the domain,
often branching or merging; (c/d) an illustration of the mantle wedge’s ﬂow regime, from two different directions – images
include the 1550 K isosurface (coloured in grey) and stream-tracers, which are coloured by (c) vertical velocity and (d) trench-
parallel velocity. The example shown has a high subduction velocity and, hence, the stream-tracers shown a clear corner-ﬂow
pattern (c). Nonetheless, due to the Richter rolls and the transient drips, material can descend into the wedge core, without
reaching the wedge corner. Furthermore, although corner-ﬂow persists, there is a signiﬁcant trench-parallel ﬂow component,
with material pulled towards the downwelling ridges from both directions, as illustrated in both panels (b) and (d).
negative vertical and longitudinal velocities, at distances between 200-250 km from the trench.
These arc rolls are speciﬁc to the 3-D system. In 2-D models, the arc corner, which is a natural
consequence of the enhanced thinning (’pinching’) of the upper plate by strain-rate weakening
in the wedge corner, is too narrow to permit the development of coherent instabilities (insta-
bility wavelengths exceeds the space available and, accordingly, are unable to form). However,
in 3-D, the third dimension provides the space necessary, and rolls develop with wavelengths
of ∼ 50− 200km. These temperature variations and wavelengths are similar to those predicted
by the single-mode approximation of Wirth and Korenaga [2012].
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Figure 5.3: Temperature, vertical (Vy) and longitudinal (Vz) velocity at 100 km (a-c) and 150 km (d-f)
depth, for a case with an intermediate slab velocity of 5 cm yr−1, old upper plate of 120 Myr, and very
wet mantle rheology with water content of 5000 H/106Si. Vy is positive upward, Vz negative in the
direction of the trench strike. Note the distinct, but interacting systems that develop below the arc (100
km depth) and back-arc (150-km depth).
The morphology of back-arc instabilities differs to those observed below the arc region, as
illustrated by cross-sections at 150 km depth (Fig. 5.3d-f): elongated low-temperature ridges
are observed, which are 50-150 K cooler than surrounding material, with clear drips along
some ridges. Spacing between the ridges is between 100 and 400 km, and they extend in the
trench perpendicular direction for 200 to 400 km, some to the edge of the domain. Some of
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the ridges branch or merge, an expression of the time-dependence of the ﬂow, where different
drips may link up at different times to form sheets. The larger wavelength of the back-arc rolls
is a consequence of the higher viscosities there than in the arc region (see Section 5.4.3).
The two roll systems interact. The back-arc instabilities partially modulate the location
of arc instabilities, imparting a longer wavelength on the arc rolls and enhancing arc down-
wellings where the back-arc ridges extend into the wedge corner. This interaction is further
illustrated in Fig. 5.4, where we display temporal snapshots of the model at 3 Myr intervals.
The location and expression of instabilities, both beneath the arc and the back-arc, is strongly
time-dependent. The arc-system is generally more time-dependent (as would be expected due
to the reduced viscosities in this region), with individual rolls merging and splitting on a few
Myr time scale, in addition to migrating in a trench parallel direction. As a consequence, the
number of arc Richter-rolls varies between 15 and 20 over time (Fig. 5.4a-d). In the back-arc
system, instabilities coalesce into larger-scale ridges and also show some trench parallel migra-
tion over time. Branch-like structures are evolving over 3-10 Myr time scales: most ridges are
aligned perpendicular or sub-perpendicular to the trench, although some are sub-parallel for
shorter time intervals (Fig. 5.4e-h).
As in our 2-D models, the morphology, wavelength and temporal evolution of instabilities
varies across the parameter space examined. Table 5.2 summarises the different styles we ﬁnd
in 3-D, with the controls on these styles discussed in the following sections.
5.4.2 Inﬂuence of Subduction Velocity
To evaluate the effect of subduction velocity on mantle wedge’s ﬂow regime, Fig. 5.5 shows
horizontal cross sections that highlight the arc and back-arc systems for a slower (2 cm yr−1)
and faster (10 cm yr−1) case than the intermediate velocity case (5 cm yr−1) discussed in the
previous section (which is shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4). The ﬁrst panels of Fig. 5.4 (at 20 Myr)
and the panels of Fig. 5.5 are displayed at model times that correspond to the same upper-plate
cooling time (and, hence, instabilities have the same time to develop). Because slower plates
take longer to reach the base of the model, we display results for the slowest model at an earlier
time (15 Myr) than for the faster models (35 Myr).
Similar to what we found in 2-D, subduction velocities do not control whether SSC does or
does not occur, but velocities do affect the style of SSC. In general, increased subduction veloc-
ities lead to more prominent back-arc ridges, with a stronger trench perpendicular alignment,
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Figure 5.4: Temperature slices for very-wet, 5 cm yr−1, 120 Myr upper plate case at 100 km depth (top
four panels) illustrate on what time-scales the arc cells merge and split; while those at 150-km depth
(bottom four panels) show the migration and coalescence of back-arc ridges. Note that the sections at 100
km depth have a horizontal scale that is half that of those at 150 km, to see better illustrate the behaviour
of the smaller-scale arc system.
when compared to cases with a smaller subduction velocity (Fig. 5.5). The horizontal extent
of back-arc ridges also increases with increased subduction velocity, with ridges extending
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Figure 5.5: Horizontal temperature slices at 100 km and 150 km depths, for very-wet (5000 H/106Si)
cases, with old (120 Myr) upper plate, under (a-b) 2 cm yr−1, slow, and (c-d) 10 cm yr−1, fast, sub-
duction. The time slices chosen correspond to the same upper-plate cooling time for the different velocity
cases (15 Myr in a-b, 35 Myr in c-d). Note that the corresponding intermediate velocity case (at 20 Myr)
is shown in Fig. 5.4.
from the wedge corner to the boundary of the domain only in the fastest subduction velocity
cases. In addition, the faster subduction velocity cases lead to a temporally more stable system:
back-arc ridges migrate and interact less when subduction velocities are high, and they exert a
stronger inﬂuence on the arc system.
However, contrary to theoretical prediction [Richter, 1973], we do not observe a simple
increase in the strength of Richter rolls with increasing plate velocity. Instead, the thermal
signature of the ridges is most pronounced for the intermediate velocity case (cf. the 1650 K
isotherm at 150 km depth in Fig. 5.4e and Fig. 5.5b/d). This can be understood from the
2-D models, where we found that drips have more time to grow in cases of low subduction
velocities, while at higher velocities the drips get sheared before fully developing. However,
at low velocity, the horizontal velocity of incoming mantle ﬂow is insufﬁcient for the drips to
align and coalesce into 3-D ridges, while at faster velocities, they are sheared into prominent
sheets due to increased corner ﬂow. Thus, the competition between the time available for drip
growth and velocity-controlled strength of shearing leads to ridges being coolest at 150 km in
the intermediate velocity case.
For all subduction velocity cases (i.e. 2, 5, 10 cm yr−1) sub-arc Richter rolls form with similar
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wavelengths of 50-150 km (cf. Figs. 5.4a and 5.5a,c). However, with increasing subduction ve-
locity, the modulating inﬂuence of back-arc ridges on the arc system becomes more prominent,
superimposing a second, longer wavelength of 150-km to 400-km on the arc system (Fig. 5.5c).
These more pronounced downwellings then leave stronger signatures in the thermal structure
of the wedge corner. As the simulation evolves and the old lithosphere thickens further, the
back-arc wavelength becomes increasingly dominant below the arc.
Further insights into the effect of subducting slab velocity on the ﬂow regime beneath the
arc can be gained by analysing mantle velocities at 100 km depth (Fig. 5.6). Velocities are scaled
to the subduction velocity, so that the relative strengths of each component can be directly com-
pared. Each curve is plotted for a speciﬁc time within the 5-40 Myr range of simulation time,
at 1 Myr intervals. The results of the 3-D models are shown alongside those for corresponding
2-D cases. The 3-D along-strike averaged velocities (Fig. 5.6b/e/h) display a typical corner
ﬂow pattern, with slab parallel horizontal and vertical velocities trenchward of 200 km, and a
ﬂip in horizontal and vertical velocity signs at distances exceeding 200 km, where mantle ﬂow
is drawn towards the slab and has an upward component into the arc pinch zone. On average,
longitudinal ﬂow is negligible. The 2-D velocities display this same corner ﬂow pattern (Fig.
5.6a/d/f), but include ﬂuctuations around the average corner ﬂow trend that are the expression
of SSC drips. These ﬂuctuations are strongest (relative to subduction velocity) in the slowest
case, where drips have the most time to develop. Beyond 250 km, the ﬂuctuations are most
prominent in the horizontal component, as we are sampling the upper plate at depths where
material migrates horizontally towards the drips (i.e. their root zone). The effect of the rolls
in 3-D is displayed as the spatial variability around the longitudinal average in Fig. 5.6(c/f/i).
This variability is calculated as the absolute difference between the maximum and minimum
values of a velocity component which are recorded in the trench-parallel direction, as a func-
tion of horizontal distance away from trench. Vertical and longitudinal velocity ﬂuctuations of
almost equal magnitude, with their maxima aligned, are the signature of longitudinal Richter
rolls.
A comparison of sub-arc along-strike averaged velocities in 3-D models (Fig. 5.6b/e/h) and
velocities in the corresponding 2-D simulations with similar model parameters (Fig. 5.6a/d/g),
show that 2-D models are a good approximations of the longitudinally averaged ﬂow ﬁeld.
Both in 2-D and 3-D models, as subduction velocity increases, we observe a decrease in the
strength of horizontal and vertical components with respect to slab velocity, whilst transients
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corresponding to the expression of SSC become more prominent with decreasing subduction
velocity (i.e. for higher velocity cases wedge ﬂow is more corner-ﬂow like). Note, however,
that the variability in velocity is substantially larger in the 3-D cases, where variations com-
monly exceed the slab velocity, than it is in the 2-D cases, where the variability is less than
half the magnitude of slab speeds. Variations in vertical velocities associated with Richter rolls
exceeding the convergence velocity were also predicted by Wirth and Korenaga [2012].
In Fig. 5.7, we explore velocities in the back-arc region below the upper plate, at 200 km
depth. This depth was chosen for consistency with our previous 2-D model analyses (note
that velocities at 200 km depth display similar characteristics to those at 150 km, where our
model cross sections are drawn). In the back-arc, a clear corner-ﬂow signature consisting of an
almost constant horizontal (Vx) velocity approximately equal to -Vslab (at x > 350 km from the
trench), a small vertical velocity, and a longitudinal velocity that is close to zero, is only found
for the fastest case (Fig. 5.7g/h). At lower subduction velocities, the subducting slab becomes
less efﬁcient at driving wedge ﬂow, and a decoupled cell, which develops at the model’s right-
hand boundary, leads to substantial upward and outward (positive Vx) velocities. At 200 km
depth, lithospheric drips leave pronounced ﬂuctuations in vertical velocity, which increase in
strength as slab velocities decrease (Fig. 5.7a/c/d/f).
As we found in the arc region, in the back-arc, the averaged 3-D velocity pattern is very
similar to the main pattern of 2-D models. As slab velocities increase, the variability of the
three components of ﬂow, which is an expression of SSC, is weaker. Ridges, extending all the
way from the arc corner to the side of the wedge in the fast subduction velocity case, yield a
comparatively uniform along-strike variability in Fig. 5.7i. In contrast, the vertical component
of ﬂow at lower subduction velocities, especially in the 2 cm yr−1 model (Fig. 5.7c), exhibits
peaks, which are related to the maxima in the temperature slices in Fig. 5.5. These represent
transient drips that are only partially sheared into ridges. Consistent with the arc region, ve-
locity variability below the back-arc region in 3-D tends to be larger than in 2-D.
5.4.3 Inﬂuence of Viscosity
Variations in mantle hydration control wedge viscosity, which, in turn, affects mantle wedge
ﬂow ﬁelds and strain rates, which further feedback on viscosity. As found in our 2-D models,
and predicted by Wirth and Korenaga [2012], viscosity exerts the main control on whether or
not SSC occurs. Fig. 5.8 shows sub-arc and sub-back-arc thermal structure for a damp case
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Figure 5.6: Velocity components of mantle wedge ﬂow close to the wedge corner, at 100 km depth,
for cases with a very wet rheology (5000 H/106Si), old upper plate (120 Myr) and three different slab
velocities. Velocities are scaled to the prescribed slab velocity. Positive Vx (black) is in down-dip direction,
Vy (red) upward, and Vz (green) in the direction opposite to the trench strike. Lines represents velocities
every 1 Myr between model time= 5 Myr and 40 Myr. Note that the total range of relative velocities
on all panels is the same, so magnitudes are directly comparable along each row. Comparison of the 2-D
simulation velocities (a-d-g), to 3-D longitudinally averaged velocities (b-e-h) illustrates that the 2-D
models well capture the average of the 3-D ﬂow. However, the 3-D mean hides the presence of a strong
longitudinal component in 3-D models, and signiﬁcant along-strike variability due to SSC is present in
all components of ﬂow (c-f-i).
with an old upper plate and intermediate subduction velocity of 5 cm yr−1. Sub-arc Richter
rolls form quite readily, although with a much larger wavelength (Fig. 5.8a) than in the very-
wet cases examined previously. Back-arc instabilities, however, take about 40 Myr to form
under damp wedge conditions and they are less prominent in comparison to those observed in
the very-wet case (Fig. 5.8(b)). Under the arc, 10-12 rolls develop with very similar temperature
ﬂuctuations as in the very-wet case. The arc instabilities again interact with the system in the
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of wedge ﬂow patterns below the upper plates in the back-arc region. Shown
are velocity components of mantle wedge ﬂow across the full wedge width, at 200 km depth for cases
with a very wet rheology (5000 H/106Si), old upper plate (120 Myr) and three different slab velocities.
As in Fig. 5.6, velocities are scaled to the prescribed slab velocity, and positive Vx (black) is in down-
dip direction, Vy (red) upward, and Vz (green) in the direction opposite to the trench strike. The total
velocity range is the same on all panels, thus illustrating how SSC becomes increasingly dominant as
slab velocity decreases.
back-arc, once it has developed. Patterns of roll migration are less time-dependent in the model
with damp rheology than in the very-wet case.
In contrast, in the dry case, no rolls develop in either the arc or back-arc region over the
evolution time of our models (70 Myr for an upper plate that is initially 120 Myr old). Thus
for the dry case, as in the 2-D models, the wedge is in a pure corner-ﬂow regime. In the 2-D
models, the damp case was also in the corner-ﬂow regime, with a hint of developing back-arc
instabilities, however with growth rates that exceeded our 90 Myr long model times. The damp
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Figure 5.8: Temperature slices at (a) 100 km and (b) 150 km depths, for a damp (1000 H/106Si) case
with 5 cm yr−1 subduction velocity and 120 Myr old upper plate. Richter rolls mainly develop in the
arc region, although some interaction with the back-arc system is apparent.
upper plate is more unstable in 3-D. In the back-arc, 3-D instability time scales may be shorter
than in 2-D as previously found for sheared oceanic plate models [van Hunen et al., 2003]. In
the arc region, spatial scales, rather than instability time scales, may have suppressed 2-D SSC.
In Figs. 5.9 and 5.10, we examine the differences in velocity systematics in the arc and
back-arc regions associated with different viscosities, by probing the evolution of velocity com-
ponents at 100 km and 200 km depth, again throughout the whole subduction history of our
models. The average sub-arc velocity panels in Fig. 5.9 (a/b/d/e) illustrate that, as in 2-D, the
average ﬂow pattern is very similar for the three different viscosity cases (compare with Fig.
5.6d/e). The lateral variability in velocities in the damp case (Fig. 5.9c) documents the occur-
rence of sub-arc Richter rolls (with a Vz component of similar magnitude as Vy), but with about
half the velocity variation magnitudes of those in the very wet case with the same subduction
velocity (Fig. 5.6f). A small variation observed in the dry case (Fig. 5.9f) hints at the presence
of an initiating instability, hampered by high viscosity. In the back-arc, both damp and dry
cases are dominated by corner-ﬂow (Fig. 5.10). The damp case does include some ridges with
drips, but of very low amplitude compared to the very-wet case, and developing only late in
the model evolution.
The dichotomy between arc and back-arc systems is due to differences in mantle viscosity
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Figure 5.9: Velocity components in the arc region at 100 km depth for damp (1000 H/106Si) and dry
cases, for a 120 Myr old upper plate and 5 cm yr−1 slab velocity, conﬁrm SSC below the arc in the damp
case. Figure style and lines are as in Fig. 5.6, where the corresponding panels for the very-wet (5000
H/106Si) case are shown (panels d-f).
between the wedge corner, and the region below the upper plate. Estimates of sub-arc and sub-
back-arc viscosities are measured inside two volumes (labelledPROBEARC andPROBEBACK−ARC
on Fig. 5.1) and averaged in the longitudinal direction up to a distance of 150-km away from
domain edges. These viscosities are shown in Fig. 5.11 – symbols denote averages with error
bars representing trench-parallel variability. Viscosities are displayed for a single time (same
upper-plate cooling time for the different velocity cases, i.e., at t=20 Myr for the slow case, t=35
Myr for the intermediate, and t=40 Myr for the fast case). Viscosities in the probed locations
vary little with time. Results are illustrated for the cases with a 120 Myr old, thick upper plate
(as discussed thus far), as well as for a set of cases with a younger upper plate (discussed in the
next section).
The lower viscosities in the sub-arc region are comparable to those observed in 2-D. They
are the consequence of bringing material of mantle temperature to shallower depth where the
sensitivity of viscosity to temperature is more dominant over that to pressure, compounded by
strain-rate weakening that occurs under the power-law creep that dominates this part of the
wedge. Mantle viscosities at the base of the upper plate (circles in Fig. 5.11) are up to an order
of magnitude higher than below the arc (squares in Fig. 5.11), with the maximum difference
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Figure 5.10: Velocity components in back-arc region at 200-km depth for damp (1000 H/106Si) and dry
cases, 120 Myr old upper plate and 5 cm yr−1 slab velocity show that SSC in the damp back-arc is very
subdued and SSC is absent for the dry case (zero velocity variation in panel f). Figure style and lines are
as in Fig. 5.7, where the corresponding panels for the very-wet (5000 H/106Si) case are shown (panels
d-f).
observed in the dry case with an old upper plate. In all cases, excluding the 120 Myr old upper
plate case with a subduction velocity of 2 cm yr−1, viscosity is lower in the wedge corner than
below the upper plate. As we have seen in 2-D and in Section 5.4.2, this is the case where SSC
most strongly disrupts corner ﬂow. In this case, ﬂuctuations in wedge corner viscosity are very
strong, and the measure of average corner viscosity includes signatures of the drips, and is thus
not an optimal indicator of the behaviour. The measure of along-strike variability in viscosity
shows that viscosities in the corner reach lower maxima than below the upper plate. The lower
sub-arc than sub-back-arc viscosities explain the difference in instability wavelengths between
the two systems.
In our 2-D models, SSC did not occur where mantle viscosities exceeded a cut-off viscosity
of ≈ 5 · 1018 Pa·s. The same is true in 3-D. This behaviour is compatible with previous re-
sults by Wirth and Korenaga [2012] (who used a single-mode 3D approach) and Honda [2008]
(who limited wedge hydration to the wedge corner), although the cut-off viscosities are slightly
higher in our models, where fully 3-D ﬂow (i.e. with different wavelengths) can develop over
a wider region than the hydrated wedge corner deﬁned by Honda [2008].
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5.4.4 Inﬂuence of Upper Plate Age
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Figure 5.11: Viscosity as determined in the boxes displayed in Fig. 5.1 beneath the arc (squares) and
back-arc (circles) Symbols display the average and error bars variability in the longitudinal direction.
Plotted for a time of 20 Myr in the slow case, 35 Myr in the reference and 40 Myr in the fast, corre-
sponding to the same upper plate cooling time in each case. The time variation of viscosity is minor. For
the intermediate velocity case, three viscosity cases and two plate thicknesses are shown, while slow and
fast cases are only displayed for very wet rheology and thick upper plate.
Finally, we examine the inﬂuence of plate age on the ﬂow regime, as thicker (i.e. older) plates
are well-known to be more unstable than thinner (i.e. younger) plates [e.g. Davaille and Jau-
part, 1994]. We ran intermediate subduction velocity cases with a 50 Myr old (i.e. younger and
thinner) upper plate, for three different viscosities (very-wet, damp and dry). We characterised
the arc and back-arc systems at slightly shallower depths than before, 75 km and 150 km, to
best capture the character of the two systems below these thinner plates.
The resulting thermal structure is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. We display only the results from
the damp and very-wet cases as the dry case exhibits similar behaviour to the damp case (but
attains 25-50 K cooler arc temperatures). The young and damp upper-plate does not thicken
sufﬁciently fast to develop instabilities, preventing the formation of rolls below both the arc and
back-arc regions. This is the same as in 2-D, where neither damp nor dry models with a young
upper plate developed SSC. The very-wet young upper-plate case does develop signiﬁcant
SSC below the arc and back-arc. In 2-D, we observed how a thin upper-plate with very-wet
mantle rheology favoured the development of a very short time and length-scale pattern of
SSC. Similar behaviour emerges in 3-D.
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However, separation between the two SSC systems for the very-wet case is not as marked
as that observed below 120 Myr old plates. In comparison with cases with an older overriding
plate, sub-arc pinching by mantle ﬂow is less severe. Under these conditions, the geometri-
cal effect of an isolated arc region observed under old upper plates, due to a strong gradient
in thickness between the arc and back-arc, is substantially weaker. As a result, the two sys-
tems have more similar wavelengths, and the sub-arc Richter rolls are more connected to the
instabilities forming in the back-arc (see Fig. 5.12c,d).
Individual velocity components at a depth that cuts through the arc system (Fig. 5.13)
reﬂect the lower amount of sub-arc upper plate erosion in the subdued average vertical velocity
component (panels b/e/h) compared to the 120 Myr old upper plate cases (Figs. 5.6 and 5.9).
Velocity variations for the very-wet case (Fig. 5.13c) retain some signature of the arc and back-
arc systems in the two vertical velocity maxima. However, the maxima have similar velocity
magnitudes, due to the reduced viscosity contrast between arc and back-arc regions (Fig. 5.11
– note that the probing locations for viscosity displayed in Fig. 5.11 were the same for old and
young plates and, hence, do not capture this difference in viscosity between the old and young
cases).
Although these results seem to indicate that the distinct sub-arc and sub-back-arc ﬂow be-
haviour is principally a feature of systems with thick upper plates, it should be noted that the
ﬁxed upper-plate slab coupling depth of 80 km imposed in our models exerts a strong con-
straint on wedge corner upper-plate erosion. A rheologically (and hence thermally) controlled
coupling depth may lead to a more pronounced sub-arc thinning of the upper-plate also for a
younger upper plate, although too small a coupling depth is inconsistent with the low-heatﬂow
forearc region [e.g. Arcay et al., 2008, Conder, 2005].
5.5 Consequences of SSC in 3-D
Our 2-D study (see Chapter 4) demonstrated that SSC can thin sub-arc lithosphere by a few km,
and back-arc lithosphere by 10-15 km, under wet to very-wet mantle conditions, and thereby
extend the region where wet melting is possible from absent (for dry cases) to spanning most of
the arc and back-arc region, but disrupted by drips. These drips could also modify slab-surface
temperatures by up to 100 K and shift dehydration boundaries by up to 20 km. In this section,
we analyse each of these consequences for our 3-D models.
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Figure 5.12: Horizontal slices of temperature at 75 km and 150 km depth, for cases with damp and very
wet rheology and Vslab of 5 cm yr−1. These depths illustrate the ﬂow pattern below the arc and back-arc
region for the is young plate case. Note that the horizontal scale of the below-arc slices is half that of the
below-back-arc ones.
5.5.1 Upper Plate Lithospheric Thickness
We use the depth of the 1400K isotherm as a proxy for upper plate lithospheric thickness. In
the 2-D models, this measure was veriﬁed against conductive thermal thicknesses inferred from
lithospheric geotherms. Fig. 5.14(a) illustrates that, consistent with our 2-D results, lithospheric
thinning below the arc region is generally most efﬁcient in cases with: (i) increased subduction
velocities; (ii) increased wedge hydration; and (iii) younger upper plates. A minor, but sys-
tematic difference is observed between arc-lithospheric thicknesses in the 2-D and 3-D cases,
with 2-D models generally underestimating the extent of lithospheric thinning beneath the arc,
by  3 km. The increased efﬁciency of lithospheric thinning in 3-D is a direct consequence of
arc Richter-rolls, which are unique to the 3-D system. In addition, the 3-D rolls produce trench
parallel variations in lithospheric thickness of 7 km. Such differences will have a minor effect
on estimates of surface heat ﬂow, but will affect melting conditions, as these are very sensitive
to exact lithospheric thickness (see Section 5.5.2 below).
Our lithospheric thicknesses estimates below the back-arc region are illustrated in Fig.
5.14(b). For dry cases, 2-D models provide a reasonable approximation to the average litho-
spheric erosion predicted in 3-D. However, consistent with our predictions for the arc region,
we ﬁnd that with increasing levels of wedge hydration, 2-D models systematically under pre-
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Figure 5.13: Velocity components at 75-km depth for very wet (5000 H/106Si), damp (1000 H/106Si)
and dry cases, with a 50 Myr old upper plate and 5 cm yr−1 slab velocity, illustrating the pattern of
sub-arc ﬂow. As in Fig. 5.6, velocities are scaled to the prescribed slab velocity, and positive Vx (black)
is in down-dip direction, Vy (red) upward, and Vz (green) in the direction opposite to the trench strike.
The total velocity range is the same on all panels
dict the amount of lithospheric thinning, when compared to 3-D models. In very wet cases,
the differences between 2-D predictions and the average of 3-D models can be up to 10 km,
whilst 3-D models can show substantial trench parallel variations in thickness, of up to 20 km.
However, even with this additional thinning our back-arc lithospheric thicknesses remain on
the high side compared with the ≈ 60 km back-arc thicknesses inferred from heat ﬂow and
seismic velocities by Currie and Hyndman [2006]. Currie et al. [2008] attributed this thinning
to even stronger hydrous plate weakening, through visco-plastic mechanisms.
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Figure 5.14: Variations in upper-plate thickness in the (a) sub-arc and (b) sub-back-arc regions, for
all the 3-D models cases presented in this chapter. Thicknesses are measured as depth of the 1400K
isotherm, averaged along the horizontal span in the transverse direction illustrated by the dotted-dashed
line labelled PROBEARC and PROBEBACK−ARC in Fig. 5.1 (respectively in the 150-300 km and 350-
500 km horizontal distance range from the trench, longitudinally in the central 1200-km). Error bars
denote along-strike variability in the 3-D simulations, around the average thickness values (circles). For
comparison, we include results for the analogue region in 2-D simulations with corresponding model
parameters (squares). Two values are given for each case, spanning 35 Myr of simulation time, in
ranges encompassing the same amount of upper plate conductive thickening (t=5 Myr and t=35 Myr
for cases with slow subduction; t=20 Myr and t=50 Myr for intermediate; t=25 Myr and t=55 Myr for
fast). Thicknesses estimated from the 2-D simulations are systematically larger than for the 3-D cases,
especially in the arc region.
5.5.2 Wedge Thermal Structure & Melting
In Fig. 5.15, we illustrate thermal conditions below the arc, by plotting trench-parallel tem-
perature averages and ranges, at 75 and 100 km depth, for 50 and 120 Myr old upper plate
cases, respectively, alongside wet and damp solidi from Katz et al. [2003]. Note that at dis-
tances beyond 250-300 km, we are plotting temperatures at the base of the thermal lithosphere
for the very-wet cases (at all subduction velocities, and for old as well as young upper plates),
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but within the upper plate for damp and dry cases. This is reﬂected in the ∼ 50 − 75K higher
average temperatures for the very-wet than for comparable damp and dry cases (Fig. 5.15b/c).
Due to the stronger lithospheric thinning, the 3-D models predict elevated temperatures
at shallower depths when compared to 2-D models. As the base of the thermal lithosphere
provides the conditions where melting is most likely to occur, such changes directly enlarge
the potential melt region. Average temperatures below the volcanic arc are highest, relative to
local melting temperatures, for cases with: (i) the fastest subduction velocities, due to stronger
‘pinching’ in the wedge corner (Fig. 5.15a); and (ii) increased wedge hydration (Fig. 5.15c),
due to enhanced lithospheric thinning, through SSC; and (iii) for the younger upper plates. As
was predicted in our 2-D models, wedge temperatures are sufﬁciently high for wet melting to
occur, locally, in parts of all except the dry models (this assumes that locally wet conditions may
permit melting even if hydration is insufﬁcient in extent to affect wedge rheology), whilst damp
melting can occur below the arc region in the most hydrated cases, at subduction velocities
of 5 and 10 cm yr−1. However, again consistent with our 2-D results, in all cases examined,
temperatures are too low for dry melting.
Lateral variations in lithospheric thickness and, thereby, temperature, associated with the
3-D rolls provide conditions for forming melt pockets below the arc (and back-arc) region. This
variability increases for cases with decreased subduction velocities (Fig. 5.15b) and increased
wedge hydration (Fig. 5.15d). In our reference case with a subduction velocity of 2 cm yr−1,
the range between maximum and minimum along-strike temperatures exceeds ∼ 150K. Con-
versely, for a case with a subduction velocity of 10 cm yr−1, the range is ∼ 80K (Fig. 5.15b).
Along strike variations can also exceed ∼ 150K for very wet cases, regardless of upper plate
age (Fig. 5.15d/e), whilst variations of∼ 120K are predicted for a 120 Myr old upper plate case,
with a damp rheology (Fig. 5.15d). However, they are reduced to ∼ 50K, at most, for damp
cases with a 50 Myr old upper plate, and are insigniﬁcant for dry cases regardless of upper
plate age, as these models exhibit a stable corner ﬂow regime. We note that along strike vari-
ability in back-arc temperatures follows a similar trend to those beneath the arc region. Such
along-strike variations in thermal structure and melting may be responsible for the complex
seismic velocity structures imaged, for example, beneath the Japanese volcanic arc [Tamura
et al., 2002], and have also been related to the local spacing in arc volcanism [Honda and Saito,
2003, Honda and Yoshida, 2005].
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(a) Effect of slab velocity, 120 Myr
(b) Effect of mantle hydration, 120 Myr
(c) Effect of mantle hydration, 50 Myr
Figure 5.15: Along-strike variability in temperature at 100 km depth, for models with a 120 Myr-old
upper plate and varying: (a) slab velocity; and (b) viscosity, and at 75 km depth for models with 50 Myr-
old upper plate varying (c) viscosity. Panels (b,c) are for a model with a subduction velocity of 5 cm yr−1.
All lines represent a snapshot at a cooling time of 35 Myr. Shaded regions represent along-strike maxima
and minima at varying horizontal distances from trench. Along-strike variability is negligible for damp
and dry cases. Dotted and dashed lines coloured in magenta indicate mantle solidus temperatures,
respectively under "damp" and "wet" conditions. The different depths for old and young upper-plate
cases are chosen in order to best capture the extent by which mantle solidi are crossed in the wedge corner
in each model.
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Figure 5.16: Slab surface temperatures (SSTs) observed at 30 Myr, for cases with a 120 Myr-old upper-
plate. An example of the along-strike variability of SST is shown on panel (a), for the case with slow
subduction. Yellow-shaded regions in (b,c,d,e) represent the range of SSTs for cases with: (b) dry rhe-
ology ; (c) damp rheology ; (d) very wet rheology and slow subduction ; (e) very wet rheology and fast
subduction. Blue and green dotted lines outlining the yellow regions indicate along-strike temperature
maxima and minima at each depth. Pink lines represent the conditions at which common mantle hydrous
minerals break down, blue lines are sediment and wet mantle solidi (all from Grove et al. [2012], and thin
black lines illustrate where basalt would retain 0.5 and 0.1 wt% of water [Hacker, 2008]. Richter rolls
forming below the arc can turn off and on the breakdown of hydrous minerals at different longitudinal
locations, in particular for very-wet cases with faster subduction velocities.
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5.5.3 Slab Surface Temperatures
Fig. 5.16 illustrates the range of along-strike slab surface temperatures (SSTs), for different cases
with a 120 Myr old upper plate, after 30 Myr of model evolution, alongside MORB dehydration
boundaries, the stability ﬁelds for hydrous mantle minerals, and water-saturated sediment and
mantle solidi. As in our 2-D models, we ﬁnd that higher subduction velocities, higher wedge
viscosities and larger upper plate thickness all result in decreased SSTs. Along strike variations
in SSTs for the 3-D models are most sensitive to the level of wedge hydration: the maximum
range of ∼ 60K is observed for very wet cases, with the range decreasing to ∼ 20K for compa-
rable damp cases. Peaks and troughs in SSTs occur at a wavelength that roughly corresponds
to that of the Richter rolls in the arc region (Fig. 5.16(a)), implying that 3-D instabilities have
a more signiﬁcant inﬂuence on SSTs than those observed in 2-D, where the signature of drips
was not apparent at the slab surface.
There are additional, subtle, differences between the predictions of our 2-D and 3-D studies.
By virtue of the increased temperatures obtained with respect to 2-D models, in all hydrated 3-
D models, SSTs always exceed the hydrous-sediment melting curve above∼ 90km depth. Even
for the dry wedge case, melting of water-saturated sediments is possible. This higher average
temperature also signiﬁcantly alters the depth at which the water-saturated solidus (labelled
WSS in Fig. 5.16b-e) is crossed. For example, in a dry wedge case at intermediate subduction
velocity, this boundary is shifted by as much as 50 km, in comparison to the equivalent 2-D
case.
The observed along-strike variations in temperature are insufﬁcient to signiﬁcantly inﬂu-
ence the dehydration of crustal material: in all models, the completion of dehydration for
MORB material at the slab’s surface (taken as the boundary where water content drops be-
low 0.1 wt %) occurs above 90-km depth. As noted in our 2-D study, in addition to control-
ling crustal dehydration, SSTs can also affect the dehydration of mantle minerals [e.g. Peacock,
1990b, 1996, van Keken et al., 2011], where they are exposed at the slab’s surface (e.g. in oceanic
core complexes). Furthermore, even large variability in temperature will occur in the wedge
just above the slab’s surface where released ﬂuids may be ﬁrst taken up by mantle minerals and
released when conditions exceed their stability ﬁelds [e.g. Grove et al., 2012]. If mantle miner-
als are exposed at the slab’s surface, the range of predicted model SSTs could shift the depth
where serpentinite and chlorite break-down by as much as 20 km. This could yield substantial
along strike variations in ﬂuid release from the subducting slab, which likely has signiﬁcant
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implications for volcanic spacing [Wilson et al., 2013].
5.6 Conclusions
We have presented a detailed analysis of 3-D mantle wedge convection styles taking into ac-
count the effect of hydrated rheologies and local thermal buoyancy, and comparison with sim-
ilar 2-D models from the previous chapter 4. As in our 2-D study, we ﬁnd that small-scale
convection (SSC) is a common occurrence, requiring similar conditions (i.e. wedge viscosities
below 5 · 1018 Pa s), consistent with what has been found in previous 2-D and 3-D studies [e.g.
Honda and Saito, 2003, Arcay et al., 2005, Honda et al., 2010, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012]. As
in 2-D, the exact form of SSC depends on subduction velocity and wedge viscosity. However,
in 3-D, Richter-rolls, with axes aligned perpendicular to the trench (longitudinal rolls), become
the dominant mode of instability [Richter, 1973, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012].
In contrast to our 2-D results, two separate, but interacting, SSC systems form, the ﬁrst
below the arc region, where the upper-plate is pinched by the wedge ﬂow, and the second
below the back-arc region. The arc rolls are speciﬁc to the 3-D system and arise due to the
additional degree-of-freedom, which permits the development of small-scale longitudinal rolls,
on a wavelength of ∼50-200 km, for which the pinch zone that forms in the 2-D system offers
insufﬁcient space. In the back-arc system, Rayleigh-Taylor drips, spawned from the base of
the overriding plate, are sheared by background corner ﬂow to form long, linear, cold ridges.
These ridges, which form the downwelling limbs of larger-scale Richter rolls, extend from the
back-arc region into the arc region, and have a larger spacing than instabilities in the arc region,
100-400 km, due to the higher viscosities in the back-arc. Both arc and back-arc rolls are highly
time-dependent, migrating, interacting and coalescing with surrounding instabilities. These
two systems interact, particularly at higher subduction velocities and for thinner upper plates.
We ﬁnd that the separate arc system is less prominent beneath younger upper plates. However,
the two systems may be more distinct also for young plates, if the coupling depth between
subducting and overriding plates would shallow with increasing temperature (as was done by
Arcay et al. [2005, 2007]). It is interesting to note that the system naturally evolves into arc and
back-arc regions even without a limitation on the distance to which the wedge is hydrated by
the down-going plate.
Our study demonstrates that 2-D models, in many ways, provide a good approximation to
the average of 3-D models. However, in our models, lithospheric thinning is slightly more efﬁ-
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cient in 3-D, and the few additional kilometres of lithospheric erosion are sufﬁcient to enlarge
the region over which dehydration and melting can occur considerably. In addition, arc-rolls
lead to trench parallel temperature variations of ∼150K and along-strike variations in litho-
spheric thickness of 5-10 km. These ﬂuctuations provide a potential mechanism for explaining
along-strike variations in heat ﬂow, seismic structure, and magmatism. The wavelength of
arc Richter-rolls predicted herein, is larger than the common spacing between volcanic cen-
tres [e.g. de Bremond d’Ars et al., 1995]. Nonetheless, as was proposed by de Bremond d’Ars
et al. [1995], smaller spacing could result from strong time-dependence of the position of high-
temperature regions.
On Earth, wedge thermal structure is likely further affected by a heterogeneous distribution
of volatiles, and strong gradients or steps in lithospheric thickness. As we veriﬁed in chapter
4, spawning of sub-lithospheric instabilities can be facilitated by the presence of such features.
In addition, wedge ﬂow patterns and temperatures may be modiﬁed by 3-D slab geometry
[Kneller and van Keken, 2008], and the ﬂow around slab edges [Kincaid and Grifﬁths, 2004].
The addition of such complexities is an important avenue for future work. Accordingly, in the
following chapter, we present some preliminary results for ﬁnite-width slabs.
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Chapter 6
Impact of Finite Slab Width, Side Plates
and Slab Rollback on 3-D Mantle
Wedge Flow and Thermal Structure: A
Preliminary Study
6.1 Summary
The subduction mantle wedge is a key region where volatiles are recycled into the solid
Earth or channeled towards the upper plate where they affect volcanism, seismicity, miner-
alisation and crust formation. Numerical modelling of wedge ﬂow and thermal structure is
commonly done in 2-D. In this study we investigate some of the effects of a ﬁnite-width slab
using a kinematically driven 3-D model with dynamic ﬂow below, around and above the
slab, for subduction with and without trench retreat. The ﬁnite width allows toroidal ﬂow
around the slab sides. Although, except in a case with a strongly hydrated wedge corner,
this ﬂow is not very efﬁcient at entering the wedge corner, it is sufﬁcient to modify temper-
atures in such a way that it can locally shut down or enhance wet melting. Flow around the
slab draws out a cold anomaly in a hook shape from the sides. The exact shape of this hook
will be affected by deformation of the slab (which we do not model), however, this cold
anomaly does affect ﬂow into the wedge, and can lead to cold ﬁlaments being drawn into it.
An important inﬂuence is exerted by the plate which overrides the mantle on the side of the
subducting slab’s edge. Thick (old) side plates block ﬂow into the shallowest wedge corner
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where conditions are closest to those required for melting. Based on the work presented
in the previous chapters on hydrous wedge conditions, such steps in plate thickness would
also be expected to form the triggering or pinning points of instabilities. For a hydrated
corner limited to a distance of 150 km from the fore-arc corner, along-strike ﬂow into the
wedge can be strongly enhanced, modifying the pattern of SSC, and thereby melting and
dehydration, and possibly seismic anisotropy.
6.2 Introduction
Because of the key role that the subduction mantle wedge plays in volatile recycling, subduction-
zone natural hazards and the concentration of mineral resources, many studies have modelled
wedge ﬂow and temperature to try to better understand the controls on the diversity of Earth’s
subduction zones and their associated surface expressions.
Most mantle wedge modelling has been done in 2-D [e.g. Davies and Stevenson, 1992, Pea-
cock and Wang, 1999, Syracuse et al., 2010], as the dimensions of the wedge system are much
smaller in trench-perpendicular than trench-parallel direction. However, the complexity in
subduction wedge observations can likely only be explained by 3-D variations. A few studies
investigated ﬂow for 3-D plates with an inﬁnite lateral extent [chapter 5 herein, Honda et al.,
2010, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012, Hall et al., 2000], including some that evaluated the inﬂuence
of geometrical complexity [Kneller and van Keken, 2008]. These show that small-scale convec-
tion, upper plate shearing and pressure gradients along slab morphology can all complicate
wedge ﬂow.
However, it has also been well established that the ﬁnite lateral extent of slabs plays a crucial
role in large-scale slab dynamics, as it facilitates trench motions by allowing ﬂow around the
slab’s sides [e.g., Garfunkel et al., 1986, Funiciello et al., 2003, Schellart, 2004, Morra et al.,
2006]. Present-day as well as Cenozoic plate motions conﬁrm that most trenches indeed retreat
[Garfunkel et al., 1986, Sdrolias and Müller, 2006, Seton et al., 2012]. Furthermore, a number of
seismic and geochemical observations are consistent with ﬂow from the subslab region, into the
mantle wedge around slab edges [Pearce et al., 2001, Wendt et al., 1997, Trua et al., 2003, Smith
et al., 2001, Civello and Margheriti, 2004]. Kincaid and Grifﬁths [2003, 2004] set up analogue
models speciﬁcally to investigate the effect of the ﬂow around the slab edge on the mantle
wedge, and found that wedge and slab surface temperatures were signiﬁcantly different for
cases without slab rollback, where slab edges were warmer than the slab centreline, and with
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rollback, where this relative temperature difference between edges and interior was reversed.
In this chapter we perform a preliminary numerical investigation of the morphology of
wedge ﬂow resulting from subduction of a ﬁnite-width plate. Most of the presented models
concentrate on a dry mantle rheology, and we examine the impact of slab rollback and age of
the side plate (the plate bordering the subducting and upper plate). For each case we evaluate
the effect on sub-arc wedge temperatures in comparison with the thermal structure predicted
for an inﬁnite-width plate from the previous chapter.
6.3 3-D Model Setup with Slab Edge
As in the previous two chapters we drive the model slab kinematically, while we solve for
the resulting dynamic mantle ﬂow. We expand the model described in our previous 3-D study
(section 5.3), to include a side plate which extends beyond a now ﬁnite-width slab, and overlies
a mantle volume. This model setup allows mantle material from below the slab to move around
the slab edge beneath the side plate, and into the mantle wedge beneath the overriding plate.
In addition, we investigate the effects of a prescribed slab roll-back velocity. Solutions of the
Stokes and energy equations assume the mantle is an incompressible, Boussinesq ﬂuid and are
obtained using Fluidity [Davies et al., 2011, Kramer et al., 2012]. We again utilize the solution
strategies outlined in section 3.4, and described in Davies et al. [2011].
6.3.1 Geometry, Boundary & Initial Conditions
The ﬁnite-slab 3-D model setup is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. As for the models presented in the
previous chapters, the computational domain is 400 km deep (y-)direction. It extends 1000 km
in the transverse (x-)direction and 1500 km in the longitudinal (z-)direction. The side plate
and subducting plate are both 750 km wide in the z-dimension. The subducting plate travels
horizontally at the surface for 350 km, then subducts at the trench following a down-dipping
circular arc to a depth of 75 km. Below this depth, it subducts at a constant dip angle of 50◦. The
width of the upper-plate (in x-direction) is 650 km at the surface, consistent with the domains in
chapters 4 and 5. For our boundary conditions, these model dimensions allow sufﬁcient space
for the dynamics of ﬂow around slab edge to develop. Mesh resolution varies from a minimum
of 2 km at the wedge corner and slab edge, to a maximum of 8 km at the base of the domain and
at the front vertical surface of the side plate. Model validation, detailed in chapter 3, proves
accurate resolution of large- and small-scale physics in the wedge at these mesh resolutions.
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Boundary conditions applied for the downgoing and upper plates mirror those in the 3-D
models presented in chapter 5. Surface temperature, Ts, is ﬁxed to 273K. Boundary conditions
on all vertical sides follow an error function:
T (x = 0, y) = Ts + (T0 − Ts)erf( y
2
√
κtplate
). (6.1)
In this chapter tplate is either the subducting slab age, tsubd, or the overriding plate age,
tupper, or the side-plate age, tside. Reference mantle temperature T0 in Eq. 6.1 is again ﬁxed at
1623K, and κ is thermal diffusivity. On the domain’s front and back faces (z = 0 and z = zmax),
in addition to its base, a zero heat-ﬂux boundary condition is prescribed. Eq. 6.1 deﬁnes initial
conditions, with tplate = tupper imposed where z <= 0, and tplate = tside elsewhere.
Mechanical boundary conditions at the model’s sides are the following: A horizontal veloc-
ity equal in magnitude to subduction velocity (5 cm yr−1), is applied at the incoming plate sur-
face, at x = xmin, in the x-direction. At interfaces with the upper and side plates, at x = xmax,
no-normal ﬂow boundary conditions are enforced down to a depth where temperature reaches
locally a nominal value of 99% of mantle temperature. The remainder of the vertical surfaces at
x = xmin and x = xmax is stress-free. Free-slip boundary conditions are prescribed at the do-
main’s front and back faces (z = 0 and z = zmax). At the bottom of the model, velocity equal to
the subduction velocity is prescribed at the base of the wedge, slab and sub-slab regions, while
a stress-free boundary condition is speciﬁed for other basal surfaces. At the domain’s upper
surface, velocities are prescribed to subduction velocity above the downgoing plate region, or
zero velocity at the top of the overriding and side plates. The latter are free to evolve self-
consistently in response to local thermal structures and ﬂow-ﬁelds [e.g. Kelemen et al., 2003],
aside from at their top surfaces, where a no-slip boundary condition is imposed. In addition, in
the upper plate, velocities are ﬁxed to zero to a depth of 80 km in a curved prism-shaped region
in the wedge, above the subducting plate. Slab and wedge are fully coupled below this depth,
as in the D80 model of Syracuse et al. [2010]. This setup ensures the presence of the ‘cold nose’,
which we noted is necessary for consistency with observational constraints ([e.g. Kincaid and
Sacks, 1997, Rychert et al., 2008]).
To simulate trench retreat, we use a down-going plate centred reference frame, and add
a horizontal velocity equal to minus the slab rollback velocity to the mantle velocities at the
model’s base. In these cases, we start the models from a ﬂow ﬁeld for an equivalent run without
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trench retreat, and prescribe as a Dirichlet boundary condition that ﬂow ﬁeld minus trench
retreat at the domain’s base. As the domain only comprises the upper 400 km of the mantle this
boundary condition is sufﬁcient to mimic the effects of lateral migration of the slab. It does not
include potential effects of slab steepening, which may accompany trench retreat [e.g., Grifﬁths
et al., 1995, Bellahsen et al., 2005, Capitanio et al., 2007].
We deﬁne as time t = 0 the time when the model has initialised to the point where the
thermal signature of the downgoing plate has been advected to 400 km depth. The models
from the previous chapters showed that the style of wedge ﬂow was relatively stable after
t = 10Myr. We analyse results in the t = 10− 30 Myr time window.
Material properties are as summarised in Table 5.1 in section 5.3. Exactly the same rheo-
logical laws for composite diffusion and dislocation creep are used. Most cases in this chapter
feature a dry rheology. Hydrous rheological parameters are only used for a few cases with a
hydrated wedge corner. Please refer to sections 4.3.2 and 5.3.2 for more details on the model’s
material properties.
6.3.2 Model Cases
τupper τ side vrollback COH,corner
(Myr) (Myr) (cm yr−1) (H/106Si)
50 50 0 0
50 50 3 0
50 120 0 0
50 120 3 0
50 120 9 0
50 120 0 5000
50 120 9 5000
Table 6.1: Summary of models presented herein. For each, upper plate age τupper, side plate age τside,
rollback velocity vrollback and hydration of the wedge corner COH,corner are given. We note that subduc-
tion velocity, vsubd, and side-plate surface velocity, vside, are 5 cm yr−1 and 0 cm yr−1, respectively, for
all models.
To focus the analysis on the impact of a slab of ﬁnite width, and trench retreat on the man-
tle wedge’s ﬂow-ﬁeld and thermal structure, in this chapter we do not vary slab parameters.
Slab dip (50◦ for all models), subduction velocity (5 cm yr−1), and slab age (50 Myr at trench),
are kept constant to representative values of subduction zones on Earth [e.g. Lallemand et al.,
2005, Seton et al., 2012]. Subducting-plate width is ﬁxed at 1500 km (although we only simulate
its half-width, with mirror boundary conditions at its mid-plane). We also maintain a young
upper-plate age (50 Myr), and rather examine the effect of variations in side-plate age, either
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equal to upper-plate age (50 Myr), or considerably older (120 Myr), which introduces a step in
lithospheric thickness. We study cases without rollback (vrollback = 0 cm yr−1), with intermedi-
ate retreat velocities (vrollback = 3 cm yr−1), and with strong retreat velocities (vrollback = 9 cm
yr−1) [e.g. Lallemand et al., 2005, Seton et al., 2012].
Although we demonstrated the central role of viscosity in wedge dynamics in the previous
chapters, in this preliminary study we keep the mantle dry to concentrate on slab edge effects.
For only two cases do we prescribe a ‘very-wet’ wedge corner (COH = 5000 H/106Si, an end-
member of subduction zone hydration, [e.g. Karato, 2003, Katz et al., 2003]), out to a horizontal
distance of 150 km (in the x-direction) from the leftmost apex of the wedge. Other studies
utilized this kind of set-up to approximate localised mantle hydration due to volatiles expelled
from the slab [e.g. Honda and Yoshida, 2005]. For these two cases, we start from the 120 Myr
old side plate case with no retreat. As the thermal signature of the subducting plate has reached
the bottom of the domain, we hydrate the wedge at horizontal distances up to 150 km from its
apex at 80 km depth (where slab-wedge coupling is turned on), and continue the model run.
Using this set of seven models (Table 6.1), we investigate the effect of (i) ﬁnite slab width,
(ii) slab rollback, and (iii) wedge corner hydration on wedge ﬂow ﬁelds and temperatures.
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Figure 6.1: Model set–up to simulate 3-D subduction dynamics: the domain is 400 km deep, 1000 km
wide in the transverse (x-)direction, and 1500 km wide in the longitudinal (z-)direction. It is divided
into 3 regions: (i) the prescribed down-going plate, where V = VSLAB; (ii) a prescribed rigid forearc
corner, where V = 0; (iii) a prognostic volume, comprising the sub-slab, wedge and side mantle regions.
Temperature is prognostic throughout the computational domain. The subducting slab curves to a con-
stant dip angle of 50◦ at 75 km depth, and is fully coupled to wedge ﬂow below 80 km depth. Velocities
are ﬁxed along the top and side of the overriding and side plates. Slab velocity is prescribed at the bottom
of the wedge and sub-slab volumes. Velocities are free on other boundaries, except the vertical surface in
front of the side mantle, where a no-slip condition is enforced. Temperature boundary conditions follow
a half-space cooling relationship everywhere, except at the model’s base and sides, where a zero heat ﬂux
boundary condition, q = dTdn = 0, is enforced. Slab rollback is optionally turned on via summation of the
current ﬂow at the boundary and a velocity equal and opposite to retreat velocity, as a Dirichlet boundary
condition enforced everywhere at the bottom of the domain. This method maintains the reference frame
centered on the down-going slab.
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6.4 Incorporating a Slab Edge - Effect of Finite Width
In our 2-D models and 3-D models with inﬁnite slab width, cases with a dry rheology yielded
a stable corner ﬂow pattern in the wedge below the upper plate. Without any complexities of
SSC, this dry case allows us to characterise the basic effect of introducing a slab edge.
6.4.1 Impact on Flow-Field
Fig. 6.2 displays horizontal slices of the ﬂow ﬁeld at 200 km depth, i.e. well below the surface
plates, for cases with a 50 Myr old side plate. As expected, ﬂow around the slab edge develops,
and this ﬂow is enhanced in magnitude and extent when the slab retreats (Fig. 6.2 left panels). To
obtain a better view of the ﬂow around the slab edge we display the magnitude of the vertical
component of vorticity in (Fig. 6.2 right panels), expressed as:
ωy =
dvx
dz
− dvz
dx
, (6.2)
where ωy is the vertical vorticity of velocity vector ﬁeld v.
The corner ﬂow induced by subduction of a plate of inﬁnite width (Fig. 6.2a), is fully
’poloidal’, i.e. irrotational, with zero vertical vorticity. For a plate of ﬁnite width, the ﬂow
acquires a ’toroidal’ component, where the subducting slab edge acts as a pivot for ﬂow rota-
tion. Toroidal ﬂow is, by deﬁnition, characterised by a signiﬁcant non-null vertical component
of vorticity. We obtain values in the order of 10−2-10−3 s−1, a magnitude that is comparable to
vorticity found in numerical models of dynamically evolving slabs [Stegman et al., 2006].
The vertical vorticity ﬁeld allows us to examine the scale of the ﬂow cells around slab edge.
For the case without trench retreat, at 200 km depth, the toroidal cell extends up to 250 km
around the slab-edge, and additionally for about 650 km into the wedge in z-direction (Fig.
6.2b). Slab rollback of 3 cm/yr increases the radius of inﬂuence by an additional ca. 100 km, but
does not substantially enlarge the penetration of the ﬂow into the wedge (Fig. 6.2c) (although
this extent is possibly affected by model dimensions). The stronger toroidal nature of the ﬂow
under the effect of trench retreat thus enhances the volume of mantle which can be fed from
the sub-slab and side mantle region to the wedge. The effects of slab retreat will be examined
further in Section 6.5.
To further analyse the ﬂow around the slab edge, we show the individual components of
velocity in Fig. 6.3, at 100 km and 200 km depth, for the case without retreat and a 50 Myr old
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Figure 6.2: Vertical velocity superimposed by vectors of horizontal velocity, and vertical component
of vorticity for young side plate cases, with (a) inﬁnite slab width (as in chapter 5, only half-width
displayed), (b) ﬁnite slab width and no slab rollback, and (c) ﬁnite slab width and 3 cm yr−1 retreat, at
200km depth. We omit the null vertical component of vorticity in (a).
side plate. At 200 km depth, the horizontal velocity components are affected up to 400 km from
the slab edge. Note that most ﬂow is brought in from below the side plate, and relatively little
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from below the slab.
The inﬂuence of ﬂow around the edge is much more limited at shallower depths where ﬂow
is slowed down by the higher viscosities at the base of the lithosphere. At 100 km depth, the
toroidal cell for the case without trench retreat only extends about 100 km around the edge, and
the ﬂow into the wedge does not penetrate more than 250 km in the z-direction into the wedge.
This is signiﬁcant as it is at depths of 100 km or less where mantle temperatures approach
(wet/damp) melting temperatures most closely, and where small changes in ﬂow could affect
melt conditions. It is also noteworthy that there is little vertical component to ﬂow around the
slab side, as this is limited by the side and upper plates. Additional vertical ﬂow might further
enhance melting by bringing warmer material to shallower depths.
In this context, we note that a noticeable component of ﬂow is observed in the trench-
parallel direction, from the side mantle towards the sub-slab volume (Fig. 6.3f). Its presence
is a consequence of differential thickness between the conductively thickening side plate and
the subducting plate, which in the model instead presents the same age of 50 Myr at the trench
throughout model evolution. The positive anomaly in vertical velocity observed close to the left
side boundary in Fig. 6.3c,e is likely a boundary effect, related to the change in plate thickness
and velocity boundary condition at that edge.
6.4.2 Impact on Temperature
Snapshots of the thermal structure in Fig. 6.4 show that, in contrast to the effect of the slab edge
on ﬂow, the impact on temperatures manifests itself mostly at shallower depths (Fig. 6.4(a,c)).
Notably, toroidal ﬂow around the slab smears the neighbouring mantle cooled by the slab edge,
leading to the formation of a cold ’ridge’, or ’hook’. This feature appears as an extension of the
slab’s thermal signature beyond the edge, at a sharp angle in the positive x-direction.
The formation of such a cold ’tail’ at the edge of the slab is likely a robust feature of thermal
models. In a similar fashion, if the slab could dynamically develop an along-strike curvature
[as in models of e.g., Morra et al., 2006, Schellart et al., 2007], the toroidal ﬂow would also act to
bend the slab upon subduction, resulting in a convex slab shape, and hence a smoother hook.
In our models, at a shallow depth of 100 km, this colder ridge induces a drop of up to 50 K in
wedge corner temperatures within the toroidal ﬂow cell at x=250 km (compare with Fig. 6.3c).
Consequently, the hook shields a signiﬁcant volume of the wedge corner closest to the edge
from the around-edge ﬂow. The interaction between the toroidal ﬂow cell, and the corner-ﬂow
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dragged by the slab below the upper plate, results in a locally weaker erosion of the upper
plate there where these ﬂows converge. Nevertheless, these effects diminish at larger depths
(e.g. 200 km as in Fig. 6.4b,d).
The warmest temperatures observed in Fig. 6.4c are however obtained at the boundary
between the subducting and side plates. At the model boundary, this temperature anomaly
may be overestimated due to the artiﬁcially large Vz component. However, some component
of ﬂow from below the conductively thickened side plate and towards the sub-slab region (Fig.
6.3c,e,f) is robust, and result in the locally high temperatures below the edge of the downgoing
plate.
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Figure 6.3: Velocity components at 30 Myr and (a,c,e) 100 km and (b,d,f) 200 km depths, for cases with
ﬁnite-width subducting plate, 50 Myr old side plate and no trench retreat. Velocity components in the
(a-b) transverse (x-)direction; (c-d) vertical (y-)direction; (e-f) longitudinal (z-)direction are shown.
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Figure 6.4: Temperature ﬁeld at 100 km and 200 km depths, for cases with (a,b) inﬁnite and (c,d) ﬁnite
slab width, at a simulation time of 30 Myr.
6.4.3 Side-Plate Age
A higher side-plate age than the age of the upper plate introduces a differential thickness be-
tween these two plates. We show the effect on ﬂow ﬁeld and temperature at 100 km depth in
Fig. 6.5. At 200 km depth, ﬂow and temperature for cases with an old and with a young side
plate are very similar. However, at 100 km depth, for the colder side plate, ﬂow around the
slab edge further stretches the ’hook’ in the positive x-direction, by ca. 100km. The thicker side
plate and longer cold hook largely block ﬂow from below the side plate into the wedge and
thereby increase the radius of the toroidal cell. Some back ﬂow (positive Vz in Fig. 6.5b) con-
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sequently develops into the wedge corner behind the hook. The result is lower temperatures
in the wedge corner next to the slab edge than in the case with a younger side plate, by up to
100K within a 200 km range inside the wedge.
Figure 6.5: Horizontal, longitudinal (z-)component of ﬂow and thermal structure at a simulation time
of 30 Myr, for cases with a (a,c) 50 Myr old, and (b,d) 120 Myr old side plate, at 100 km depth.
6.5 Slab Rollback
We further explore the effect of slab rollback for three cases with a 120 Myr old side plate. Fig.
6.6 shows the longitudinal velocity components; transverse (Vx) and vertical (Vy) velocities are
much less affected. Because the effect of retreat velocity on toroidal ﬂow at shallow depths is
lower than at deeper levels, a smaller range of the colour scale is used in Fig. 6.6a,b,c than in
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panels d,e,f. At both 100 and 200 km depth, we now see that the trench-parallel component of
sub-slab ﬂow is considerably enhanced in the fast retreat case (vrollback = 9 cm yr−1). At 200
km depth, subslab ﬂow reaches magnitudes comparable to the Vz component into the mantle
wedge. At 100 km depth, longitudinal ﬂow into the wedge is barely enhanced by trench retreat
and the back ﬂow behind the cold ’hook’ remains.
There is an effect of trench retreat on temperature at 100 km as well as at 200 km depth (Fig.
6.7). Note again, the different colour scales for the two depths, chosen to highlight temperature
features at the respective depths. Although the change in toroidal ﬂow at 100 km depth with
increased retreat velocity is small, it is sufﬁcient to increase the drag of some cold mantle into
the wedge region. For the fastest rollback case, this results in a local depression of maximum
wedge temperatures by about 50 K at a distance 200 km away from the slab edge. At 200 km
depth, a swirl of colder material from the thicker side plate also develops in the fastest retreat
case, although here the anomalies are only 10-20K.
Looking at Fig. 6.7, the effect on corner temperatures appears subtle, however, Fig. 6.9(a,c,e)
illustrate that the temperature variations are sufﬁcient to affect where wet melting is possible.
Although the rheology used is for a dry mantle, the local presence of water might allow wet
melting. For an inﬁnite slab, wet melting is possible between about 90 and 100 km depth, when
temperatures are higher than ca. 1620 K. The colder ridge that develops due to convergence
of ﬂow around the slab edge with wedge corner ﬂow suppresses this wet melt at a distance of
about 250 km from the slab edge, irrespective of the age of the side plate. For the cases with
the old side plate the changes in ﬂow due to slab retreat move the location where melting is
suppressed.
The effect of ﬂow changes due to slab retreat on temperature are not as pronounced when
the side plate is younger (Fig. 6.8). The reason is two-fold, as in these models (i) the colder hook
does not extend as far as for old side plate cases, and the toroidal ﬂow can more readily enter
the wedge corner with less, or no, trench retreat, and (ii) differential thickness between the
upper and side plates is null, so that wedge mantle and side mantle have similar temperatures
and viscosities. Indeed, Fig. 6.9(b,d) show that there is little shift of the regions where wet
melting is possible between the case with and without retreat. However, the presence of a
slab retreat enhances toroidal ﬂow sufﬁciently to somewhat thin the side plate, creating the
conditions for wet melting below it, 50-100 km away from the edge, at the same depth as below
the overriding plate.
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Figure 6.6: Horizontal, longitudinal (z-)component of velocity at a simulation time of 30 Myr, for cases
with (a,d) no slab rollback, (b,e) vrollback = 3 cm yr−1 and (c,f) vrollback = 9 cm yr−1, and a 120 Myr old
side plate. Panels (a-c) are snapshots at 100 km depth, (d-f) at 200 km depth. At shallower depths, the
effect of retreat velocity on toroidal ﬂow is lower than at deeper levels. A smaller range of velocities is
accordingly used on panels (a-c), in order to capture the increase in magnitude of Vz in the proximity of
slab edge when rollback is stronger.
6.6 Wedge Corner Hydration
In chapter 4, we investigated the effect of localized hydration at the wedge corner. We found
that edge instabilities were spawned at the intersection between the dry (or damp) mantle and
the hydrated section of the corner, which caused small-scale convection in this area. In a 3-D
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Figure 6.7: Thermal structure at a simulation time of 30 Myr, for cases with (a,d) no slab rollback, (b,e)
vrollback = 3 cm yr−1 and (c,f) vrollback = 9 cm yr−1, and a 120 Myr old side plate. Panels (a-c) are
snapshots at 100 km depth, (d-f) at 200 km depth.
inﬁnite-width case where the whole wedge was strongly hydrated, SSC rolls formed below the
arc region with wavelengths of 50 to 200 km. For a 3-D ﬁnite-width slab, with either null or
strong slab rollback, we ﬁnd that the patterns of SSC are signiﬁcantly affected by ﬂow around
the slab’s edge.
Fig. 6.10 shows the horizontal ﬂow-ﬁelds at 100 km depth, at a simulation time of 30 Myr.
A strong pressure gradient develops within the hydrated wedge corner, as the toroidal ﬂow
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Figure 6.8: Thermal structure at a simulation time of 30 Myr, for cases with (a,c) no slab rollback, or
(b,d) vrollback = 3 cm yr−1, and a 50 Myr old side plate. Panels are snapshots at (a-b) 100 km depth, and
(c-d) 200 km depth.
draws the side mantle towards the low-viscosity wedge. This gradient very efﬁciently channels
a trench-parallel ﬂow into the wedge, to the extent that the longitudinal component reaches
higher speeds than subduction velocity (see Fig. 6.10(b,d)). Only a small amount of back ﬂow
develops, which penetrates the corner behind the cold hook. For the ﬁnite-width slab, we ﬁnd
that the strong along-strike ﬂow observed leads to larger-scale Richter rolls with z-dimensions
of 200-400 km. However, the patterns of SSC are highly time-dependent, as is the structure
and development of edge instabilities, and the positioning of high- and low-temperature areas
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Figure 6.9: Areas where damp and wet solidi for a mantle of MORB composition are crossed at a hor-
izontal distance of 210 km from trench, for cases with (a,c,e) 120 Myr old and (b,d) 50 Myr old side
plates.
are notably transient, more so than in the wedge of an inﬁnite-width plate (see chapter 5). Just
near the slab edge, the ﬂow ﬁxes the position of a SSC cell. As this ﬂow is so strong, it is not
signiﬁcantly affected by trench retreat.
The overall effect of corner hydration on thermal structure is a signiﬁcant increase in tem-
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peratures (by up to 100K, see Fig. 6.10). In the 3-D inﬁnite width models, we also found such
increases in wedge corner temperatures, due to stronger erosion of the upper plate. The thinner
upper plate signiﬁcantly enhances the region where melt is possible (Fig. 6.11), now not only
under wet but also damp conditions, and one melt region occurs next to the slab edge, while
the other melt regions migrate through time and with increasing retreat velocity.
Figure 6.10: Snapshots at 100 km depth for cases with (a-c) 0 and (d-f) 9 cm/yr rollback velocity, and a
dry mantle but very-wet (5000 H/106Si) hydration inside a 150 km horizontally-wide area sub-arc in the
wedge corner. Panels show (a,d) vertical velocity Vy, (b,e) longitudinal velocity Vz and (c,f) temperature
for each case. Here shown are snapshots taken 30 Myr after that time.
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Figure 6.11: Areas where damp and wet solidi for a mantle of MORB composition are crossed at a
horizontal distance of 210 km from trench, for cases with a very-wet corner and a 120 Myr old side plate,
(a) with and (b) without, trench retreat.
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6.7 Discussion
The models presented only constitute a preliminary investigation into the effect of ﬁnite slab
width and ﬂow around its edges on mantle wedge velocity and temperature ﬁelds. In this
section, we discuss some of the models’ limitations and suggest avenues for further work, as
well as some potential implications of our results.
6.7.1 Model Limitations
Hydrated vs. Dry Wedge Rheology
The 3-D model cases examined herein simulated wedge ﬂow dynamics and the evolution of the
thermal structure under the effect of buoyancy and a dry mantle rheology. However, the upper
mantle is likely ’damp’ (COH = 1000 H/106Si), and at subduction zones, at least locally even
wetter [e.g. Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]. In chapters 4 and 5, we found that hydration of the
mantle wedge exerts a dominant control on ﬂow dynamics, where viscosities below 5 · 1018 Pa
s systematically promote SSC. Given these results, it would be good to model additional cases
including some with a damp rather than dry background mantle, and models where wedge
hydration extends over larger distances from the wedge corner. Such models will be necessary
to investigate what controls the strength of along-strike ﬂow into the wedge that we found
in the cases with a strongly hydrated wedge corner, and how the ﬂow around the slab edge
interacts with different styles of wedge SSC.
Inﬂuence of Side Plates
Most previous models that have investigated ﬂow around the slab edge have not included any
side plates. Our results above show that it can affect ﬂow into the wedge, in particular in the
corner region where melt and dehydration most likely occur. With increased mantle hydration,
any steps in thickness between side plate and upper plate would likely nucleate additional
instabilities [see results in chapter 4 and Dumoulin et al., 2005] which will affect near-slab-edge
wedge ﬂow.
A differential thickness develops in our models below the boundary between the station-
ary side plate and subducting plate, causing a noticeable upward, trench-parallel component of
ﬂow from the side mantle and below the subducting plate. The interaction with the side plate
may be somewhat different if it moved with the down-going plate, rather than with the upper
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plate as modelled here. This alternative scenario is one of the most common conﬁgurations
for trench retreat on Earth (e.g., Tonga, New Hebrides, South Sandwich, Antilles, Calabria),
where a tear develops in the down-going plate as only a segment of that plate subducts [Gov-
ers and Wortel, 2005]. In this case, the component of ﬂow which here lead to high temperatures
beneath the boundary between the subducting and side plates, would be substantially sup-
pressed. However, we would expect an increase in the strength of toroidal ﬂow around slab
edge, as the hot mantle below the side plate would directly be pulled in the positive x-direction,
possibly contributing to a signiﬁcant extension of the areas where suitable conditions for melt-
ing are met.
Kinematic vs. Dynamic Trench Retreat
We modelled only a translational component of trench retreat, and we approximated it by mov-
ing the reference frame (i.e., the mantle) rather than the subducting plate. In dynamic models
[e.g., Grifﬁths et al., 1995, Bellahsen et al., 2005, Stegman et al., 2006, Capitanio et al., 2007],
slabs do not only translate but may also steepen during trench retreat. Slab steepening adds an
upward vertical component to the toroidal ﬂow around the slab edge [Kincaid and Grifﬁths,
2004, Piromallo et al., 2006], which will enhance wedge temperatures more than occurs in the
models we presented above. The choice of changing the reference frame and moving the man-
tle rather than the plate is one that has been previously used in various model setups (e.g., [van
Hunen et al., 2002, Conder et al., 2002]). However, because of the different rheology of plates
and mantle, our moving of the mantle reference frame may have a more subdued effect on the
toroidal ﬂow than movement of the rigid plate would have.
In addition, we approximated our plates as planar, while in dynamic subduction, slab shape
will evolve in response to ﬂow around the edges. Depending on plate strength, plate size and
lateral variations in buoyancy, along-strike slab deformation may be more or less pronounced
[e.g., Morra et al., 2006, Schellart et al., 2007, Faccenda and Capitanio, 2013]. This will affect
the development of the cold ’hook’ that occurs in our models. In addition, slab shape has
been shown to affect ﬂow around and along it [Capitanio and Faccenda, 2012, Faccenda and
Capitanio, 2013, Kneller and van Keken, 2008], and will very likely affect patterns of small-
scale convection in the wedge as our along-strike ﬂow does in the cases with a locally hydrated
wedge.
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Scale of Toroidal Flow
Our toroidal cells are 250-400 km in radius. Piromallo et al. [2006] inferred that toroidal ﬂow
length scale was not affected by slab width but controlled by model depth, in a model repre-
senting the upper mantle, where the base was modelled as zero slip. Their cell length scale
was about 1/3 of the model depth. On the other hand, models by Stegman et al. [2006] recov-
ered much larger toroidal ﬂow cells, of scales of about 1500 km, in models which included a
high viscosity lower mantle but where slabs were conﬁned to the upper mantle. They propose
toroidal ﬂow scale to be controlled by mantle viscosity (which was Newtonian in their models).
In models by Faccenda and Capitanio [2013], which use a similar set up to Stegman et al. but
include dislocation creep in the mantle, the cell scales are several 100 km. Our models only
span the upper 400 km of the mantle, and have a partially free and partially ﬁxed outﬂow base
and composite rheology. Toroidal ﬂow in our models occurs on a scale between that of the two
studies mentioned above. Further investigation of the scale controls would be warranted, as it
affects the distance from the edge to which the mantle wedge is affected.
6.7.2 Model Implications
Near Slab-edge Melting With and Without Retreat
Kincaid and Grifﬁths [2003, 2004], based on thermal laboratory models, inferred that slab sur-
face temperatures near slab edges were warmer than in the centre for subduction zones with
minimal trench retreat, whereas under signiﬁcant trench retreat the centreline was warmer than
the edges. They infer that the variations are substantial enough to affect where melting is pos-
sible, and that this may explain some anomalous near slab edge volcanism [Yogodzinski et al.,
2001, Gvirtzman and Nur, 1999]. Our results do not conﬁrm this. This melt region immedi-
ately next to the slab edge is not signiﬁcantly affected by the slab retreat velocities, but rather
melting at a distance of 100-250 km from the slab edge can be suppressed by ﬂow around the
slab edge (see Figs. 6.9 and 6.11). Actually, the case of Etna [Gvirtzman and Nur, 1999] is quite
enigmatic as this volcano is situated trench-ward of the volcanic arc. Govers and Wortel [2005]
attribute this type of volcanism to shearing along, and back ﬂow below, a plate boundary that
develops between side and upper plates in response to trench retreat. In our models (where
upper and side plate move together), shear near the boundary between downgoing and side
plate can lead to local plate thinning which may be sufﬁcient to allow melt (e.g., high T at 100
km in Fig 6.5).
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Wedge Anisotropy
Seismic anisotropy in the mantle is largely attributed to mineral alignment in the direction of
mantle ﬂow. An enigma of seismic anisotropy in the mantle wedge is that the fast axis is com-
monly found to be oriented in the trench-parallel direction, as expected from trench-parallel
ﬂow [e.g. Pozgay et al., 2007, Long and Becker, 2010], while alignment in trench perpendicular
direction is predicted for typical corner ﬂow [e.g. Kneller et al., 2005]. For one exhumed arc
terrane, structural geology observations also indicate that trench-parallel ﬂow conditions may
have dominated its mantle wedge [Mehl et al., 2003]. Under conditions where the mantle is
cold, hydrous and at high stress, the seismically fast axis may rotate to a direction perpendicu-
lar to the largest ﬁnite strain (b-type fabric) [Jung and Karato, 2001]. However, such conditions
may only prevail in the forearc corner and thus can not explain anisotropy directions further
out from the trench [Kneller et al., 2005].
Many studies have investigated other ways of aligning wedge ﬂow in trench parallel di-
rection. Pressure gradients associated with variable slab geometry [Kneller and van Keken,
2008] and upper-plate shear [Hall et al., 2000] have been shown to be able to locally reorient
ﬂow directions towards the along-strike direction. Small-scale convection can cause diverse
ﬂow directions including trench-parallel ones [Honda et al., 2010, Behn et al., 2007]. Flow
around slab sides associated with slab retreat has previously been shown to generate trench-
parallel alignment near the slab edges [Buttles and Olson, 1998, Kincaid and Grifﬁths, 2004].
In our models with a hydrated wedge however, trench-parallel ﬂow extends substantially fur-
ther into the wedge, enhanced by non-linear rheological feedback once ﬂow channeling into
the low-viscosity corner has been initiated. This is possibly an alternative explanation for the
anisotropy observations, however, it would be good to validate these results for a wider range
of model parameters.
6.8 Conclusions
3-D models with a ﬁnite-width slab allow the development of toroidal ﬂow around the slab
edge. In our models with a dry mantle, the size of the toroidal cell varies from 200 km to 400
km at 200 km depth, without or with trench retreat, respectively. In cases with locally hydrated
wedge corners, trench-parallel ﬂow in the wedge may even extend to the slab centerline. Only
in the cases with very strong trench retreat was a signiﬁcant amount of material drawn into the
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wedge from below the slab. In other cases, the ﬂow into the wedge was mainly sourced from
below the side plate.
In the shallow wedge corner, where melting and dehydration conditions are most likely
to be met, thermal structure is affected at distances ranging from 100 to 250 km from the slab
edge. At about 100 km depth, toroidal ﬂow is capable of shutting down possible areas of melt
production in the wedge corner, either because it drags colder material from a thick upper
plate or because at the convergence of the toroidal and wedge corner ﬂow upper plate erosion
is less efﬁcient. Contrary to suggestions from past studies [e.g. Kincaid and Grifﬁths, 2004,
2003], wedge temperatures immediately next to the slab edge and hence melting conditions
are not signiﬁcantly affected by trench retreat. Rather, in all cases we investigated, mantle
material that has been cooled by the slab is dragged by the toroidal ﬂow to form a cold tail of
material extending 50 km to 150 km in the positive x-direction, below the intersection between
the upper plate and side plate, which shields the near-edge wedge corner. For a case with a
strongly hydrated wedge corner, wedge SSC was signiﬁcantly modiﬁed as along-strike ﬂow
into the wedge lengthened cell scale and made it very time dependent, with the exception of
the cell nearest to the slab edge.
The side plate exerts a signiﬁcant control on how ﬂow around the slab’s edge can affect the
wedge. Thick side plates somewhat shield the shallow wedge corner from trench-parallel ﬂow,
locally forcing a stronger component of up-ﬂow which may encourage melting. In addition,
the results from the previous chapters lead us to expect the triggering of additional instabilities
when there is a difference in thickness between the upper and side plates (in addition to those
that form at the base of the overriding plate). These may further affect temperatures and time
dependence of the wedge structure.
Additional complexities, like movement of the upper plate, different amounts and extents
of mantle hydration and slab steepening during trench retreat will likely further complicate
wedge ﬂow and temperature ﬁelds and consequently the distribution of melt and dehydration
zones.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, we have undertaken systematic 2-D and 3-D numerical investigations of the con-
trols exerted by the effects of hydration on viscosity, by thermal buoyancy and by toroidal ﬂow
around slab edges on ﬂow regimes and thermal structure of the mantle wedge. We conducted
a wide parameter study which shows how the styles of mantle ﬂow vary with velocity, plate
age, and especially viscosity. Flexible resolution enhancement within the Fluidity code (here
speciﬁcally validated for simulating subduction zones against van Keken et al. [2008]’s estab-
lished benchmarks) allows accurate modelling of unstable small-scale convection (SSC) ﬂow
styles.
While other studies have documented the prime importance of viscosity for SSC (here oc-
curring for viscosities < 5× 1018 Pa s, consistent with [e.g. Honda and Saito, 2003, Arcay et al.,
2005, Honda et al., 2010, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012]), we additionally observe that the spatial
extent of hydration exerts a strong control on whether SSC is triggered and how efﬁcient it is
at thinning the upper plate. If the wedge is hydrated with an amount of water likely char-
acteristic of the upper mantle (COH >=1000 H/106Si), its viscosity is decreased [Karato and
Wu, 1993, Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996], favouring the development of SSC for a wide range of
subduction conﬁgurations. If the length of potentially unstable lithosphere is less than the
wavelength of instabilities initiating at the base of the lithosphere (> 100–150 km for our min-
imum hydrously-weakened viscosities of ∼ 1 · 1018Pa · s), our 2-D models remain stable and
feature a corner ﬂow pattern common to many previous studies ([e.g. Davies and Stevenson,
1992, Peacock, 1996, Peacock and Wang, 1999, van Keken et al., 2002, Kelemen et al., 2003]).
Notably, our 3-D systems naturally evolve into two distinct, but interacting, systems of
SSC in the arc and back-arc regions even without a limitation on the distance to which the
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wedge is hydrated by the down-going plate. In the sub-arc region, the additional degree-of-
freedom permits the development of 3-D longitudinal Richter rolls (with their axes aligned
perpendicular to the trench), predicted by theoretical and numerical studies [e.g. Richter, 1973,
van Hunen et al., 2003, Honda et al., 2010, Wirth and Korenaga, 2012] and unable to form in
the narrow space available in 2-D, with wavelengths of ∼50-200 km. In the back-arc system,
long, linear and cold ridges spawned at the overriding plate’s base and sheared by background
corner ﬂow, constitute the downwelling limbs of larger-scale (100-400 km) Richter rolls. The
interaction between the two systems is highly time-dependent, and more prominent for higher
subduction velocities and for thinner upper plates.
Although our study with an inﬁnite width 3-D slab demonstrates that 2-D models in many
ways provide a good approximation to the average of 3-D models, we observe a stronger
impact of SSC in 3-D than in 2-D, in terms of upper-plate erosion and wedge temperatures.
Strong lithospheric thinning induced by SSC in cases with wet (COH >1000 H/106Si) wedges
is predominantly controlled by the level of mantle hydration (viscosity), and just somewhat
enhanced by higher subduction velocity. 3-D ﬂows only cause a few additional kilometres of
lithospheric erosion, but that considerably enlarges the region over which dehydration and
wet melting can occur below both the arc and back-arc. Stronger upper-plate erosion and
more vigorous wedge convection for more hydrated wedges yield overall higher slab-surface
temperatures (SSTs). Lithospheric instabilities affect wedge temperatures most strongly in the
low-velocity cases, where drips have time to develop fully, leading to transient 50-100K colder
pulses being swept towards the mantle wedge corner in 2-D, and temporal and along-strike
ﬂuctuations in temperatures amounting to ∼100-150K in 3-D. These temperature variations are
sufﬁcient to locally suppress melting, and in the 3-D cases to affect the stability of hydrous
phases within the thermal boundary layer above the downgoing plate.
Preliminary results from 3-D models with a (1500 km) ﬁnite-width slab show that, for a dry
mantle, the toroidal ﬂow around the slab edges can affect wedge thermal structure to distances
of 100-250 km from the edge and these temperature changes are sufﬁcient to either enhance or
shut down areas of melt production in the wedge corner, either because toroidal ﬂow drags
signiﬁcant amounts of colder material from below a thick upper plate (in cases with strong
trench retreat) or because at the convergence of the toroidal and wedge corner ﬂow upper plate
erosion is less efﬁcient (in other cases). In cases with a locally hydrated wedge corner, substan-
tial trench-parallel ﬂow in the wedge can even extend to the slab centerline, lengthening SSC
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cell scales. Our 2-D models showed that steps or strong gradients in lithospheric strength or
thickness provide nucleation points for instabilities. A difference in thickness between upper
and side plates overlying a wetter mantle would also favour the formation of such edge insta-
bilities, thereby further affecting temperatures and time dependence of the wedge structure. In
contrast to previous models without side plates [Kincaid and Grifﬁths, 2004, 2003], we ﬁnd that
wedge temperatures right next to the corner are not signiﬁcantly enhanced by trench retreat as
the near-edge wedge corner is shielded by a cold tail of material dragged by toroidal ﬂow for
50 to 150 km below the intersection between the upper plate and side plate.
Several observations indicate that the styles of wedge ﬂow predicted by our models may
play a role in Earth’s subduction mantle wedges. Alternating high and low seismic velocity
anomalies below the Honshu arc [Tamura et al., 2002] and time-dependent volcanic activity
already lead Honda and coworkers [2008, 2010] to relate volcanic arc spacing to transient insta-
bilities in their locally hydrated wedge corner models. Although the wavelength of arc Richter-
rolls predicted in our 3-D models is larger than the common spacing between volcanic centres,
smaller spacing could result from strong time-dependence of the position of high-temperature
regions, as proposed by de Bremond d’Ars et al. [1995]. Variable, absent, or trench-parallel
anisotropy has also been invoked as an argument for SSC [Behn et al., 2011] or complex ﬂow
[e.g., Pozgay et al., 2007, Smith et al., 2001, Di Leo et al., 2012, Hicks et al., 2012]. Although, vari-
able slab geometry [Kneller and van Keken, 2007] and along-strike variations in slab properties
(e.g., hydration) [Rychert et al., 2008] likely also contribute, as may variable buoyancy due to
the subduction of sediments, local hydration, and the formation of melt [Gerya et al., 2006, Zhu
et al., 2009, Behn et al., 2011], our models show that considerable complexity is expected even
without such factors, if hydration is pervasive enough and lowers wedge viscosity. Additional
evidence for low wedge viscosities over large distances, extending below the back arc, come
from observations of back-arc geoid and bathymetry [Billen and Gurnis, 2001], high heat ﬂow
and thin back-arc lithosphere [Currie and Hyndman, 2006], and slow and attenuating seismic
signatures of the mantle wedge [e.g. Wiens et al., 2008, Hwang et al., 2011]. Such conditions
would favour the SSC ﬂow styles obtained in models studied in this thesis.
Further insights could likely be gained by expanding our systematic studies. Cases with
an inﬁnitely wide subducting plate featured two distinct systems of SSC below old upper
plates. We suggest testing whether the same behaviour could apply more evidently also to
young upper plates, if the coupling depth between subducting and overriding plates was
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free to evolve and become shallower with increasing temperature [Arcay et al., 2005, 2007].
A dynamic (temperature- and hydration-controlled) coupling depth would strengthen corner
erosion, resulting in lower wedge-corner viscosities, increased instability and a stronger inﬂu-
ence on slab-surface temperatures. It would also be interesting to investigate the interaction
between small-scale thermo-chemical plumes forming due to the presence of low-density sedi-
ments and melt-ﬂuid mixtures [Gerya et al., 2006, Zhu et al., 2009, Behn et al., 2011] and the SSC
mode of ﬂow driven by lithospheric instability explored herein. We foresee easily-manageable
improvements of our models which include the incorporation of realistic 3-D slab geometry
[Kneller and van Keken, 2008], movement of the upper plate, different amounts and extents of
mantle hydration (possibly governed by pressure, temperature and ﬂow conditions) and slab
steepening during trench retreat. In addition, a dynamic treatment of the slab would be some-
thing to further investigate [e.g., Arcay et al., 2005, 2008]. All these factors will likely complicate
wedge ﬂow and temperature ﬁelds and consequently further impact the distribution of melt
and dehydration zones.
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4.1 Model set-up: the domain is 400 km deep and either 490 km, 700 km or 1110 km wide,
for 70◦, 50◦ and 30◦ dip cases, respectively. It is divided into 4 regions: (i) a prescribed
downgoing plate, where V = Vslab; (ii) a prescribed rigid forearc corner, where V = 0;
(iii) a prognostic mantle wedge; and (iv) a prognostic sub-slab mantle. Temperature
is calculated throughout the computational domain. The subducting slab curves to a
constant dip angle at 75 km depth, and is fully coupled to wedge ﬂow below 80 km
depth. Temperature boundary conditions follow a half-space cooling relationship every-
where, except at the model’s surface (prescribed to 273K) and base, where a zero heat
ﬂux boundary condition, q = dTdn = 0, is enforced. Mechanical boundary conditions are
stress-free everywhere except along the top of the overriding plate (ﬁxed), at the base of
the wedge (equal to slab velocity, in order to account for the drag which the slab would
exert at greater depths) and on the side of the overriding plate, to the depth y99, where
temperatures equal 99% of the mantle temperature (in order to compensate for the ab-
sence of lithospheric thickening at the boundary). The 50 km2 grey square (marked ηcore,
centered at 275 km depth and a horizontal distance of 50 km from the slab tip) and par-
allelogram (a 5–15 km thick strip, 10 km above the slab surface, between 80 and 130 km
depth, marked ηchannel) represent areas where wedge and channel viscosities are anal-
ysed (Section 4.5.1). Temperature transients in Figs. 4.8 and 4.11 are evaluated over
the area marked by the 40 × 20 km grey rectangle (labelled PROBET ), centered at 100
km depth, at a horizontal distance of 75 · tan(dip) km from the wedge corner. The av-
erage depth of the 1400K isotherm, which is used as a proxy for lithospheric thickness
in Section 4.4.4, is measured along the horizontal length spanned by the black dotted
double-pointed arrow (labelled PROBELITHO), at a horizontal distance of 100–350 km
from the wedge corner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
4.2 Thermal structure (T), viscosity (η) and corresponding velocity vectors (V ) for example
cases with: (a) corner ﬂow; (b) small-scale convection (SSC); and (c) slab-decoupled
wedge ﬂow. All models shown have a 120 Myr old upper plate. Models illustrated in
(a) and (b) have subduction velocities of 5cm/yr, with (a) dry and (b) wet rheologies,
respectively. The model shown in (c), which exhibits a decoupled ﬂow regime, has a
subduction velocity of 2cm/yr (hence the smaller velocity vectors) and a wet rheology.
Temperature contours range from 1320–1620K, in 50K intervals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
4.3 Horizontal velocities at 200 km depth, normalized to slab velocity for: (a-c) dry; (d-f)
damp; and (g-i) wet; models with 120 Myr-old upper plates. Shown here are superim-
posed horizontal velocity snapshots at 0.5 Myr intervals, for a simulation time of 10-40
Myr. Smooth and irregular proﬁles, respectively, pertain to corner ﬂow and SSC modes;
decoupled ﬂow cases have a positive horizontal velocity close to the right-hand-boundary.
Positive velocities, on the left of each plot, are associated with return wedge ﬂow imme-
diately above the slab surface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
4.4 Different styles of small-scale convection (SSC): (a) drips; (b) ripples; and (c) edge-
instabilities, respectively, for (a) a very-wet, 2cm/yr, 50 Myr-old upper plate case; (b) a
wet, 10cm/yr, 120 Myr-old upper plate case; and (c) a damp, 5cm/yr, 120 Myr-old upper
plate case. Temperature contours range from 1320–1620K, in 25K intervals, revealing
comparable temperature ﬂuctuations between fully developed drips and sheared ripples,
upon interaction with the wedge corner. In all SSC cases, asthenospheric viscosities are
below 1019 Pa s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
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4.5 Temporal evolution of the 1400K isotherm’s depth (which we use as a proxy for con-
ductive lithospheric thickness), horizontally averaged between 100 km and 350 km from
the wedge corner (labelled PROBELITHO in Fig. 4.1), for all 50◦–dip cases. The ﬁg-
ures illustrate the sensitivity of lithospheric thickness to subduction velocity, (hydration-
dependent) viscosity and overriding plate age. In dry corner ﬂow cases, the overriding
plate monotonically thickens with time through diffusive cooling. For wet and very-
wet cases, small-scale convection can lead to transient and local periods of thinning,
which are associated with detaching drips, thereby counteracting the process of conduc-
tive thickening. Cases with an older (120 Myr-old) upper plate are generally more un-
stable than those with a younger (50 Myr-old) upper plate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
4.6 Log10(viscosity) in the wedge core (marked ηcore in Fig. 4.1: solid lines) and the sub-
duction channel (marked ηchannel in Fig. 4.1: dashed lines), as a function of wedge
hydration, for: (a) 50 Myr-old; and (b) 120 Myr-old upper plates, respectively. . . . . . 47
4.7 Wedge ﬂow style as a function of slab velocity and wedge hydration, for cases with: (a)
50 Myr-old; and (b) 120 Myr-old overriding plates, respectively. Symbols denote the
observed ﬂow regime: rectangles, inverted triangles, ellipses and circles indicate corner
ﬂow, edge-driven instabilities, SSC-ripples and SSC-drips, respectively. Light to dark
grayscale shading represents the strength of decoupled ﬂow. Annotations indicate wedge
core viscosities (ηcore of Fig. 4.1), in Pa·s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
4.8 Thermal evolution of the sub-lithospheric area, labelled ‘PROBET ’ in Fig. 4.1, for:
(a-c) old; and (d-f) young overriding plates, as a function of wedge hydration and sub-
duction velocity. Drips propagating through the box result in transient low-temperature
troughs. Older, thickened plates destabilize more efﬁciently, promoting small-scale con-
vection in all hydrated cases. Increased hydration leads to more unstable behaviour,
which is characterised by smaller and more regular time intervals between drips. . . . . 51
4.9 Summary of lithospheric thickening, in the time interval 20-100 Myr, 15-95 Myr and
0-80 Myr, for fast, intermediate and slow cases, respectively (thus corresponding to a
similar total lithospheric cooling time – see Fig.4.5) as a function of subduction velocity
and wedge hydration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
4.10 Wedge ﬂow style as a function of slab dip and water content, for cases with 50 Myr
old upper plates and a subduction velocity of 5cm/yr. As in Fig. 4.7, rectangles, circles
and triangles respectively denote corner ﬂow, SSC drips, and outﬂow-dominated cases
without SSC. Light to dark grayscale shading represents weak to dominating outﬂow
patterns. Annotations denote wedge core viscosities in Pa·s, measured, as for the 50◦-
dip case, in a 25 km square box at 350 km depth, 50 km in front of the slab tip. . . . . . . 54
4.11 Temperature evolution at the base of the lithosphere for a few variations on the reference
case. All models have 50 Myr-old overriding plates, subduction velocities of 5 cm/yr and
a range of water contents: (a) displays a model with a dip of 30◦; (b) denotes the 50◦
dipping case, previously presented in Fig. 4.8e; whilst (c) is for a variant of the model in
(b), with a strong lithospheric block / craton, on the right–hand–side of the domain. . . . 55
4.12 As in Fig. 4.5, but for a few variations on the reference case. As in Fig. 4.11 all
models have 50 Myr-old overriding plates, subduction velocities of 5 cm/yr and a range
of water contents. (a) and (c) are variations on the 50◦ dipping reference model for which
lithospheric thickness is displayed in (b): (a) is for a model with a smaller dip of 30◦
whilst (c) illustrates a model with cratonic block on the right–hand–side of the domain. . 55
4.13 An example case with SSC, when only the wedge corner is hydrated, illustrating the
evolution of instabilities and their interaction with the slab surface. In the case shown,
the wedge corner and overlying lithosphere are very-wet, whilst the back-arc is damp.
The upper plate is 50 Myr old and the plate subducts at a velocity of 5 cm/yr. The
hydrated corner extends 200 km from the decoupling point, where the slab surface reaches
250 km depth. Temperature contours range from 1500-1600K, in intervals of 25K. . . . 58
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4.14 Slab surface temperatures (SSTs) for a number of models. Dotted, continuous and dashed
lines represent models with fast, intermediate and slow subduction velocities, respec-
tively, with: (a) a 50 Myr-old upper plate; and (b) a 120 Myr-old upper plate, at a
simulation time of 30 Myr. Thin solid black lines are dehydration boundaries (in w.t.%)
for an oceanic crustal composition [Hacker, 2008]. The solid magenta lines denote the
water-saturated peridotite solidus (labelled WSS), the water-saturated solidus for sedi-
ment, and the margins of chlorite and serpentinite stability ﬁelds [Grove et al., 2012]. . . 62
4.15 Snapshots of the thermal structure close to the wedge corner for cases with a dry, damp
and wet rheology, at fast and slow subduction velocities. Regions of the wedge where
pressure and temperature conditions exceed the wet and damp solidi of Katz et al. [2003],
for a MORB composition, are coloured in green and orange, respectively. Snapshots are
taken when the original 50 Myr old upper plate has cooled for a similar time, in both fast
and slow cases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
5.1 Model set–up to simulate 3-D mantle–wedge dynamics: the domain is 400-km deep,
700-km wide in the transverse (x-)direction, and 1500-km wide in the longitudinal
(z-)direction. It is divided into 4 regions: (i) the prescribed downgoing plate, where
V = VSLAB; (ii) a prescribed rigid forearc corner, where V = 0; and (iii) a mantle
wedge and (iv) a sub-slab mantle where ﬂow is solved. Temperature is solved throughout
the computational domain. The subducting slab curves to a constant dip angle of 50◦ at
75-km depth, and is fully coupled to wedge ﬂow below 80-km depth. Velocities are ﬁxed
along the top and side of the overriding plate, prescribed to slab velocity at the bottom of
the wedge, and free along other boundaries. Temperature boundary conditions follow a
half-space cooling relationship everywhere, except at the model’s base and front and back,
where a zero heat ﬂux boundary condition, q = dTdn = 0, is enforced. The grey paral-
lelepipeds (marked ηCORNER and ηLITHO)) represent areas where wedge corner and
sub-lithospheric viscosities are analysed (Section 5.4.3). The average depth of the 1400K
isotherm, which is used as a proxy for sub-arc and sub-back-arc lithospheric thicknesses
in Section 5.5.1, is measured along the horizontal lengths spanned by the black dotted
double-pointed arrows (labelled PROBEARC and PROBEBACK−ARC). In order to min-
imise edge effects, these measures are longitudinally averaged along the central 1200km
of the domain only. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
5.2 An illustration of 3-D small-scale-convection, for a case with a very-wet (COH =5000 H/106Si) rheology,
a subduction velocity of 10cm/yr and a 120 Myr old upper plate, at a simulation time of 40 Myr. Full
model box of 1500 km long by 650 km wide and 400 km deep is shown. In panel (a), which is viewed from
below the mantle wedge, the 1550 K temperature isosurface, coloured by vertical velocity, illustrates a series
of cold ‘ridges’ that are principally aligned in the trench-perpendicular direction. Transient ‘drips’, which
sometimes extend into the wedge core, can be seen propagating along these ridges, towards the wedge corner.
Ridges mark the downwelling limbs of longitudinal Richter rolls, the inﬂuence of which can also be seen at
the slab surface, where the 1550 K isosurface protrudes further into the wedge; (b) the 1550 K isosurface,
viewed from above, which is coloured by trench-parallel velocity, providing an alternative illustration of the
longitudinal Richter rolls. In the example shown, ridges are strongly aligned and extend from the wedge
corner to the edge of the domain, often branching or merging; (c/d) an illustration of the mantle wedge’s ﬂow
regime, from two different directions – images include the 1550 K isosurface (coloured in grey) and stream-
tracers, which are coloured by (c) vertical velocity and (d) trench-parallel velocity. The example shown has a
high subduction velocity and, hence, the stream-tracers shown a clear corner-ﬂow pattern (c). Nonetheless,
due to the Richter rolls and the transient drips, material can descend into the wedge core, without reaching
the wedge corner. Furthermore, although corner-ﬂow persists, there is a signiﬁcant trench-parallel ﬂow
component, with material pulled towards the downwelling ridges from both directions, as illustrated in
both panels (b) and (d). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
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5.3 Temperature, vertical (Vy) and longitudinal (Vz) velocity at 100 km (a-c) and 150 km
(d-f) depth, for a case with an intermediate slab velocity of 5 cm yr−1, old upper plate
of 120 Myr, and very wet mantle rheology with water content of 5000 H/106Si. Vy
is positive upward, Vz negative in the direction of the trench strike. Note the distinct,
but interacting systems that develop below the arc (100 km depth) and back-arc (150-km
depth). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
5.4 Temperature slices for very-wet, 5 cm yr−1, 120 Myr upper plate case at 100 km depth
(top four panels) illustrate on what time-scales the arc cells merge and split; while those
at 150-km depth (bottom four panels) show the migration and coalescence of back-arc
ridges. Note that the sections at 100 km depth have a horizontal scale that is half that of
those at 150 km, to see better illustrate the behaviour of the smaller-scale arc system. . . 80
5.5 Horizontal temperature slices at 100 km and 150 km depths, for very-wet (5000 H/106Si)
cases, with old (120Myr) upper plate, under (a-b) 2 cm yr−1, slow, and (c-d) 10 cm yr−1,
fast, subduction. The time slices chosen correspond to the same upper-plate cooling time
for the different velocity cases (15 Myr in a-b, 35 Myr in c-d). Note that the correspond-
ing intermediate velocity case (at 20 Myr) is shown in Fig. 5.4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
5.6 Velocity components of mantle wedge ﬂow close to the wedge corner, at 100 km depth,
for cases with a very wet rheology (5000 H/106Si), old upper plate (120 Myr) and three
different slab velocities. Velocities are scaled to the prescribed slab velocity. Positive Vx
(black) is in down-dip direction, Vy (red) upward, and Vz (green) in the direction opposite
to the trench strike. Lines represents velocities every 1 Myr between model time= 5 Myr
and 40 Myr. Note that the total range of relative velocities on all panels is the same, so
magnitudes are directly comparable along each row. Comparison of the 2-D simulation
velocities (a-d-g), to 3-D longitudinally averaged velocities (b-e-h) illustrates that the
2-D models well capture the average of the 3-D ﬂow. However, the 3-D mean hides the
presence of a strong longitudinal component in 3-D models, and signiﬁcant along-strike
variability due to SSC is present in all components of ﬂow (c-f-i). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
5.7 Comparison of wedge ﬂow patterns below the upper plates in the back-arc region. Shown
are velocity components of mantle wedge ﬂow across the full wedge width, at 200 km
depth for cases with a very wet rheology (5000 H/106Si), old upper plate (120 Myr)
and three different slab velocities. As in Fig. 5.6, velocities are scaled to the prescribed
slab velocity, and positive Vx (black) is in down-dip direction, Vy (red) upward, and Vz
(green) in the direction opposite to the trench strike. The total velocity range is the same
on all panels, thus illustrating how SSC becomes increasingly dominant as slab velocity
decreases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
5.8 Temperature slices at (a) 100 km and (b) 150 km depths, for a damp (1000 H/106Si) case
with 5 cm yr−1 subduction velocity and 120 Myr old upper plate. Richter rolls mainly
develop in the arc region, although some interaction with the back-arc system is apparent. 86
5.9 Velocity components in the arc region at 100 km depth for damp (1000 H/106Si) and dry
cases, for a 120 Myr old upper plate and 5 cm yr−1 slab velocity, conﬁrm SSC below the
arc in the damp case. Figure style and lines are as in Fig. 5.6, where the corresponding
panels for the very-wet (5000 H/106Si) case are shown (panels d-f). . . . . . . . . . . . 86
5.10 Velocity components in back-arc region at 200-km depth for damp (1000 H/106Si) and
dry cases, 120 Myr old upper plate and 5 cm yr−1 slab velocity show that SSC in the
damp back-arc is very subdued and SSC is absent for the dry case (zero velocity variation
in panel f). Figure style and lines are as in Fig. 5.7, where the corresponding panels for
the very-wet (5000 H/106Si) case are shown (panels d-f). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
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5.11 Viscosity as determined in the boxes displayed in Fig. 5.1 beneath the arc (squares) and
back-arc (circles) Symbols display the average and error bars variability in the longitudi-
nal direction. Plotted for a time of 20 Myr in the slow case, 35 Myr in the reference and
40 Myr in the fast, corresponding to the same upper plate cooling time in each case. The
time variation of viscosity is minor. For the intermediate velocity case, three viscosity
cases and two plate thicknesses are shown, while slow and fast cases are only displayed
for very wet rheology and thick upper plate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
5.12 Horizontal slices of temperature at 75 km and 150 km depth, for cases with damp and
very wet rheology and Vslab of 5 cm yr−1. These depths illustrate the ﬂow pattern below
the arc and back-arc region for the is young plate case. Note that the horizontal scale of
the below-arc slices is half that of the below-back-arc ones. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
5.13 Velocity components at 75-km depth for very wet (5000 H/106Si), damp (1000 H/106Si)
and dry cases, with a 50Myr old upper plate and 5 cm yr−1 slab velocity, illustrating the
pattern of sub-arc ﬂow. As in Fig. 5.6, velocities are scaled to the prescribed slab velocity,
and positive Vx (black) is in down-dip direction, Vy (red) upward, and Vz (green) in the
direction opposite to the trench strike. The total velocity range is the same on all panels . 91
5.14 Variations in upper-plate thickness in the (a) sub-arc and (b) sub-back-arc regions, for
all the 3-D models cases presented in this chapter. Thicknesses are measured as depth of
the 1400K isotherm, averaged along the horizontal span in the transverse direction illus-
trated by the dotted-dashed line labelled PROBEARC and PROBEBACK−ARC in Fig.
5.1 (respectively in the 150-300 km and 350-500 km horizontal distance range from the
trench, longitudinally in the central 1200-km). Error bars denote along-strike variability
in the 3-D simulations, around the average thickness values (circles). For comparison,
we include results for the analogue region in 2-D simulations with corresponding model
parameters (squares). Two values are given for each case, spanning 35 Myr of simula-
tion time, in ranges encompassing the same amount of upper plate conductive thickening
(t=5 Myr and t=35 Myr for cases with slow subduction; t=20 Myr and t=50 Myr for
intermediate; t=25 Myr and t=55 Myr for fast). Thicknesses estimated from the 2-D
simulations are systematically larger than for the 3-D cases, especially in the arc region. 92
5.15 Along-strike variability in temperature at 100 km depth, for models with a 120 Myr-
old upper plate and varying: (a) slab velocity; and (b) viscosity, and at 75 km depth
for models with 50 Myr-old upper plate varying (c) viscosity. Panels (b,c) are for a
model with a subduction velocity of 5 cm yr−1. All lines represent a snapshot at a
cooling time of 35 Myr. Shaded regions represent along-strike maxima and minima at
varying horizontal distances from trench. Along-strike variability is negligible for damp
and dry cases. Dotted and dashed lines coloured in magenta indicate mantle solidus
temperatures, respectively under "damp" and "wet" conditions. The different depths for
old and young upper-plate cases are chosen in order to best capture the extent by which
mantle solidi are crossed in the wedge corner in each model. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
5.16 Slab surface temperatures (SSTs) observed at 30 Myr, for cases with a 120 Myr-old
upper-plate. An example of the along-strike variability of SST is shown on panel (a),
for the case with slow subduction. Yellow-shaded regions in (b,c,d,e) represent the range
of SSTs for cases with: (b) dry rheology ; (c) damp rheology ; (d) very wet rheology
and slow subduction ; (e) very wet rheology and fast subduction. Blue and green dotted
lines outlining the yellow regions indicate along-strike temperature maxima and minima
at each depth. Pink lines represent the conditions at which common mantle hydrous
minerals break down, blue lines are sediment and wet mantle solidi (all from Grove et al.
[2012], and thin black lines illustrate where basalt would retain 0.5 and 0.1 wt% of water
[Hacker, 2008]. Richter rolls forming below the arc can turn off and on the breakdown
of hydrous minerals at different longitudinal locations, in particular for very-wet cases
with faster subduction velocities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
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6.1 Model set–up to simulate 3-D subduction dynamics: the domain is 400 km deep, 1000
kmwide in the transverse (x-)direction, and 1500 kmwide in the longitudinal (z-)direction.
It is divided into 3 regions: (i) the prescribed down-going plate, where V = VSLAB; (ii)
a prescribed rigid forearc corner, where V = 0; (iii) a prognostic volume, comprising
the sub-slab, wedge and side mantle regions. Temperature is prognostic throughout the
computational domain. The subducting slab curves to a constant dip angle of 50◦ at 75
km depth, and is fully coupled to wedge ﬂow below 80 km depth. Velocities are ﬁxed
along the top and side of the overriding and side plates. Slab velocity is prescribed at the
bottom of the wedge and sub-slab volumes. Velocities are free on other boundaries, except
the vertical surface in front of the side mantle, where a no-slip condition is enforced. Tem-
perature boundary conditions follow a half-space cooling relationship everywhere, except
at the model’s base and sides, where a zero heat ﬂux boundary condition, q = dTdn = 0, is
enforced. Slab rollback is optionally turned on via summation of the current ﬂow at the
boundary and a velocity equal and opposite to retreat velocity, as a Dirichlet boundary
condition enforced everywhere at the bottom of the domain. This method maintains the
reference frame centered on the down-going slab. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
6.2 Vertical velocity superimposed by vectors of horizontal velocity, and vertical component
of vorticity for young side plate cases, with (a) inﬁnite slab width (as in chapter 5, only
half-width displayed), (b) ﬁnite slab width and no slab rollback, and (c) ﬁnite slab width
and 3 cm yr−1 retreat, at 200km depth. We omit the null vertical component of vorticity
in (a). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
6.3 Velocity components at 30 Myr and (a,c,e) 100 km and (b,d,f) 200 km depths, for cases
with ﬁnite-width subducting plate, 50 Myr old side plate and no trench retreat. Ve-
locity components in the (a-b) transverse (x-)direction; (c-d) vertical (y-)direction; (e-f)
longitudinal (z-)direction are shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111
6.4 Temperature ﬁeld at 100 km and 200 km depths, for cases with (a,b) inﬁnite and (c,d)
ﬁnite slab width, at a simulation time of 30 Myr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112
6.5 Horizontal, longitudinal (z-)component of ﬂow and thermal structure at a simulation
time of 30 Myr, for cases with a (a,c) 50 Myr old, and (b,d) 120 Myr old side plate, at
100 km depth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
6.6 Horizontal, longitudinal (z-)component of velocity at a simulation time of 30 Myr, for
cases with (a,d) no slab rollback, (b,e) vrollback = 3 cm yr−1 and (c,f) vrollback = 9 cm
yr−1, and a 120 Myr old side plate. Panels (a-c) are snapshots at 100 km depth, (d-f) at
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